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Abstract
The area of business process management in general and and especially business process design
has only recently discovered potential applications of social software to facilitate and support
collaboration [Scheer and Klueckmann, 2009]. This development is also fueled by the practical
insight that organizations have experienced top-down approaches in the design and implemen-
tation of business processes to be not effective. In fact, many process management initiatives
failed due to a lack of acceptance of chosen methods and tools. As a consequence in many or-
ganizations so called [Klu¨ckmann and Scheer, 2009] “guerilla approaches” have been followed
where individual organizational units introduced their own business process management phi-
losophy and as well techniques and tools that fit their specific needs. However, Klu¨ckmann and
Scheer [2009] stress the fact that although distributed business process management initia-
tives should generally not be hindered, it is important to channel and integrate these initiatives
towards a more consistent and efficient process management in the large. Business process
modeling in this context serves several purposes in the process management cycle. One pur-
pose is the analysis of business processes to uncover potential performance weaknesses and
provide a basis for improvements. Another purpose is the unambiguous documentation of busi-
ness processes as a resource for knowledge transfer, organizational learning and governance.
An increasingly important purpose is the use of process models to support the design and engi-
neering of respective enterprise information systems [Davies et al., 2006]. Hence, the complex
and abstract nature of process models and the closedness of process modeling environments
has prevented them to be broadly accepted and used by non-experts [Nolte et al., 2011] viz
the process community in a wider sense. Consequently, process documentation and models in
organizations frequently is outdated, incomplete and inconsistent. This model-reality divide
in turn leads to even more reluctance towards the adoption of process modeling environments
and use of process models. Bridging this model-reality divide by fostering open and fluent col-
laboration through adequate features inspired by social software has gained growing attention
by academia and industry [Mathiesen et al., 2012].
Although both industry and academia have addressed the need for collaboration support in
process modeling only limited insight exists regarding the specific requirements for software-
support in collaborative process modeling. This work refers to existing research (e.g. [Mendling
et al., 2012; Riemer et al., 2011]) on requirements for software-support in collaborative process
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modeling and wiki-based process modeling (e.g. [Ghidini et al., 2010; Dengler and Vrandecˇic´,
2011]). and pursues the following goals: (1) gain an understanding of the nature and require-
ments of collaborative process modeling in practice, (2) investigate how these requirements can
be addressed through the design of a wiki-based collaborative process modeling environment,
and (3) gain insight how a wiki-based collaborative process modeling environment supports
process design activities in practice.
To address these goals a design science approach has been followed. Through a systematic
literature review and qualitative expert interviews a preliminary understanding of the prob-
lem domain and specification of requirements has been achieved. Through the extension
and adaption of a well-proven collaboration platform (a wiki engine) for process modeling
support several of the previously identified design issues have been addressed. In particular,
issues regarding the flexible integration of a visual process modeling interface component into
a collaboration environment and issues regarding concurrent scenarios in process modeling
have been discussed in detail and realized partly on a technical level. Two major software
components have been developed for the support of collaborative process modeling. First, a
light-weight and easily integratable user-interface component for process model creation has
been developed and integrated into the collaboration environment (a wiki engine). Second,
the identification and handling of concurrent situations when multiple modelers access and
modify a process model page has been implemented on an element level which allows for the
interactive resolution and semi-automatic merging of conflicting revisions of a process model.
Case-studies in an industrial and an academic setting provided valuable insights in the prac-
tice of collaborative process modeling and gave feedback on the applicability of a wiki-based
approach. The first case-study of a process re-design in the recruiting department of an office
supply manufacturing company in Hungary describes the insights gained during a long-term
collaboration within a small group. Findings were especially valuable for further enhancements
of the software and an understanding of practical requirements in iterative model creation
and validation. The second case-study in the context of two bachelor and master courses in
information system design has lead to insights regarding the requirements in highly dynamic
collaboration scenarios in small groups and large groups but as well regarding the efficency
and effectiveness of wiki-based process modeling in collaborative learning processes.
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Zusammenfassung
Im Bereich des Gescha¨ftsprozessmanagement und insbesondere im Bereich der Gestaltung
von Gescha¨ftsprozessen sind erst seit kurzem die Einsatzmo¨glichkeiten von Social Software
zur Erleichterung und Unterstu¨tzung der Zusammenarbeit [Scheer and Klueckmann, 2009]
in den Mittelpunkt des Interesses geru¨ckt. Diese Entwicklung wird auch durch praktische
Erfahrungen belegt, die konventionelle “top-down”- und expertenzentrierte Ansa¨tze in der
Konzeption und Umsetzung von Gescha¨ftsprozessen als bedingt zielfu¨hrend ausweisen. Der
Mangel an Akzeptanz konventioneller Methoden und Werkzeugen fu¨hrte in vielen Organisa-
tionen zu sogenannten “Guerilla Ansa¨tzen” [Klu¨ckmann and Scheer, 2009], die zu fragmen-
tierten und inkonsistenten Ansa¨tzen im Gescha¨ftsprozessmanagement sowie damit verbun-
dener Techniken und Tools fu¨hrten. Klu¨ckmann and Scheer [2009] weisen auf die Tatsache
hin, dass verteilte Prozessmanagementinitiativen in der Regel nicht behindert werden soll-
ten, aber eine Notwendigkeit besteht diese in Richtung eines konsequenten und effizienten
Prozessmanagements zu kanalisieren und zu integrieren. Im Zusammenhang von Gescha¨ft-
sprozessmanagement dient die Prozessmodellierung mehreren Zwecken. Ein Zweck ist die
Analyse von Gescha¨ftsprozessen, um potenzielle organisatorische und performative Schwach-
stellen aufzudecken und auf dieser Grundlage Verbesserungen durchfu¨hren zu ko¨nnen. Ein
anderer Zweck der Moedllierung ist die eindeutige Dokumentation von Gescha¨ftsprozessen als
Grundlage fu¨r den Wissenstransfer, Lernen in der Organisation und die effiziente Steuerung
von Prozessen. Ein zunehmend wichtiger Zweck ist die Verwendung von Prozessmodellen als
Basis fu¨r die Anforderungsanalyse, Entwicklung und Konstruktion von Unternehmenssoftware
[Davies et al., 2006]. Der breiten Akzeptanz von Gescha¨ftsprozessmodellen unter Modellan-
wendern (und der Prozesscommunity im Allgemeinen) steht aber teilweise die Komplexita¨t
und Abstraktheit der Prozessmodellierungssprachen sowie die Geschlossenheit der vefu¨gbaren
Modellierungsumgebungen entgegen [Nolte et al., 2011]. Als Folge davon werden Prozessdoku-
mentationen in Unternehmen in vielen Fa¨llen nicht gewartet in dem Sinne, dass sie die reale
Prozesslandschaft aktuell, konsistent und komplett abbilden. Die daraus resultierende Kluft
zwischen realen Prozessen und ihren beschreibenden Modellen fu¨hrt zu einer weiteren Vermin-
derung der Akzeptanz und Verwendung von Prozessmodellen und Modellierungsumgebungen.
In der aktuellen Forschung und Entwicklung werden daher unter anderem in zunehmendem
Maße die Potentiale von Social Software untersucht um eine offene und anwenderfreundliche
Zusammenarbeit in der Prozessgestaltung zu erreichen [Mathiesen et al., 2012].
Trotzdem sowohl Industrie und Wissenschaft die Potentiale der softwaregestu¨tzten Zusam-
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menarbeit bei der Prozessmodellierung erkannt haben besteht nur eine sehr begrenzte Einsicht
hinsichtlich der spezifischen Anforderungen fu¨r adequate Software-Unterstu¨tzung. In diesem
Sinne ist diese Arbeit als eine Erweiterung des Wissensstandes im Bereich softwaregetu¨tzter
Zusammenarbeit in der Prozessmodellierung zu verstehen. Die Arbeit bezieht sich auf beste-
hende Forschungsta¨tigkeiten und -ergebnisse (z.B. [Mendling et al., 2012; Riemer et al., 2011])
in Hinblick auf die Anforderungen fu¨r Software-Unterstu¨tzung im Allgemeinen und wiki-basierte
Prozessmodellierung (z.B. [Ghidini et al., 2010; Dengler and Vrandecˇic´, 2011]) im Speziellen
und verfolgt daru¨berhinaus folgende Ziele: (1) Untersuchung der Charakteristika und prak-
tischen Anforderungen der Zusammenarbeit in der Prozessmodellierung, (2) Untersuchung
wie diese Anforderungen durch die Gestaltung einer wiki-basierten kollaborativen Prozessmod-
ellierungsumgebung addressiert werden ko¨nnen, und (3) Untersuchung einer wiki-basierten
kollaborative Prozessmodellierungsumgebung im Kontext von praktischen Anwendungsfa¨llen.
Um die Forschungsziele zu erreichen wurde ein gestaltungsorientierter Ansatz gewa¨hlt. Dazu
wurde in einem ersten Schritt eine systematische Literaturrecherche und qualitative Experten-
interviews durchgefu¨hrt. Durch diese Vorgehensweise wurde ein Versta¨ndnis des Problem-
bereichs erreicht und wesentliche Anforderungen identifiziert. Im zweiten Schritt wurden
ausgewa¨hlte Anforderungen durch die Entwicklung einer wiki-basierten Prozessmodellierung-
sumgebung addressiert. Konkret wurde eine existierende Wikiplattform in Hinblick auf die
Unterstu¨tzung von kollaborativer Prozessmodellierung durch diverse Funktionen erweitert. Ins-
besondere wurde eine User-Interface Komponente entwickelt, die die grafische Modellierung
von Prozessmodellen in einer webbasierten Wikiumgebung ermo¨glicht. Daru¨berhinaus wurde
die Wikiumgebung dahingehend erweitert, dass gleichzeitige A¨nderungen an Prozessmodellen
teilautomatisiert erkannt und zusammengefu¨hrt werden ko¨nnen. Fallstudien im industriellen
und akademischen Bereich lieferten wertvolle Einblicke in die Praxis der wiki-gestu¨tzten kol-
laborativen Prozessmodellierung und ergaben Hinweise u¨ber die Anwendbarkeit eines wiki-
basierten Ansatzes in der Praxis. In der ersten Fallstudie wird der Einsatz der wiki-basierten
Modellierungsumgebung im Kontext der Neugestaltung eines Personalbeschaffungsprozesses
in einem ungarischen Industrieunternehmen beschrieben. Die Untersuchung der wiki-basierten
Modellierungsumgebung unter realen Bedingungen in einem organisatorischen Umfeld fu¨hrte zu
wertvollen Einsichten und Impulsen fu¨r die weitere Entwicklung im Hinblick auf die praktischen
Erfordernisse der iterativen Modellerstellung und Modellvalidierung. Die Fallstudie im Rahmen
von zwei Lehrveranstaltungen im Bachelor-und Masterprogramm an der Wirtschaftsuniversita¨t
Wien ergab vor allem Hinweise in Bezug auf die Anforderungen in hochdynamischen Zusam-
menarbeitsszenarien in Kleingruppen und in der Großgruppe sowie in Bezug auf die Effizienz
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und Effektivita¨t der wiki-basierten Ansatzes in kooperativen Lehr- und Lernprozessen.
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1.1 Motivation
In the last decades the world wide web has changed from an information medium to an in-
teraction and collaboration medium [McAfee, 2006]. A plethora of software has evolved that
enables easy and ubiquitous information sharing, communication and collaboration among in-
dividuals. Individuals may actively create, publish and share content and do not necessarily
need to have a technical background. Content is largely independent of the underlying type of
hardware and software technology, rather it may ubiquitously reused and modified by anyone
having access to the Internet. As a result of this development the strict distinction between
consumers and producers of web content has largely faded. Blogs, wikis, social network sites,
messaging and file sharing services are exemplary classes of such software that follow different
purposes in content creation but have in common a certain kind of openness to foster the cre-
ation of communities around a topic of interest and enable the interactions among members
of a community. Examples of such communities like Wikipedia, Linux and OpenStreetMap
show that such communities are able to produce rather complex and comprehensive artifacts
like encyclopedias, street maps and operating systems or software in general. As a conse-
quence of the success of such communities business organizations have started to adopt social
software both on a paradigmatic and technological level (e.g. organizational learning, knowl-
edge management, product development). Large business software manufacturers like SAP,
IBM, Oracle, Microsoft and management consultancies soon recognized this development and
started to include social software in their product and service portfolios and in turn addressed
many issues that had impeded organizations in adoption and use of such technology. Today,
the use of social software like wikis, blogs, social networks and instant messaging are common
practice in organizations [Ba¨chle, 2008; Perez, 2010].
The area of business process management in general and and especially business process
design has only recently discovered potential applications of social software to facilitate and
support collaboration [Scheer and Klueckmann, 2009]. This development is also fueled by the
practical insight that organizations have experienced top-down approaches in the design and
implementation of business processes to be not effective. In fact, many process management
initiatives failed due to a lack of acceptance of chosen methods and tools. As a consequence in
many organizations so called [Klu¨ckmann and Scheer, 2009] “guerilla approaches” have been
followed where individual organizational units introduced their own business process manage-
ment philosophy and as well techniques and tools that fit their specific needs. However,
Klu¨ckmann and Scheer [2009] stress the fact that although distributed business process man-
agement initiatives should generally not be hindered, it is important to channel and integrate
these initiatives towards a more consistent and efficient process management in the large.
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Business process modeling in this context serves several purposes in the process management
cycle. One purpose is the analysis of business processes to uncover potential performance
weaknesses and provide a basis for improvements. Another purpose is the unambiguous doc-
umentation of business processes as a resource for knowledge transfer, organizational learning
and governance. An increasingly important purpose is the use of process models to support
the design and engineering of respective enterprise information systems [Davies et al., 2006].
Hence, the complex and abstract nature of process models and the closedness of process
modeling environments has prevented them to be broadly accepted and used by non-experts
[Nolte et al., 2011] viz the process community in a wider sense. Consequently, process doc-
umentation and models in organizations frequently is outdated, incomplete and inconsistent.
This model-reality divide in turn leads to even more reluctance towards the adoption of pro-
cess modeling environments and use of process models. Bridging this model-reality divide by
fostering open and fluent collaboration through adequate features inspired by social software
has gained growing attention by academia and industry [Mathiesen et al., 2012].
1.2 Problem statement
Many issues regarding the adaptivity and flexibility of process management systems and work-
flow systems has been intensively researched upon. Dadam and Reichert [2009] developed the
ADEPT framework as a result of research on clinical workflows. Clinical processes proved to
be characterized by exceptions. Deviations from standard processes were frequent and varied
from the persons involved and situations encountered. Therefore workflows must be easily
adaptable in build-time but also applicable to a running instance of a medical case. Narendra
[2004] introduces an approach where a balance between centralized workflow management
and decentralized workflow creation is sought via a three-tier architecture (planning-, schema-
, instance layer). The three tiers refer to the rigidity of workflow definition. At instance level
workflows are allowed to be created on-the-fly. Planning layer workflow instances are bound to
workflow schemes. Individuals are able to define their own workflow by creating an electronic
token. The token acts as task list which is distributed by e-mail and task completion can be
confirmed by the participants. The workflow token might evolve into a higher layer workflow
schema. Huth [2004] and Nastansky [2007] present a prototype that focuses on intuitive cre-
ation and management of weak structured workflows. The software allows the ad-hoc creation
of tasks which might be delegated and extended by further tasks in the course of workflow
execution. Pesic and van der Aalst [2006] provide a declarative language for modeling and
enacting workflows. The language specifies what should be done rather than how it should
be done. In short, the attempts from researchers and software industry reveal that an enor-
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mous effort has been undertaken in designing flexible and adaptive workflow systems. Yet
recent studies [Palmer, 2008] show there is still a lack in maturity [Rosemann, 2008], flexibility
[Dadam, 2008] and acceptance of process management and modeling [Bandara et al., 2007;
Indulska et al., 2009].
Another research stream in the Business Process Management (BPM) community has turned
towards investigation of social software features to support collaboration in process modeling
and management [Vom Brocke et al., 2011]. Early conceptual studies dealing with collabora-
tion support for modeling like the one from Lee et al. [2000] mainly struggled with designing
an appropriate architecture and user interface to support graphical modeling in a client/server
environment where models are stored in a central repository. In several field studies (e.g.
[Dean et al., 1994; Dennis et al., 1999]) group support systems like electronic meeting sys-
tems and group decision support systems have been employed to support collaborative process
modeling proved to reduce the time to build models significantly. Rittgen [2008, 2009] has
suggested a graphical modeling environment (COMA) supporting negotiation actions (pro-
pose, support, challenge and accept model) between multiple modelers. In [West et al., 2010]
a software prototype is presented that allows for the collaborative modeling in a simulated
three dimensional virtual environment. A case-study involving a group of students revealed a
general acceptance of the tool but does not provide any further insights on the effectiveness
regarding the process of modeling or the outcome of modeling (model quality). Herrmann and
Nolte [2010] proposed a electronic white board solution to stimulate and integrate creative
processes in collaborative co-located process design workshops. Attempts to utilize web ca-
pabilities in collaborative process modeling have been suggested for example by Decker et al.
[2008]. The Oryx-Editor is an open-source web based process model editor which has been
integrated in collaborative modeling environments like Google Hangout (and Google Wave)
[Kreichgauer and Weske, 2010], though both approaches have not been investigated in the
field. The myExperiment project [De Roure et al., 2007] is targeted to provide a web based
platform for sharing workflow models among scientists especially in the field of biology. It is
designed as a community portal thus exposing a high level of social functionality. Although
it is possible to tag, annotate and comment on workflow models it is not possible to directly
model a workflow. For this purpose a desktop software has been developed and workflow
definitions may be uploaded to the website. [Ghidini et al., 2010] integrated a web-based
process model editor [Decker et al., 2008] into MediaWiki 1. The focus in this research is
mainly to offer different modes for describing enterprise knowledge via informal, semi-formal
and formal modeling. A similar approach was chosen by Dengler and Vrandecˇic´ [2011] who
integrated as well a web-based process model editor with a semantic wiki engine in order to
1www.mediawiki.org
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support collaborative, distributed, and iterative process documentation.
Recently, as well large software companies like Software AG 2, SAP 3 and IBM 4 have ex-
tended their process management platforms with features for web-based collaborative process
modeling and mangagement support. In addition several web-based community platforms have
emerged that are dedicated to the exchange, collection and sharing of process models and re-
lated information (e.g. www.colosa.com, www.aris-community.de, www.bpm-community.de).
Although both industry and academia have addressed the need for collaboration support in
process modeling only limited insight exists regarding the specific requirements for software-
support in collaborative process modeling. This work draws upon existing research (e.g.
[Mendling et al., 2012; Riemer et al., 2011]) on requirements for software-support in collabo-
rative process modeling and wiki-based process modeling (e.g. [Ghidini et al., 2010; Dengler
and Vrandecˇic´, 2011]) and addresses the following research questions:
• What is the nature of collaborative process modeling and what are the specific require-
ments for software-support?
• How can these requirements be addressed through the extension of a wiki-based collab-
oration software?
• How does a wiki-based collaborative process modeling environment support process de-
sign activities in practice?
1.3 Research approach
1.3.1 Epistemological background
From an epistemological point of view, the research approach chosen can be classified as a
design science approach. Research activities in design science introduce novel artifacts and
therefore alter the state-of-the-world. The artifact is intended to incorporate the solution for a
problem previously identified. Through the process of design and construction the researcher
gains knowledge about the problem and is able to verify and adjust his solution approach.
Ben-Ari [1998] stresses the importance of learning through construction in information sytsems
design. The validity of a design artifact is evaluated by creating an artifact and exposing it
to a close to real world situation. In other words, the predictability of an artifact’s behavior
through a valid design is the final goal.
2http://www.softwareag.com
3http://www.sap.com
4http://www.ibm.com
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Hevner et al. [2004] points out that design science is a complementary research paradigm to
behavioral science in information systems (IS) research. Behavioral science in IS research seeks
to develop and justify theories that explain organizational and human behavior with regard to
information systems. Hevner et al. [2004] argues that behavioral IS research is impacted and
impacts design decisions in information systems development. Design science in contrary is
basically a problem solving process which seeks to create innovations for “analysis, design,
implementation, management and use of information systems”. It is basically constituted of
two fundamental processes: building and evaluation. Design science must produce a viable
artifact in the form of construct (vocabulary, symbols), model (abstractions, representations),
method (algorithms, practices) or instantiation (prototypes, implementations). In a literature
survey Wilde and Hess [2007] show that prototyping and argumentative-deductive methods
are especially in the research area of “Wirtschaftsinformatik”5 but quantitative-empirical and
experimental methods are dominant in information systems research. Winter [2009] identifies
conceptual modeling, system architecture and design of management information systems as
primary research activities in business informatics.
The design science research model suggested by Peffers et al. [2007] shows six activities
which are considered essential: (1) problem identification and motivation , (2) define the
objectives for a solution, (3) design and development, (4) demonstration, (5) evaluation,
(6) communication. The alleged sequential order of activities is not expected to be strictly
followed. Researchers rather may start at any point in this research process. The starting
point in a concrete research project can be chosen in accordance with prior research outcomes
and the research motives (e.g. fundamental research, applied research).
1.3.2 Research design and structure of thesis
The research model shown in figure 1.1 outlines the research approach followed in this work.
Sections are indicated that relate to respective research activities suggested by Peffers et al.
[2007]. Also the methodology employed to conduct the research activties are outlined. The
research performed actually comprises three major steps. First, a comprehensive investiga-
tion of collaboration in process modeling has been conducted that is based on a systematic
literature review and qualitative interviews with practitioners (domain experts) in the field.
The methodolgical background and findings of this step are presented in section 3. Second, a
collaborative process modeling environment has been developed that is based on a wiki-based
collaboration environment. The design considerations, rationale and implementation details
are described in detail in section 4. Finally, two case-studies – one in an industry setting, the
5German for business informatics
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Identify problem / Motivation
Define objectives of solution
Design and development
Demonstration
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Chapter 3: 
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Chapter 5: 
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Use-cases
Package/Class diagrams
Sequence/Activity diagrams
Implementation:
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XoTcl
Qualitative interviews
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Questionnaires
Descriptive statistics
Social network metrics, graphs
Methodology employed
Figure 1.1: Research model based on design science research activities
suggested by Peffers et al. [2007]
other in an academic environment – with the wiki-based collaborative process modeling envi-
ronment have been conducted. The insights gained from case-studies are discussed in section
5. Chapter 2 is dedicated at providing a background on the research areas, terminology and
theory that this research builds upon.
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2.1 Business Process Modeling
2.1.1 Business Processes
Davenport [1994] defines a business process as “a structured set of activities designed to
produce a specific output for a particular customer or market. It has a beginning, an end, and
clearly identified inputs and outputs. A process is therefore a structure for action, for how
work is done. Processes also have performance dimensions – cost time, output quality, and
customer satisfaction – that can be measured and improved” [Davenport, 1994, p.134]. The
terminology used in this definition assumes that any organization can reduce it’s operations to a
supplier-customer relationship. Weske [2007] broadens this perspective and defines a business
process as “a set of activities that are performed in coordination in an organizational and
technical environment. These activities jointly realize a business goal. Each business process
is enacted by a single organization, but it may interact with business processes performed
by other organizations”. Looking at organizations from an process oriented viewpoint has
been propagated by proponents of the Business Process Re-engineering (BPR) approach like
Hammer and Champy [1993] and Davenport [1993]. First mentioned by Hammer [1990] BPR
was suggested as a new and radical approach to organizational change. Driven by the idea
of “fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business processes to achieve dramatic
improvements in critical measures of performance such as cost, quality, service and speed” it
suggested the systematic analysis of organizational processes, and subsequently re-designing
them in a more efficient way. A central concept in this approach is the rescindment of long-
established but mostly irrelevant functional organizational structures within organizations. In
spite of the initial success of the BPR approach to organizational change it has led to numerous
failures and criticism. One of the criticism is that BPR was often used by management
executives to legitimate dramatic cuts in personnel. Another experience was that organizations
had a certain resistance to radical changes, meaning that newly and “on-paper” developed
process changes did not work out in practice or at least did not hold the proposed benefits
[zur Mu¨hlen, 2005].
In spite of the early success and later disenchantment of BPR business process orientation is
more or less a standard in today’s mid- to large size organizations. Hence, the degree to which
process orientation is anchored in organizations varies to a great extent [McCormack, 2001].
However, as Harmon and Wolf [2012] point out, the dominant concern and justification for all
investments in process management is to “reduce costs by making processes more efficient”
[Harmon and Wolf, 2012, p. 5]. Organizations that commit themselves to business process
orientation employ BPM as an apporach to “aligning (of) processes with the organization’s
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Process 
evaluation
Process 
(re-)design
System 
configuration
Process 
enactment
Figure 2.1: Business process management cycle, adapted from [Weske
et al., 2004]
strategic goals, designing and implementing process architectures, establishing process mea-
surement systems that align with organizational goals, and educating and organizing managers
so that they will manage processes effectively” [Harmon, 2004]. Typically, these business pro-
cess management activities include the monitoring and evaluation of existing processes, the
design and validation of newly developed processes and the enactment of these processes (see
figure 2.1). (Re-)designing new processes and enacting them involves multiple stakeholders
and usually affects an organization’s software systems. The complexity of business processes
can reach a level where thousands of activities, a large quantity of different organizational
units, resources, and data objects needs to be taken in consideration.
2.1.2 Modeling of Business Processes
Modeling in general has the purpose to reduce the complexity of a phenomenon that is not
understandable otherwise. Complexity reduction by eliminating those details that are perceived
not relevant for a problem statement and solution is a technique that is applied in many areas
like architecture, economics, science and engineering. Models may be expressed in different
forms: physical models express the spatial dimensions and physical characteristics of a real-
world object, e.g. a model ship. Geometric models are a description of geometric properties
of a real-world object such as a house or landscape, e.g. a floor plan or geographical map.
Mathematical models are abstract models of reality that are formalized through a mathematical
language, e.g. an algebra, an equation. All these models have in common that they are
expressed in a special language that is tailored to express the characteristics of the model
domain, e.g. a geographical notation that includes topographical information such as height
above average sea level, contour lines, color schemes for types of vegetation, etc.
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In the domain of business processes models serve various purposes. The main purpose
of process modeling in the context of organizational management is the documentation of
actual (“as-is”) processes for knowledge transfer among process stakeholders, the identifica-
tion of weaknesses and future states (“to-be”) in existing processes through process analysis
and simulation, and as a conceptual basis for software selection and implementation [Davies
et al., 2006]. For the purpose of documentation and communication usually informal mod-
eling techniques are sufficient. For the purpose of analysis and simulation semi-formal and
formal modeling languages are needed that enable the unambiguous formulation of a business
processes and the quantification of input- and output variables, pre-/post-conditions and so
forth.
In the area of software engineering process models are used on two levels. First, on a con-
ceptual level, process models are used in requirements engineering for defining the scope of
the project, capturing and validating business requirements from process stakeholders. Sec-
ond, process models are developed for the purpose of automating business activities. The
latter purpose requires the exact specification of executable workflow descriptions [Recker
and Mendling, 2007]. For the above mentioned purposes several modeling techniques have
emerged in the last decades. For example, the concept of Event driven Process Chains (EPCs)
was targeted at capturing business processes from a business perspective. They are part of a
holistic approach, called Architecture of Integrated Information Systems (ARIS), to capture an
organizations processes, resources, data objects and structure to derive requirements for the
configuration and implementation of information systems and Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems [Scheer, 1998]. According to the methodology suggested by Scheer [1998]
EPCs are used to model the control view of an organization. The control view is considered
an integrative perspective on an organization. It integrates a pure structural view that con-
siders organizational units and their static relations to each other with a data oriented view
that considers relevant data objects and a functional view that accounts for outlining the goals
and how they can be achieved by functions. EPC models therefore do not only describe the
control flow of business activities (called functions in the ARIS methodology) but also capture
related objects, like data, resources, software systems, human actors, organizational units and
goals. Introduced by [Keller et al., 1992] event-driven process chains are conceptualized as an
intuitive graphical description language for capturing the various aspects of business process.
However, as the EPC concept is implemented in many software-based modeling environments
(e.g. the ARIS toolset 1) also non-structural properties (e.g. execution-time) of a process
can be described through respective user-interface elements and data structures. According
to the EPC concept a business process can be modeled through the following types of model
1http://www.aris.com
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elements. Functions represent business activities (also often termed task, process step) which
are executed in a certain logical or temporal order to transform an input into an output. Func-
tions can also be conceived as transformations of an object or process from an initial state to
a resulting state. Functions consume time and resources. In contrast events describe states of
a process before or after a function has been executed. So called connectors and control flow
arcs are used to describe the flow logic of a process. Control flow arcs (also called “edges”)
simply indicate the sequential order of events and functions, connectors are used to specify
logical relationships between functions like AND, OR and XOR relationships. The control flow
of a process modeled through these basic element types can be extended with additional ele-
ment types used to describe organizational entities, software systems, data objects, resources.
An exemplary EPC process model is shown in figure 2.2. The process diagram depicted makes
use of events (green colored shapes), functions (pink colored shapes), and a XOR connector
that models the possible states after the stock availability of a product has been checked.
For the availability check the requested quantity of a product and the freely available stock
quantity are needed as input. The software system supporting the availability check is depicted
as a blue rectangular shape. The process diagram shows only a small part of a larger process
model that describes a typical order process of a company.
Check stock
Order is
accepted
XOR
Products 
in stock
Products 
not in stock
Order document
Stock data
Operations 
deptartment
SAP-LO-MM
Figure 2.2: Exemplary Event-driven Process Chain (EPC) model [Weske,
2007]
The advantage of the EPC concept is its semi-formal nature which allows business people
and process experts a certain freedom to describe business processes without bothering too
much about the syntactical and logical correctness of a process model. However, this seem-
ingly advantage has often been criticized by scholars claiming that “neither the syntax nor the
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semantics of an event-driven process chain are well defined” [van der Aalst, 1999]. This lack of
syntactical and semantical clearness may lead to ambiguous, inconsistent and incomplete pro-
cess models that in turn lead to the occurrence of inefficiencies during process implementation
and execution. The shortcomings of EPCs with regard to their formal specification have been
extensively discussed for example in [van der Aalst, 1999] and [Mendling and Van Der Aalst,
2007]. The formalization efforts led to largely well defined syntax and semantic specification
of the EPC concept. This formal basis allows on the one hand the formal checking of EPC
process models and on the other hand allows for a transformation of EPCs – at least theo-
retically – into executable workflows. Based on a strong cooperation between industry and
academia EPCs and the ARIS methodology have been implemented at the heart of the SAP
ERP product family since the late nineties [Scheer, 1998; van der Aalst, 1999] and have been
applied within numerous implementation projects around the world [van der Aalst, 1999]. The
SAP ERP platform makes use of process model descriptions for the purpose of configuration
(or customizing as it is called within the SAP terminology) meaning that through conceptual
models the basic requirements are specified that in turn determine the configuration param-
eters for a specific SAP ERP platform instance. Furthermore, SAP uses process models on
the level of workflows. Workflows in SAP specify how users are expected to interact in the
course of a process on application level. That is to say, workflows determine the state space
of business objects and flow logic of business transactions offered by the SAP ERP application
modules.
In recent years Business Process Modeling and Notation (BPMN) has gained interest both
from industry and academia. BPMN from its very beginnings has been – in contrast to EPCs
– conceptualized as a joint initiative of major players in the Business Process Management
domain. After the release of the first version (BPMN 1.0) in 2004 the maintenance and further
development of BPMN was continued by the Object Mangement Group (OMG) which resulted
in the most recent version (BPMN 2.0) early in year 2010 [Earls, 2011]. A recent industry
study by Harmon and Wolf [2011] states that BPMN is the most widely used process modeling
standard among a sample of 556 companies mainly located in North America and Europe. In
the spirit of Unified Modeling Language (UML) the primary goal of the BPMN initiative is
to provide a modeling standard for business process modeling that is easily understandable by
all stakeholders in a process. From “business users, from the business analysts that create
the initial drafts of the processes, to the technical developers responsible for implementing
the technology that will perform those processes, and finally, to the business people who
will manage and monitor those processes” [White, 2004]. Therefore, BPMN is expected to
overcome the gap between the business process design and process implementation. Another
goal, that is followed by BPMN, is to ensure that processes described by BPMN can be
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easily transformed into XML formats designed for the execution of business processes, such
as Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), and vice-versa can be diagrammatically
represented by a business-oriented notation.
A major advantage of BPMN is that it is comprehensively defined through a meta-model.
The meta-model specifies the classes of model elements to be used in a process model and
implicitly defines the syntactical rules for building a model. BPMN consists of the following
categories of elements. Flow elements are used to define the flow logic (behavior) of a
business process model. There are three types of elements: events, gateways and activities.
Data objects are used to model the information activities require to be performed or what they
produce. Data objects can represent a singular object or a collection of objects. Connection
objects are used to describe relations between flow objects. Sequence flows describe the
logical order of activities and events, message flows describe the exchange of information
between organizationally separate participants in a process. Associations are used to describe
relations between basic elements of a process model and annotational elements (artifacts)
that do not alter the behavior of the process model. Swimlanes are used to describe the
participants (e.g. organizational units) in a process. These basic elements are sub-classed
into numerous additional element types that can be used for refining a process model until
execution level is reached. BPMN distinguishes between several model types that can be used
to model a process from different perspectives. The most simple form is the standard process
model type that can be used to model the flow logic and orchestration of a process within
a participant in the process. Collaboration, conversation and choreography models are used
to model the way business participants coordinate their interactions through the exchange
of information (messages). Another advantage of BPMN is that it explicitly distinguishes
between the (execution) semantics of a process model and its diagrammatic representation.
In other words, information about the structure and behavior of a process model is separated
from the information about the diagrammatic appearance of a model. This separation of
information is specified through adequate XML Shema Descriptions (XSDs) which largely
facilitate the adoption of BPMN within modeling environments. Although the extent to which
BPMN based modeling is supported in modeling environments varies to a great extent, it has
been integrated into many market leading modeling and diagramming environments like ARIS,
IBM Websphere and Rational System Architect, Visio, SmartDraw, ADONIS and also Eclipse
Modeling Framework, to name only a few.
In figure 2.3 a product ordering process is depicted using BPMN. Business partners are
depicted by swim lanes elements (pools) that interact through messages (dashed arcs) in the
course of the process. The start event that triggers the “Place order” activity on the buyer
side which itself triggers a receive order activity at the reseller. Start events are represented by
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Figure 2.3: Exemplary Business Process Modeling and Notation (BPMN)
model of a simple order process [Weske, 2007]
a circle shape with a thin border whereas the end events are represented by circular shape with
a bold border. The parallel gateway indicates that “receive invoice” and “receive products”
activities are performed in parallel. Only if activities for invoice processing and product ship-
ment have both completed the process reaches at his end. The diagram represented depicts
only the logical relationships between events and activities, particiapants and message flows,
additional properties of the model elements are not visible in this diagram.
For both EPCs and BPMN academic research has searched for ways to close up with mod-
eling techniques typically used in software engineering, e.g. UML. For example, Lu¨bke et al.
[2008] and Lu¨bke [2006] suggest the integration of use-case techniques with business process
modeling, Cibran [2009] and Macek and Richta [2009] propose mechanisms for transforming
business processes models into activity diagrams that can be further refined for software en-
gineering purposes, Baumgrass et al. [2011] propose to derive role engineering artifacts from
business process models. Today, business process modeling environments are part of Business
Process Management Systemss (BPMSs) that support organizations throughout the process
management life-cycle covering the design of business processes, the process based configu-
ration of business applications, their enactment and the monitoring of process performance
measures [Scheible, 2007; Weske, 2007]. EPCs and BPMN represent only a small spectrum of
modeling techniques available in industry and academia. However, EPC and BPMN are widely
used today and therefore were used to give an introduction into business process modeling
techniques.
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2.2 Computer-supported Collaboration
2.2.1 Collaboration
Collaboration and teamwork has been extensively studied either in social science and man-
agement science. While social science is concerned with studying the social structures and
processes pertinent in groups, management science strives to find major factors that influence
effectiveness and efficiency of teamwork [Andriessen, 2003]. Collaboration requires a group of
people (or at least two individuals) to join and work for some purpose. The term group is still
not well defined and agreed upon in academia [Forsyth, 2009]. From a social and anthropolog-
ical science perspective human existence cannot be imagined without groups. Humans enter,
exit, build and dissolve groups throughout their whole live. Examples of groups are families,
work groups, sports teams, play groups, etc. While some researchers stress communication
as a constituting factor for groups to exist, others argue that groups are based on a common
goal or purpose [Hare, 1976]. In social science the notion of social structures like norms, roles
and institutions are considered a necessary characteristic of social entities. Still others argue
about the minimum or maximum number of members or connections that distinguishes a loose
collection of individuals from a group. Although groups of various sizes can be encountered in
organizational environments groups tend to be as small as possible [Hare, 1981]. A common
tenet in group dynamics theory is that a group is at least constituted by some kind of social
relations between its members [Forsyth, 2009].
Tuckman and Jensen [1977] identified several stages that a group runs through until a
close knit team is formed. Accordingly, one can distinguish between several sequential stages
in the life-cycle of a group. Namely, forming, storming, norming, performing, adjourning.
Forming refers to processes targeted at individuals initially confronted with each other in a
new situation. Individuals start to orient themselves preliminary taking positions and roles.
However, in this initial stage personal and interpersonal boundaries are challenged, social
relations are established. Storming is the stage where a group struggles to align individual
goals with group goals and organizational expectations. Conflicts occur as different ideas are
evaluated, adopted or depreciated. Within the Norming stage the group has overcome the first
social conflicts and has adopted a stable structure to accomplish the tasks necessary to reach
the common goal. Performing is the stage where tasks are executed and output is generated.
The team is able to deal with conflicts and decision making. Tasks accomplishment follows
well established routines. Team members have found their position/role in the team. As
Andriessen [2003] points out in practice these stages are not run through sequentially but can
be as well interleaved and repeatedly run through. This initial model was later extended with
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a adjourning stage which refers to the final stage of a group – the dissolvement of a group
after the goal has been reached or the task has been completed.
Norming
PerformingStorming
Forming
Adjourning
Figure 2.4: Life-cycle of a group [Tuckman and Jensen, 1977]
In academic literature a broad range of group classifications exist. Two specific types of
group that are relevant in the context of organizations are teams and communities. Teams
are characterized by number of people that explicitly work together towards a common goal.
Teams are often called “closely knit” groups in terms of their social relations. Guzzo and
Dickson [1996] define a team as “made up of individuals who see themselves and who are
seen by others as a social entity, who are interdependent because of the tasks they perform
as members of a group, who are embedded into one or more larger social systems (e.g.
community, organization) and who perform tasks that affect others (such as customers or
co-workers)”. For a team to be effective Andriessen [2003] outlines three categories of ouput
oriented functional criteria:
• the production function determines to which degree the products of a joint effort meet
the quality standards set by the recipient of products (e.g. a client, a department, a
manager, ..). In other words this category measures the effectiveness of a group output
by product quality, quantity, efficiency and innovation.
• the group wellbeing function is the degree to which a group in itself is attractive and
vital enough to attract new members or at least keep members of a group together.
This category is often referred to as group cohesion – the extent to which an individual
feels comfortable within a group.
• the member support function determines to which degree participation and contribution
to a group pays off for an individual. Rewards for individual members of a group can
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be manifold and reach from personal satisfaction and feeling of belonging, learning to
monetary and material rewards.
In literature numerous team effectiveness models have been suggested (for a review see for
example [Essens et al., 2005; Mathieu et al., 2008]) that are used to investigate the driving
factors for teams to be effective. A model that integrates most of the aspects of team effec-
tiveness mentioned in literature is depicted in figure 2.5. Accordingly the effectiveness of a
team is determined by characteristics of the individuals as part of a team, the characteristics of
the group and characteristics of the environment a team is embedded in. As todays organiza-
tions employ technical tools to support group work also the characteristics of such tools need
to be considered. These characteristics affect the way group processes are performed. Group
processes are not only productive activities but comprise as well group maintenance activities
like communication, information sharing, coordinative tasks, learning and conflict resolution
[Andriessen, 2003].
Input
Product quality
Production activties
Individual 
characteristics
Group 
characteristics
Organization 
characteristics
Tool
characteristics
Group maintenance 
activities
Group vitality 
and attractiveness
Individual rewards
Process Output
Figure 2.5: Group effectiveness model [Andriessen, 2003] (adapted)
2.2.2 Collaborative Engineering and Design
In general, design and engineering are considered a form of complex problem solving. Design
can be defined as a cognitive process intended to generate a solution to a design problem
[Simon, 1974; Seitamaa-Hakkarainen, 2000]. According to Simon [1974] design activities are
a process of searching for a solution in a certain problem space. Moreover, design problems
are characterized as ill-structured problems that reveal a relative large search space compared
to well-structured problem spaces. Maher [2000] conceives design as a co-evolutionary process
between a problem space and solution space. Maher [2000] suggest a model of problem-design
exploration where the problem space interacts and evolves with it’s solution space over time
(see figure 2.6). The design process is seen as a continuous cycle of solution search and
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problem adaption. Alexander [1964] similarly argues that the very nature of a design task is
the iterative reduction of an infinite solution space for a given problem space to an infinite set
of possible solutions.
Problem(t) Problem(t+1)
Solution(t) Solution(t+1)
adapt
adapt
search search
Figure 2.6: Problem-solution exploration [Maher, 2000] (adapted)
Design tasks typically involve the specification and creation of an object (a product) that has
some utility to a group of (end-) users of that object. In addition, to pure functional aspects
also non-functional aspects (e.g. aesthetics) of a product need to be considered during design
[Restrepo and Christiaans, 2004]. Design tasks – according to an often cited work by Goel and
Pirolli [1992] in the field of cognitive science – can be characterized by several unique features
compared to other task categories:
• Lack of information regarding the initial state and goal state of a solution. In addition,
the design process that transforms the initial state of a problem space into a goal state
is usually completely unspecified.
• Constraints of design tasks can be divided into two categories. Nomological constraints
are natural laws that are not negotiable and form natural pre-conditions for a design
solution. Social, political, legal, etc. constraints are in principle negotiable.
• Design problems are large, complex and ill structured and usually consist of multiple
partial design problems. Design problems are not always easily decomposable and if so
are highly interconnected and there are many contingent relations between them.
• Design problems do not necessarily have right or wrong answers, only more or less
adequate solutions.
• Design problems require information about the users of the design artifact and their
expectations. The output of a design process is the artifact specification.
• During a design process there is no genuine feedback from the world, it must be simulated
or assumed by the designer during the problem-solving session. A design solution can
be tested under real-world conditions only after the design is completed.
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• Design processes are subject to errors. The penalty for getting on the wrong path can
be high.
• Design artifacts need to function independently of the designer.
• Design involves phases of specification and delivery. Specification of a design artifact
has to be distinguished from its delivery both temoraly and physically. That is activi-
ties are distinguished from design implementation activities and design artifacts are to
distinguished from the actual product.
Large or complex design and engineering tasks usually require expert knowledge from many
different fields. Moreover, the end-user2 is integrated in early design phased to reduce chances
of design failure. The importance of end-user integration in design decisions has been addressed
in the Scandinavian approach of participatory design [Schuler and Namioka, 1993; Scacchi,
2004]. Bjerknes and Bratteteig [1995] give reasons, why participatory design would lead to
better design decisions. First, participation of users in the design process will help to improve
the designers’ knowledge about the product (or system) under development. Second, users
involved early in design the design process will learn about the product (system) that evolves.
As a consequence the product (system) under development is expected to meet users’ needs
which in tun leads to a higher acceptance rate of new product or system. Third, another
assumption of participatory design is that involving end-users in an early stage of the design
process reduces resistance to change. Unlike participatory design which is less clearly defined
in terms of methodology user-centered design is a well established paradigm and methodology
that focuses on the involvement of end-users’ knowledge in the design process. In contrast
to participatory design, user-centered design is more concerned with the elicitation of users’
domain knowledge in the early stages of a design process. The principles and process of user-
centered design have been formulated as an international standard. The following four stages
were suggested in ISO 13407 and it’s follow-up standard ISO 9241-210 [Jokela et al., 2003]:
• Understand and describe the context of use: identify the target audience of the product
or system to be developed, know the user, the tasks to perform, the environment of use
• Specify the user and the organizational requirements: define success criteria for adop-
tion and use of the system (e.g. time-reduction for task completion), specify design
constraints and conditions for user
2the person or organization (party) that uses something rather than a party) which trades, designs or produces
the artifact
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• Produce design solutions which address the users’ and organization’s requirements. Pro-
pose alternative solutions and chose among them in consensus with users.
• Evaluate design solutions from the users’ perspective. Solicit feedback from users on
the evolving design and iterate the design based on user experience.
The user-centered design process focuses not only on user involvement with regard to the
end-product but as well encourages user participation during all phases of the design process
[Gulliksen et al., 2003]. A design process is to be understood as an iterative process that
gradually arrives at the intended outcome. The participative design paradigm stands in op-
position to traditional system or software engineering design methods that have focused on a
sequential order of design phases where requirements elicitation was followed by a phase of
“closed-door” solution development and users were not able to intervene.
Understand and describe 
the context of use
Specify the user and the 
organizational requirements
Conceptualize and produce 
design solutions
Evaluate design solutions 
from the users’ perspective
Design the user-centered 
design process
Figure 2.7: User-centered design process [Jokela et al., 2003] (adapted)
Closely related to the above mentioned approaches is an approach that is rooted in the
software engineering area. The agile software development approach is an paradigm and
umbrella term for software development methods that adhere to iterative and incremental
development (e.g. SCRUM, XP, ..). A basic assumption of the agile development paradigm is
that requirements elicitation and solutions development is best accomplished by self-organizing
and cross-functional teams [Highsmith and Cockburn, 2001]. A key principle is that change
is not seen as a threat but is accepted as a fundamental constituent of the development
process. Agile development methods have in common that they allow for rapid and flexible
response to change [Fowler and Highsmith, 2001]. This is in contrast to traditional waterfall
models where user requirements are “locked-in and frozen” before a solution is developed
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[Abrahamsson et al., 2002]. However, agile methods are not to be seen as a strict methodology
for conducting engineering projects in a collaborative manner but as an complementary view
on traditional methods that do not work out in situations where fixed processes and planning in
advance are not possible. As Highsmith and Cockburn [2001] point out: “what is new about
agile methods is not the practices they use, but their recognition of people as the primary
drivers of project success, coupled with an intense focus on effectiveness and maneuverability.
This yields a new combination of values and principles that define an agile world view”.
Meta-design [Fischer et al., 2004; Fischer and Giaccardi, 2006] is an approach that origi-
nates in research dedicated to end-user driven development of software systems. It extends the
traditional notion of system design beyond the original development of a system. Accordingly,
users become co-designers not only at design time, but throughout the whole life-cycle of a
system. This implies that software systems offer features allowing users to adapt a system
to their specific needs without requiring a specialized knowledge. In other words, rather than
presenting users with closed systems technical and social opportunities should be provided that
encourage the continuous user-driven development of a system. Different from the participa-
tory and user-centered approach, meta-design propagates open systems that can be modified
by their users and evolve at use time, supporting modifications to the system when the need
arises. Fischer and Giaccardi [2006] suggest a three stage model that incorporates a seeding
stage where an initial system is created that fulfills the requirements known at that time but is
not assumed to be complete. During a phase of evolutionary growth users of the initial solution
are able to autonomously extend the solution with features and information about problems
encountered. The re-seeding phase is a deliberate and centralized effort to re-organize the
organically grown system. Such a collaboration pattern can observed for example in open-
source software development projects [Fischer and Giaccardi, 2006]. In [Erol et al., 2010] this
approach is discussed with regard to process modeling.
2.2.3 Computer-Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW)
CSCW is an inter-disciplinary research area that deals with the interplay of information technol-
ogy and groupwork [Ellis et al., 1991]. The CSCW research community is diverse with regard
to the perspective on the research area. Thus a plethora of research areas can be found each
stressing a specific aspect of groupwork or computer-support. Bannon and Schmidt [1990]
distinguish mainly two groups of research: one group primarily focused on the on the devel-
opment of computer systems to support group work which are interested in leveraging novel
applications to support groupwork, the other group of researchers is interested in studying the
use of novel CSCW applications and how their empirical findings affect the future design of
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software systems. Research in the field of CSCW is the logical continuation and extension
of concepts originating in research within the field of human-computer interaction in the late
1980s and is strongly related to technological development of computers and the Internet.
The term groupware [Grudin, 1994a] is commonly used to describe the class of software sys-
tems that is targeted to support human collaboration and communication. In recent years
the term social software has been introduced [Allen, 2004] to describe internet-based software
that supports all kinds of human interaction by making use of the world-wide-web family of
standards.
CSCW as a research area builds upon theories of group dynamics, social interaction and
organizations. Though, in addition to fundamental theories from social sciences CSCW has
propagated its own set of theories, conceptual frameworks, and descriptive methods to inves-
tigate the nature of computer-supported collaborative work and implications for groupware
design [Halverson, 2002]. Some influential theories that aim at the description and modeling
of CSCW include activity theory [Engestro¨m, 1987], conversation analysis [Frohlich and Luff,
1989], situated action [Suchman, 1987], coordination theory [Malone and Crowston, 1990],
distributed cognition [Hollan et al., 2000], ethno methodology [Hughes et al., 1992], grounded
theory [Glaser, 2008].
In CSCW certain aspects of collaboration can be found to be recurrently addressed [Borghoff
and Schlichter, 2000]. Awareness support is a concept that received particualr interest in
the context of distributed collaborative work and addresses several problems when members
of a group are not co-located. Awareness support is the provision of mechanisms that let
participants in a distributed collaborative scenario stay informed on the activities, state and
context of other users. Providing and receiving such information is on the one hand a technical
challenge and on the other hand is subject to privacy concerns, personal preferences and styles
of work but also needs to take int account legal and organizational constraints. However,
in almost any groupware application awareness mechanisms can be found to some extent.
Explicit communication is another concept that has received a lot of attention within the
CSCW area. In particular, explicit communication is the exchange of messages via technical
devices such as a telephone, e-mail client. Explicit communication is a complex process of
message conceptualization, encoding, transmission, decoding and interpretation [Andriessen,
2003]. To design appropriate systems aspects like the velocity of message exchange, the
number of communication partners, the social and spatial proximity of partners, the format
of a message, the type of media need to be considered [Dennis and Valacich, 1999; Gross
and Koch, 2007]. Workflow management is a concept that assumes collaborative work as a
set of interrelated activities that are performed by multiple individuals in a coordinated way.
To be able to manage workflows respective software systems must integrate tools to design
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and specify workflows, application interfaces that are aware of the interrelations between
activities, and a workflow engine that manages the state of a workflow and serves as a hub
for workflow related information for other applications. The above concepts can be found to
occur in manifold forms and applications and are only an exemplary outline of concepts that
is repeatedly mentioned in CSCW literature.
Influential historic groupware systems are for example Internet Relay Chat (IRC), NLS [En-
gelbart, 1995], Lotus Notes 3 and BSCW4 [Bentley et al., 1995], Groove 5, Skype 6 (for
a detailed description of early groupware systems see for example [Borghoff and Schlichter,
2000]). Since then large software manufacturers like Microsoft, Google, SAP and Oracle have
included various software tools for collaboration in their product portfolio. In the context of
CSCW, groupware is commonly classified according to the taxonomy introduced by Johansen
[1991]. Accordingly, human interactions – and groupware claiming to support these interac-
tions – need to be considered with regard to their distributedness over time and space (see
figure 2.8). Borghoff and Schlichter [2000] and Gross and Koch [2007] suggest a classification
according to application areas such as messaging systems, group editors, meeting support sys-
tems, conferencing systems, workflow systems, shared information spaces. Design guidelines
for groupware have been suggested for example by Grudin [1994b], Cockburn and Jones [1995]
and Baker et al. [2001].
2.2.4 Background of Wikis for collaboration support
In this section characteristics of wikis as a specific class of collaborative software are inves-
tigated in general and with regard to their suitability for process modeling. The goal of this
section is to provide a rationale for choosing a wiki as a platform for collaborative process
modeling (see chapter 4).
Wikis are a class of collaboration or social software that has gained increasing interest in
research and practice [Raeth et al., 2009]. Since Wikipedia – as it’s most popular application
– has been launched in 2001 [WikiMedia Foundation, 2011a] a plethora of wiki engines are
available either as open-source or commercial software. Wikis have been included by major
software producers in their product portfolios (e.g. Microsoft Sharepoint [Microsoft Corp.,
2011b], Lotus Notes [IBM Corp., 2011]) and therefore have found their way as well into
organizations of all kind. Although a large variety of wiki software exists to date a common
characteristic of wikis is that they are designed to support quick and informal collaboration to
3www.lotus.com
4http://www.bscw.de
5http://grv.microsoft.com
6http.//www.skype.com
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Figure 2.8: Time-space classification of groupware after Johansen [1991]
(adapted)
create collections of textual artifacts. Ward Cunningham’s prototype of a wiki “WikiWikiWeb”
was dedicated at the quick and informal collaborative collection and documentation of software
patterns [Leuf and Cunningham, 2001]. Though, originally designed to be the “simplest online
database that could possibly work” [Cunningham, 2002] the idea behind the plain wiki software
can be seen as an early concept for a new generation of web applications, commonly referred
to as Web 2.0. “The Wiki Way” [Leuf and Cunningham, 2001] therefore has become as
well a paradigm that represents a certain style of collaboration and social interaction. Since
Cunningham’s WikiWikiWeb and the software behind a large number of similar software has
been developed and implemented in various application domains.
“The Wiki Way” as a paradigm and concept for collaboration
“Fast, speedy; to hurry, hasten; quick, fast, swift” [Leuf and Cunningham, 2001] as the literal
translation of the Hawaiian word WikiWiki only insufficiently describes the wiki paradigm as a
whole but refers to two fundamental properties, namely quick and informal. Ward Cunningham,
who also had the Hawaiian bus service called “Wiki Wiki bus” in mind that let’s people simply
hop on and hop off to take a ride between airports, originally wanted to create an application
that let people contribute and share software patterns in an uncomplicated straight forward
way. Unlike other network enabled applications at that time he created a collaboration space
that continually evolves from a blank page that anyone can edit, revise and link with other on-
the-fly created pages containing bits of individual knowledge. WikiWikiWeb as a collaboration
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space without any formal workflow and access restrictions and at the same time being an ever
unfinished repository of knowledge was a quite unconventional approach at that time. Ward
Cunningham recalls that “.. in creating wiki, I wanted to stroke that story-telling nature in all
of us. Second, and perhaps most important, I wanted people who wouldn’t normally author to
find it comfortable authoring, so that there stood a chance of us discovering the structure of
what they had to say.” [Venners, 2003]. Leuf and Cunnigham furthermore state that “A wiki
is not a carefully crafted site for casual visitors. Instead, it seeks to involve the visitor in an
ongoing process of creation and collaboration that constantly changes the Web site landscape”
[Leuf and Cunningham, 2001]. In table 2.1 the design considerations Cunningham had in mind
when developing the first wiki release.
P1
Simple - easier to use than abuse. A wiki that reinvents HTML markup ([b]bold[/b], for example)
has lost the path!
P2
Open - Should a page be found to be incomplete or poorly organized, any reader can edit it as
they see fit.
P3 Incremental - Pages can cite other pages, including pages that have not been written yet.
P4 Organic - The structure and text content of the site are open to editing and evolution.
P5
Mundane - A small number of (irregular) text conventions will provide access to the most useful
page markup.
P6
Universal - The mechanisms of editing and organizing are the same as those of writing, so that
any writer is automatically an editor and organizer.
P7 Overt - The formatted (and printed) output will suggest the input required to reproduce it.
P8
Unified - Page names will be drawn from a flat space so that no additional context is required to
interpret them.
P9
Precise - Pages will be titled with sufficient precision to avoid most name clashes, typically by
forming noun phrases.
P10 Tolerant - Interpretable (even if undesirable) behavior is preferred to error messages.
P11 Observable - Activity within the site can be watched and reviewed by any other visitor to the site.
P12
Convergent - Duplication can be discouraged or removed by finding and citing similar or related
content.
Table 2.1: Design principles of WikiWikiWeb [Cunningham & Cunningham
Inc., 2011]
Though Cunningham’s principles are actually design issues he had in mind when struggling
to develop a suitable software application for a concrete domain they reflect a certain mindset
that inspired many other application areas and is – at least partially – in line with the open
source paradigm or the open innovation paradigm. With regard to the generic design process
proposed by [Wang et al., 2002] the principles can be grouped into those that foster a phase
of divergence (principles 1-6) and a phase of convergence (7-12) in design. Principles (P1)
and (P2) refer both to the ease-of-use and ease-of-access as the fundamental prerequisite to
enable self-motivated collaboration without any formal barriers (e.g. registration, access rights,
security features). Actually anyone should be able to anonymously participate in authoring
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and editing an article in a wiki. Also technical barriers (e.g. technical requirements regrading
operating system, client software) are regarded as hindering the flow of knowledge and open
collaboration. In this regard the emergence of web standards for content presentation and
manipulation (http, HTML) play an important role as they enabled the independence between
content and the software to view and edit. Openness refers both to the content (any content)
and the community (any person) involved to create and read the content. Principles (P3) and
(P4) refer to the evolutionary character of knowledge building. Knowledge is accepted to be in
an ever incomplete state waiting for additions, changes and depreciations. Therefore a source
of knowledge is not anymore a result that is criticizable and can be attributed to a specific
individual but is the outcome of an incremental process of a changing collective of individuals.
Principle (P5) suggests a minimum set of formal rules to format and structure an individual’s
text input. This principle actually is closely related to principle (P1) that clearly puts simplicity
above complexity. To contribute knowledge, an individual should neither be forced to spend
a large effort in learning a specific syntax or markup language nor have to learn the handling
of a complex tool (P6). When creating new pages a contributor should not have to decide a
priori where to relate this piece of knowledge in the larger context. Principle (P7) suggest that
the content generally should not require any specific technology to be reproduced. All content
should not rely on the wiki software or any other proprietary software components that are
bound to the underlying platform. Principle (P8) favors a flat hierarchy – in fact it suggest
to omit any hierarchical structure – to organize content. It is argued that a flat hierarchy of
content is more suitable to promote meaningful topic associations and creations. This claim
implies that naming must be sufficiently unambiguous. However, a sufficient precision has to
be guaranteed in the naming of pages (as the containers of pieces of knowledge) to avoid name
clashes (P9). Tolerance (P10) is a principle that refers to the idea that any input regardless it’s
validity and desirability is accepted turned into output. This principle is fundamental in that it
again emphasizes the openness of a wiki and the conviction that any contributions is a valuable
source of knowledge. The encouraging for participation in the knowledge building process may
lead to a large number of editing activities and revisions of pages. Principle (P11) accounts
for a transparency or mechanism to make changes to the content observable and reproducible.
Naming of content objects (e.g. pages) in a wiki should discourage redundancies of content
but encourage linking and citing bits of knowledge to each other (P12). Thus, users of a wiki
are aware of other users’ contributions and can adjust their own contributions respectively. As
a consequence a corpus of knowledge evolves that builds on prior knowledge rather than gets
stuck in a loop of permanent reinvention.
Jimmy Wales, a founder of Wikipedia outlined the principles that guided and still guide
(although reformulated, see table 2.2) collaboration and participation in Wikipedia. The
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P1
Wikipedia’s success to date is entirely a function of our open community. This community will
continue to live and breathe and grow only so long as those of us who participate in it continue to
Do The Right Thing. Doing The Right Thing takes many forms, but perhaps most central is the
preservation of our shared vision for the “neutral point of view” and for a culture of thoughtful,
diplomatic honesty.
P2
Newcomers are always to be welcomed. There must be no cabal, there must be no elites, there
must be no hierarchy or structure which gets in the way of this openness to newcomers.
P3
”You can edit this page right now” is a core guiding check on everything that we do. We must
respect this principle as sacred.
P4
Any changes to the software must be gradual and reversible. We need to make sure that any
changes contribute positively to the community, as ultimately determined by the Wikimedia
Foundation, in full consultation with the community consensus.
P5
The open and viral nature of the GNU Free Documentation License and the Creative Commons
Attribution/Share-Alike License is fundamental to the long-term success of the site. Anyone who
wants to use our content in a closed, proprietary manner must be challenged. We must adhere
very strictly to both the letter and spirit of the licenses.
P6
Wikipedia is an encyclopedia. The topic of Wikipedia articles should always look outward, not
inward at Wikipedia itself.
P7
Anyone with a complaint should be treated with the utmost respect and dignity. They should
be encouraged constantly to present their problems in a constructive way. Anyone who just
complains without foundation, refusing to join the discussion, should simply be rejected and
ignored. Consensus is a partnership between interested parties working positively for a common
goal. We must not let the ”squeaky wheel” be greased just for being a jerk.
P9
Diplomacy consists of combining honesty and politeness. Both are objectively valuable moral
principles. Be honest with me, but don’t be mean to me. Don’t misrepresent my views for your
own political ends, and I’ll treat you the same way.
Table 2.2: Historic principles of Wikipedia
principles are mainly identical to the original principles suggested by Cunningham but are more
general in various ways. Wales explicitly mentions the openness of the wiki community as of
primary concern for the development of “neutral point of view and for a culture of thoughtful,
diplomatic honesty”. Also the openness to newcomers, the strict refusal of hierarchies and
organizational structures as major obstacles are manifested as a guiding principle of wikis.
In addition, Wales [WikiMedia Foundation, 2011b] considers the ”You can edit this page
right now” principle as sacred in the sense that it must govern any design decision in wiki
development. Thus, the immediate access to a page is perceived a fundamental requirement
for a wiki. Realizing that a democratic principles are not shared by everyone and therefore
are subject to vandalism Wales stresses as the importance of ethical principles to guide social
interaction between members of the wiki community. An extension to Cunnnigham’s principles
is represented by the idea that in addition to the content the wiki software itself continuously
has to be adapted to fit the needs of the community. Changes to the software must be gradual
and reversible in full consent with the community.
The original wiki design principles described above explain the original considerations of
engineers dedicated to the design of a specific software for a specific problem space, in the
case of WikiWikiWeb, collaboratively collecting software patterns, int the case of Wikipedia,
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a free online encyclopedia. Therefore, these principles are not sufficient in explaining the
mechanisms and conditions that drive wiki supported collaboration. Majchrzak [2009] in her
comment on the article from Kane and Fichman [2009] critically points to this lack of theory
in wiki research. Accordingly, wikis need to be studied in more depth regarding use-cases
of wikis, the unique affordances they provide and the interplay between wiki functionality
and the social context of wiki use. In [Majchrzak, 2009] the authors address the lack of
theory from an learning and knowledge building point of view. Cress and Kimmerle [2008]
combine Luhmann’s theory of social systems [Luhmann, 1995] with Piaget’s theory of cognition
[Kuhn, 1979] to suggest a model to better understand collaborative knowledge building with
wikis. To cross the border between an individual’s cognitive system and the social system
(represented by the wiki system) the authors suggest two processes, namely externalization and
internalization. Externalization relates to the process of articulating individual knowledge into
an artifact – e.g. a wiki article or page. This article then exists independent of the individual
that created the article. Other individuals may take up and with the article and contribute
(externalize) their individual knowledge as well. Through the mental effort for externalization
of knowledge a learning process is enacted that extends and changes an individual’s knowledge.
Internalization refers to the process of integrating external knowledge into one’s own cognitive
system. Through internalization also prior knowledge of an individual will be questioned,
challenged or extended to form new knowledge. This new knowledge would not have been
possible without the contributions of individuals to a shared knowledge space. Cress and
Kimmerle [2008] argue that collaborative knowledge building and learning is the result of both
externalization and internalization. Additionally they suggest that new information may be
both assimilated to quantitatively extend an individual’s state of knowledge or accommodated
to qualitatively change or create new knowledge. Extending knowledge quantitatively and
qualitatively takes place both on micro level (an individuals cognitive system) and on a macro
level (the wiki system as a whole), e.g. in a wiki articles may be simply added to broaden
the knowledge base and may also be reorganized and synthesized to form a structurally new
knowledge base. This misfit or incongruence of an individual’s knowledge space and the
collective knowledge space (represented by the wiki) is also referred to by Piaget [Mugny
and Doise, 1978; Tudge, 1989] as cognitive conflict or disequilibrium between an individuals
cognitive schemes and the environment. Against this epistemological background that provide
a general explanation for understanding wikis’ application for knowledge building and learning
several general principles have been identified that characterize the wiki paradigm.
• Openness: The content of a wiki is freely accessible. Any registered user and anony-
mous users have read and write access to all wiki pages. Furthermore, content may
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be copied, modified and reused (in practice the reuse of content is regulated through a
license). Therefore the exchange and development of knowlegde and the emergence of
new ideas are encouraged.
• Democracy and self-organisation: Within a wiki there are no formal roles. All users
have the same rights, responsibilities and possibilities. Thus, all users of a wiki are
responsible for defining the purpose and objectives of a wiki. As users of a community
operate in a self-regulated mode group norms and structures evolve gradually over time.
• Voluntariness: The decision to participate and collaborate is generally based on an
individuals voluntary decision. Users should freely decide if, when and how they part-
cipate in a wiki. The continuous development of existing and the emergence of new
knowledge is facilitated if users show a personal interest in topics and content of the
wiki. Personal interest is given if the contents of a wiki are of personal relevance to an
individual. Consequently, users have an interest that information is presented correct ad
complete and will contribute to continuously maintain the content.
• Diversity: Due to the open nature of a wiki the user community of a wiki might not
be predictable in advance with regard to individuals’ characteristics. Individuals might
be very divers concerning the knowledge about the topic of a wiki and the skills and
experience with using a wiki. There might be users that are experts regarding a specific
topic and others that are not knowledgeable but are critical recipients. Concerning the
usage of a wiki less experienced users might learn from more experienced users.
• Serendipity effect: While browsing a wiki article users encounter information that they
have not primarily looked for but turns out to be useful for solving a specific problem or
satisfying a information need. The flat (non-hierarchical) navigation structure strength-
ens this so called serendipity-effect as information that is not thematically connected
may be easily linked and therefore is more likely to be found.
Wiki as (part of) a software system to support collaboration
Wiki architectures
From a pure technical point of view a Wiki can be seen as a software artifact that supports
collaborative creation of web pages. Ward Cunningahm points to the fact that he was inspired
by technical possibilities of the the World Wide Web when he created WikiWikiWeb [Leuf
and Cunningham, 2001]. The architecture of Cunningham’s wiki therefore followed a typical
centralized architectural pattern [Patterson, 1995; Fowler, 2003] where the application layer
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and data layer reside on a central server (or set of servers) and the user interface layer is
represented by a web browser. In Cunningham’s wiki the web application is actually represented
by a small Perl7 script (4 lines of code!) that handles requests from the bowser to display and
to update a wiki page which is stored persistently in a corresponding text file. Cunningham’s
first wiki engine was written in Perl as at that time it was broadly accepted and reliable in web
server contexts [Leuf and Cunningham, 2001].
Since then hundreds of wiki engines have emerged that have been realized by a variety of
programming languages and server components. For example, WikiIndex [Wiki Index Commu-
nity, 2011] – a publicly available index of wiki engines and wiki sites – lists more than hundred
wiki engines which are partly clones8 of Cunningham’s WikiWikiWeb but are also built on
other programming languages. To name a view examples, XWiki [XWiki Community, 2011]
is realized by means of a Java and claims to support any relational database, MoinMoinWiki
[MoinMoin Community, 2011] is a web-based wiki application written in Python language.
Similarly, SWiki [Kuzdial, 2011] is based on the Squeak implementation of Smalltalk and uses
the operating system’s file system to store content. The application logic of MediaWiki – the
engine behind WikiPedia – is mainly written in PHP. An exemplary description of a wiki archi-
tecture is given in [MediaWiki Community, 2011]. Accordingly, the architecture of Wikipedia
basically consists of four layer architecture (see figure 2.9) where the user interface is repre-
sented by the web browser which is responsible for interaction with the web server by using
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and the rendering of the user interface which is described
through HTML, CSS and JavaScript [World Wide Web Consortium, 2011c]. The network layer
includes a proxy component (Squid, see [Wessels, 2004; Squid Community, 2011]) and the
web server (Apache, see [The Apache Software Foundation, 2011]). The proxy component is
needed as Wikipedia has to deal with a huge number of server requests. The caching proxy
stores static HTML representations of requested dynamic wiki pages in a temporary cache
that prevents direct access to the web server and therefore reduces response times for the
user. The logic layer consists of the scripts that constitute the core of the application. The
PHP processor [Lerdorf and Tatroe, 2003; The PHP Group, 2011] engine compiles the scripts
written in PHP language into a machine interpretable code. The data layer is responsible
for storing application data in a database (e.g. user data, text content) and file system (e.g.
images, videos). Wikipedia uses as well an additional caching component (Memcached, see
[Fitzpatrick, 2004; Kasindorf, 2011]) to cache large data objects which are frequently used by
the application logic.
7Perl is a programming language, for details please see http://www.perl.org
8Ward Cunningham in [Leuf and Cunningham, 2001] distinguishes between wiki clones – adhering to the
original wiki concept – and wiki-like applications
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Figure 2.9: MediaWiki architecture [MediaWiki Community, 2011]
Recently some wiki engines (e.g. DistrWiki [Morris, 2007], Piki [Mukherjee et al., 2008] and
SWooki [Rahhal et al., 2008]) have been proposed that follow a decentralized architectural
pattern (also referred to as distributed, replicated or peer-to-peer architecture [Roth and Unger,
2000]). Peer-to-peer wikis do not rely on a single (or set of) web server(s) to host the
application logic, rather on each peer of a network the application is hosted as a whole (all
layers). Updates to wiki page are replicated over all members of the peer network. Advantage
of a peer-to-peer architecture is the relative independence of a peer from the server as the
wiki application can be used in a stand-alone mode. A disadvantage is that in case many
parallel edits to wiki page are performed a high network traffic load at each peer will be
experienced. With regard to the original design principles of wikis – openness, democracy and
self-organization – a peer-to-peer concept is appealing as it omits a central component to
control edits to a page.
Wiki features
The basic concept of wiki as outlined in Leuf and Cunningham [2001] reveals a relatively small
set of features that simply are designed to let non-technical users easily create a new web
page, change an existing web page and link web pages. Since then numerous other features
have evolved as a consequence of the broad adoption of the wiki concept in practice. From a
wiki user perspective a wiki provides an environment that does not need any authentication
to access and view a wiki page. Furthermore, any user can edit the content of a wiki page.
WikiWikiWeb like most other wiki engines provides a EditPage link on the bottom of each
page to open a wiki page in edit mode. The user then may see the source of the page content
which is plain text enriched with wiki markup. Wiki markup is a typical feature of wikis
to allow non-technical users simple formatting of plain text without requiring knowledge of
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Hyptertext Markup Language (HTML). Formatting of a text comprises basic text decorations
but also structuring of text by inserting headings, paragraphs and lists. In addition to simple
text formatting also markup for adding links to other wiki pages and external resources is a
key feature of wikis. To easily add links to a page a special writing convention is used some
wikis. For example in WikiWikiWeb so called WikiWords were introduced which are basically
camel-cased words to mark a link to an existing or not yet existing page. Easy linking syntax is
especially important as a wiki typically does not have any explicit navigation elements. Rather,
content structure emerges through linking pages with each other. The home page or index
page of a wiki is considered the entry point to browse a wiki’s content. Hence, as pages in a
wiki can get numerous in the course of time also a FindPage feature is usually offered which
facilitates searching a page by title or in a full text mode. The ability to search for a string or
text pattern is important as it may reveal as well orphaned pages that are not linked to a page.
Leuf and Cunningham [2001] point to the fact that wiki pages are often accessed through
“back doors”, meaning external links to wiki pages (e.g. as the result of a Google search).
New pages in a wiki are created either through so called “dangling links”. That is links that
refer to a page that does not yet exist. In view mode such a link is especially rendered to
indicate – or as Cunningham says “inspire” – the necessity of creating a respective page. The
implicit creation of a new page through “dangling links” can be considered a unique feature
of wikis that particularly addresses the evolutionary development of content in a wiki. For
example, in popular wiki engines like TWiki or MediaWiki an explicit link or button for adding
a new page is missing, thus pages that do not relate to other parts of the content are generally
avoided. A feature overview of WikiWikiWeb is given in figure 2.10.
Wiki
RecentChanges ViewPage EditPage FindPageDeletePage
BackLink QuickDiff ExternalLink InternalLink TextFormatting TitleSearch FullSearch
ReverseIndex BrokenLink WikiWord
NewPage
InlineImage
EditCopy
SetUserName
BoldText ItalicText Link
List HoizontalLine Paragraph
Indented FixedFont
Figure 2.10: Feature model of Ward’s Wiki
The support of collaboration in WikiWikiWeb is mainly focused on providing entry points
to continue work from previous authors of a page. For example, the “dangling link” feature
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is meant as a simple way to indicate that for the specific topic under work there is a need to
provide more details. The page for a “dangling link” does not necessarily have to be created
by the same author but may be created by another author. In the latter case a “dangling link”
can be considered as the invitation for other authors to join a specific topic. In WikiWikiWeb
users joining to collaboratively author a page or topic can simply insert text, links or images
without the need to authenticate. If a user voluntarily wants to indicate his real name or
nickname he might set a user name which subsequently is used to identify changes to wiki
pages. This openness by design in WikiWikiWeb can rarely be found in newer wiki engines,
especially wiki engines to be used in organizational context (e.g. TWiki) offer configuration
of registration and log-in procedures along with features to define user groups and assign
access to content objects and application scripts. A feature that can be found elementary in
wikis is the possibility to track and restore individual changes to a page. For instance, the
RecentChanges page in WikiWikiWeb lists all recent changes to pages in the wiki. Through
the QuickDiff feature a user may compare changes between the last two revisions of a page
and might as well switch back to a former revision via the EditCopy feature. In MediaWiki
all revisions are kept for a page might be restored to be the current revision. With regard to
collaboration revisions of a page are a means to be aware of other users and their activity.
TWiki additionally incorportaes a feature that allows a user to be notified by e-mail about
changes to a page. These notifications can be restricted to a particular page, a complete wiki
site or may be customized to pages that match certain criteria.
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This chapter is targeted at an analysis of requirements in the domain of collaborative process
modeling. As such this chapter refers to the design science approach chosen in various ways.
First, an understanding of the problem domain is important to prove the relevance of a design-
science research effort [Hevner et al., 2004]. Second, a domain analysis is the prerequisite
to understand the reasoning associated with the researcher’s understanding of the problem.
Consequently, researchers have to explicitly transform the problem into system objectives, also
called metarequirements or requirements, for further system design decisions [Peffers et al.,
2007].
In this chapter the domain analysis is both performed by outlining the basic concepts of
collaboration and an overview of basic requirements for effective software-support. Hence, the
following questions will guide the following sections.
• How is collaboration in business process modeling practiced?
• What are basic processes of collaboration in business process modeling?
• What are the requirements for adequate software-support?
3.1 Background on research method
To gain a first understanding of the domain an approach was followed that has been suggested
by Kitchenham et al. [2004] and is called Evidence-based Software Engineering (EBSE). Ac-
cordingly, research in software engineering should make use of systematic reviews of empirical
evidence to aggregate unbiased knowledge of a domain. To accomplish this goal Kitchenham
et al. primarily suggest a methodology that comprises five stages: (1) to construct an answer-
able question; (2) to track down evidence to answer the question; (3) to critically appraise the
evidence, and (4) to use the evidence to address the question.
The approach suggested aims mainly to improve design decisions in software engineering by
integrating current best evidence from research with practical experience and human values.
However, practitioners will always need to evaluate the empirical evidence gained from the
viewpoint of their specific circumstances. The need for rigor in software engineering research
is grounded in the fact that SE research for industrial practice is often seen as an art pour l’art
that has only limited practical relevance [Dyba et al., 2005]. To cope with this shortcoming
Dyba et al. suggest that software engineering should not rely solely on laboratory experiments
but “should attempt to gather evidence from industrial projects, using observation studies,
case studies, surveys, and field experiments”.
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In the context of this work empirical evidence of requirements for software-support in col-
laborative process modeling has been gathered through both a systematic literature review as
suggested by Kitchenham [2004] and a series of expert interviews which to validate and com-
plement the findings from literature. The data sources (literature, interview data) have been
examined on two levels. First, the the activity of collaborative process modeling is described
in detail both from a context and process view. Second, the data is used to identify a set of
meta requirements for software-support. In the following the procedures and background of
data collection will be explained in detail.
3.1.1 Literature review
The rationale for conducting a systematic literature review is that especially in the last years
research has provided a plethora of studies that both implicitly and explicitly address the above
formulated research questions. To the best of the authors knowledge no systematic review of
research results in the domain of collaborative process modeling has been conducted so far. A
systematic approach is therefore expected to reveal some generalizable knowledge both about
the process of collaboration and the software requirements for collaborative process modeling.
Kitchenham [2004] argues that unless a literature review is performed in a “thorough and
fair” way it is of little scientific value. Therefore systematic reviews must be undertaken in
accordance with a predefined search strategy. The search strategy must allow the completeness
of the search to be assessed and must aim to identify and report both research that does not
support their preferred research hypothesis as well as research that supports it.
3.1.1.1 Search strategy
The following sources have been selected to perform the Systematic Literature Review (SLR):
• Google Scholar (scholar.google.com)
• Elsevier SciVerse (www.hub.sciverse.com/action/home)
• IEEE Digital Library (www.computer.org/portal/web/search)
• ACM Digital Library (portal.acm.org)
Google Scholar served as a starting point for the search. The search results provided by
Google Scholar have been validated and complemented by searches within the other databases
mentioned. The following search strings have been used to find relevant journal articles, con-
ference papers and book chapters: “collaborative process model development”, “collaborative
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process modeling”, “collaborative business process modeling”, “distributed modeling” AND
“business process”, “cooperative process modeling”, “group model building” AND ”process
model”. All of the search strings used included the alternative spellings (“modeling” OR
“modelling”) which is interchangeably used in literature but is differently interpreted by search
engines.
The search process included the following steps: (1) submit search string and receive a
list of matches, (2) study abstracts for relevance, (3) download relevant papers and enter
meta-data in spreadsheet, (4) revisit introduction and conclusion of papers for relevance and
possible duplicates, (5) roughly categorize publications regarding type of publication, type
of study (tool reports, tool review, literature review, empirical study, ..). In figure 3.1 the
quantities of search results are illustrated. The first column represents number of search
results returned from Google Scholar. The second column represents resulting papers after
a first sight of abstracts and comparing meta-data to sort out duplicates. The third column
represents the remaining relevant literature. Note that the search was started with the search
string “collaborative process modeling” in the subsequent searches only those papers were
selected that were not included in the first search.
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Figure 3.1: Search results before and after sorting out relevant and dupli-
cate results
For determining relevant literature several criteria have been applied for inclusion or exclusion
of papers. First, due to the misleading term “collaborative process” all those results had to
be omitted that referred to modeling of collaborative processes. Secondly, a large number of
papers were excluded as they had citations to relevant literature but did actually not deal with
collaborative process modeling. A large body of literature had as well to be excluded as they
mentioned the search terms here and there but had a different focus. In addition some papers
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were duplicates in the sense that they referred to the same research but were published in
multiple forms (e.g. conference and journal, web). Another exclusion criterion is the language
as only those papers were considered that were published in English language. Regarding the
publication date no restriction was applied. In addition to the search also references were
checked for relevant literature. This revealed 23 additional studies that were identified as
relevant.
3.1.1.2 Classification of identified literature
Figure 3.3 reveals the number of papers per publication type and paper type. From the
publication type it can be seen that also conference papers and two thesis have been included
in the review. The paper type characterizes the main purpose of the paper. The types of
papers ranged from methodology oriented papers over tool oriented papers (tool reviews and
suggestions) to empirical studies (observational) and purely conceptual studies. It has to
be noted that in several papers a methodology along with a tool were suggested which is
summarized in the tool suggestion class. Figure 3.2 reveals the frequency of publications over
time which indicates that in recent years the area of collaborative process modeling has gained
increasing interest.
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of selected papers over publication year
3.1.2 Expert interviews
The interviews of practitioners in the domain of process modeling and management are moti-
vated by the insight that empirical studies in the area of business process modeling are rarely
targeted explicitly at the practice of collaboration in a business context. The practitioners (do-
main experts) represent a broad range regarding the industry (telecommunication, oil, gaming,
banking, insurance, manufacturing, consulting) and role in process modeling. The practition-
ers were selected through the professional network of the author, through a forum of BPM
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Figure 3.3: Number of papers per publication type and paper type
experts and through a telephone survey in selected organizations. All interviews except two
were audio-taped and transcribed. In sum twelve interviews were conducted throughout a three
months period. The interviews were conducted using a open-ended semi-structured approach.
The interview guideline (see table 3.2) contained questions to clarify the experts’ expertise in
the field and questions that addressed the characteristics of collaboration in process redesign
activities.
Table 3.1 (p.61) shows background information of the experts interviewed. Out of the
twelve experts interviewed four experts have a professional background in consulting of which
one has also a ten year background in an operative role in a large telecommunications com-
pany. Eight experts have a background in process operations or internal consulting services
regarding process operations and management. One of the experts has a background as a SAP
workflow engineer in a large international insurance company. One interview was led with a
process expert that has a long standing experience in various roles and positions in purchasing
departments of various manufacturing companies.
3.2 Process modeling as a collaborative activity
3.2.1 Findings from literature
In practice, process modeling is not be seen as an isolated activity for it’s own, rather process
modeling is performed within the context of a higher-level activity, e.g. process management,
process (re-)engineering, process redesign (see also section 2). In this section collaborative
process modeling – the domain of interest – is framed through a contextual analysis.
3.2.1.1 Collaboration context of process modeling
Process modeling is often referred to as a technique of choice in the context of a process
redesign activity (e.g. [Kettinger et al., 1997; Weske, 2007]). Following a general definition
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ID Industry Role(s) in process modeling Interview
length mode recorded
E01 Telecommunication Internal consultant, Method expert 42 face-to-face
yes
E02 Telecommunication Internal consultant, Method expert 58 face-to-face
yes
E03 IT Consulting, Services External consultant, Method expert 37 face-to-face
yes
E04
Management
Consulting
External consultant, Project manager 50 face-to-face
yes
E05
Management
Consulting
External consultant, Project manager,
Modeling expert
24 face-to-face no
E06
Management
Consulting
External consultant, Project manager 49 face-to-face
yes
E07 Oil Internal consultant, Method expert 65 face-to-face
yes
E08
Machinery and
Engineering
IT manager 70 face-to-face
yes
E09 Gaming
Internal consultant, Method expert,
Project manager
34 face-to-face yes
E10 Banking
Internal consultant, Method expert,
Project manager
44 face-to-face yes
E11 Insurance
IT specialist, Software developer,
Workflow engineer
45 face-to-face no
E12 Manufacturing Process expert, Head of purchasing 37 face-to-face
yes
Table 3.1: Interviewee characteristics
of design [Ralph and Wand, 2009], business process redesign can be defined as the activity
of creating a set of artifacts (e.g. documents, diagrams, descriptions..) that describes the
future state and behavior of a business process and serve as a basis for the successful im-
plementation of a business process in an organization. Similarly, Mansar and Reijers [2007]
argue that “process redesign is concerned with how to articulate a process in, e.g. terms of its
interdependent tasks and resources”. Adhering to the common definitions of design [Sim and
Duffy, 2003; Eggersmann et al., 2003; Ralph and Wand, 2009] typical design activities are (1)
identify problem/need, (2) identify conditions, criteria and constraints of process design, (3)
brainstorm solutions, (4) generate ideas, (5) explore possibilities, (6) decide for approach, (7)
build model, (8) refine the design. Hence, literature in BPM is quite inconsistent with regard to
the activities to be included in a process redesign effort. An early investigation of methodolo-
gies in business process (re-)engineering revealed a set of common activities [Kettinger et al.,
1997] to be found in process redesign. Namely, (1) define and analyze new process concepts,
(2) prototype and detailed design of a new process, (3) design human resource structure,
(4) analyze and design information system are to be performed. In contrast, Becker et al.
[2003] conceptualize process redesign as a process consisting of main activities like (1) process
redesign preparation, (2) scope definition, (3) “as-is” process analysis and modeling, (4) “to-
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Interview guideline
1
How is collaboration in business process redesign practiced?
• What are the triggers or motives of a process modeling activity?
• What are the processes/activities/concrete actions involved?
• Which stakeholders are involved?
• Which kinds of interactions between stakeholder take place?
2 What are the major factors impeding collaboration positively/negatively in process modeling?
3 What is the role of software in collaborative process design?
Table 3.2: Interview guideline
be” process modeling, (5) organizational structure modeling, (6) implementation. Whereas
Kettinger et al. [1997] refers to process modeling only implicitly as a technique of choice
among others Becker et al. [2003] explicitly points out process modeling as a core activity in
process redesign. In figure 3.4 a hierarchical decomposition of the redesign activity is shown
to illustrate that process modeling is an activity that is performed as part of the higher-level
activity of process redesign.
Motives for process redesign can be manifold. Davenport and Short [1990] mentions four
main motives for process redesign: (1) cost reduction, (2) time reduction, (3) increase output
quality, (4) quality of worklife, learning and empowerment. In the most general sense the
motive of process redesign is to design a new (improved) process that reveals several charac-
teristics. Collaboration and teamwork is a common practice in modern organizations to cope
with complex organizational issues. Therefore also process redesign efforts are performed in a
collaborative manner.
In common literature [Davenport, 1993; Becker et al., 2003] process redesign activities are
mentioned to be performed in the context of a project with a dedicated project team. In the
early days of business process re-engineering the task of “selecting the brightest and best”
[Hammer and Champy, 1993] for redesign teams was of central interest [Homa, 1995]. Later,
the need for early involvement of stakeholders in the became an important issue with regard
to efficiency and effectiveness of redesign projects [Becker and Kahn, 2003; den Hengst and
Vreede, 2004]. Members of a redesign team are usually assigned different roles. For example,
Becker et al. [2003] and Weske [2007] outline roles that are recurrently found in redesign
projects: project manager, process manager, process designer, process participant, process
expert, process owner, process responsible. De Vreede and Dickson [2000] outlines various
arguments for involving groups rather than individual problem solvers in process redesign
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Figure 3.4: Business process redesign activities adapted from [Harrington,
1991; Becker et al., 2003; Harmon, 2003]
efforts:
• Complexity. The design problem involves complex systems. No single person can under-
stand all aspects, issues, and variables of such an intricate problem.
• Evaluation. A group of stakeholders is more capable of dealing with shortcomings in
proposed ideas with respect to future processes and systems than is the individual that
proposed them.
• Acceptance. Future processes and systems have a better chance of being accepted,
because the people to be affected by them are involved in the design process.
• Interest. Usually many members of an organization have a strong interest in redesign
processes and, especially, their IT implications, so it is appropriate to involve these
people.
[De Vreede and Dickson, 2000] reclaims that “the fact that it appears to be a positive
approach to involve large groups of stakeholders in a design process does not mean that this
is very easy to do. On the contrary, serious stakeholder involvement takes a lot of time and
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effort. It may even slow the design process down, because many opinions have to be heard
and worked into an outcome that is acceptable”.
The redesign team does not exist in isolation but is closely related to the surrounding
process organization [Rosemann and Brocke, 2010] – the group of people that participates
in the process under focus or has an interest in process (often referred to as stakeholders).
The process organization is not necessarily confined to organizational boundaries but might
as well include external parties such as consultants, engineers, business partners that are to
some extent involved in the process [Karacapilidis and Adamides, 2007]. The redesign team is
often recruited from the process organization [Neumann et al., 2003]. Moreover, the redesign
team is usually in a continuous exchange of information, knowledge and design artifacts with
stakeholders. This is grounded in the fact that stakeholders at least partly constitute the
future users of the artifacts produced by the design team. On the other hand, the process
organization determines the fundamental social structures like organizational rules, standards,
practices and tools [Niehaves, 2010].
Software tools commonly used in process redesign projects are on the one hand targeted to
support creative activities such as the creation of deliverables such as process models, process
handbooks, presentations, etc. [Bernstein et al., 1995; Bradley et al., 1995; Kuechler and
Vaishnavi, 2006] and on the other hand are targeted at the facilitation of social processes and
project management tasks. The use of groupware to support social processes in collaborative
process redesign has been studied extensively by researchers in various organizational environ-
ments [De Vreede and Dickson, 2000; den Hengst and Vreede, 2004]. For example, [Kock and
McQueen, 1995; Dennis et al., 1999] report the use of early prototypes of electronic meetings
systems, discussion boards and shared project repositories that lead to significant increases of
efficiency in large re-engineering projects. In current practice the groupware to be used for
collaboration is mainly determined by the organizational environment within a process redesign
activity is performed as modern organizations usually have employed software to cope with
collaboration in organizational projects [Brown et al., 2010]. Process redesign artifacts as the
outcome of redesign activity may comprise qualitative descriptions of a future process but
also quantitative information. It is important to note that diagrammatic representations of a
business process or formal models of the flow logic in the sense of EPC or BPMN models are
only one possible outcome among others.
3.2.1.2 Collaboration in process modeling
Vom Brocke et al. [2010] define process modeling as an “approach to graphically articulate
the activities, events or states, and control flow logic that constitute a business process”. This
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relates to a traditional view of process modeling as a technique [Kettinger et al., 1997; Weske,
2007] that is used in the course of a redesign activity. In contrast to this view and in line with
current research in this area [Proper et al., 2005; Rittgen, 2007; Hahn et al., 2011] in this
section process modeling will be viewed from an activity perspective.
Modeling as a process
Frederiks and Van der Weide [2006] regard modeling – the authors refer to information mod-
eling in general – as a process consisting of four main activities: (1) Elicitation, (2) Modeling,
(3) Validation, (4) Verification. Elicitation refers to the act of collecting information experts,
their verbalization into an initial specification and further reformulation into a informal speci-
fication. Modeling is targeted at the transformation of the informal specification into a formal
specification that comprises a conceptual model along with grammar rules, constraints and a
lexicon. The formal expression of an informal domain description is reached through identifying
relevant domain concepts and their relations (grammatical analysis) and mapping concepts to
model language specific concepts. Validation refers to the act of evaluating the congruence of
the formal specification with the informal specification. The stage model suggested in [Fred-
eriks and Van der Weide, 2006] outlines that a modeling activity involves both the “informal”
world of the domain expert who uses natural language to express statements about a universe
of discourse and the “formal” world of the system analyst who uses formal language. Each of
the two roles own a specific set of competencies and skills that is needed during the modeling
process and is the reason for social interactions. The informal specification or dialogue docu-
ment is used as a link between the two worlds and can be regarded as the result of a dialogue
between the modeler and the domain expert.
Modeling as a dialogue
In [Proper et al., 2005] the act of modeling is decomposed into several fundamental processes
that take place when an individual modeler produces a model of a “real-world” object. Ac-
cordingly, modeling is composed of three basic actions: (1) perceiving, (2) conceiving, (3)
representing. Perceiving refers to the act of transferring observations of a “real-world” object
into a mental representation. Conceiving refers to the act of interpreting a mental represen-
tation into a mental model. Representing is the act of articulating a mental model, that is
the explication of mental model by means of a language. A fundamental assumption in this
concept of modeling is that conceptions (mental models of reality) “harbored by an observer
are impossible to communicate and discuss with other observers, unless they are articulated
somehow”.
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Figure 3.5: The act of modeling after [Proper et al., 2005]
Proper et al. [2005] furthermore refer to the fact that different people most likely have
different perceptions of a “real-world” object (e.g. a business process) and most likely develop
different mental models of their perceptions. In their theory of modeling this divergence
in perception and model conception is at least strongly influenced by the meta-model an
individual is used to employ (or trained/enforced to use). In [Hoppenbrouwers et al., 2005a]
argue that each individual has it’s particular conception of the object under focus. The only
way individuals can achieve a commonly agreed model of a domain or object of interest is
to communicate with each other, remember and build upon what has been discussed in an
incremental way. Therefore Hoppenbrouwers et al. [2005b,a] views modeling as a dialogue
between a number of individuals towards a common goal. Hoppenbrouwers et al. distinguish
between six basic dialogue actions: propose statement, withdraw statement, accept statement,
reject statement, ask question, answer question. For example, the proposal of a fact by one
individual that is finally accepted by all other individuals becomes part of the common model. In
an empirical analysis of a collaborative process modeling game they identified several categories
of dialogues with regard to the topic discussed. Namely, dialogues were centered around (1)
content related issues, (2) temporal planning issues, (3) division of work issues, (4) grammar
issues and (5) creation issues. With regard to the roles individuals take or make in the course
of a collaborative modeling effort Hoppenbrouwers et al. [2006] found three distinct types
of involvement in the modeling process: informing, mediating and deciding. Whereas the
latter two refer to the knowledge transfer part of collaborative modeling the first one refers to
the fact that some issues need an individual with the decisive power to resolve such issues –
especially in organizational settings.
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Group model building
According to Andersen et al. [1997] model building in groups is directed towards mental
model alignment, creating agreement, and creating commitment. To reach this goal modeling
passes through phases of divergence as well as convergence [Vennix, 1996; Dean et al., 2000].
Divergence refers to activities like discussions, ideation and brainstorming whereas convergence
refers to activities like validation, evaluation, negotiation and decision making. Dean et al.
[2000] states that outcomes of activities in the phase of divergence are relatively easy to
achieve whereas convergent activities usually need a high degree of facilitation, guidance and
support. In fact much research in system dynamics has addressed this latter phase of modeling
suggesting a plethora of methodologies and concepts (e.g. McCardle-Keurentjes et al. [2009]).
One example of such guidance methods are so called scripts that reflect so to say a best
practice of collaborative modeling [Andersen and Richardson, 1997; Barjis et al., 2009]. A role
has gained particular interest in studies of group model building (see for example [Richardson
and Andersen, 1995; Renger et al., 2008]) is the role of the facilitator that is concerned with
the fluency of social interactions thus keeping the collaborative model building process going
without major disruptions until a common goal is reached.
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Figure 3.6: The act of collaborative modeling after [Rittgen, 2011] and
[Andersen et al., 1997]
Modeling as negotiation
The negotiation aspect of collaborative modeling is especially emphasized in [Rittgen, 2007].
Rittgen investigated various modeling sessions and found a generic set of actions along with a
recurrent pattern of negotiation. The identified set of actions extends the findings of Hoppen-
brouwers et al. with a classification of actions according to the levels of the semiotic ladder
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(syntactic, semantic, pragmatic level) and a refinement of actions regarding the interpretation
of information about reality and articulation of a model. In [Rittgen, 2011] he follows a similar
line of argumentation as Andersen et al. [1997] that modeling in groups is a process of reaching
group consensus among the members of a group. Rittgen furthermore defines consensus in
collaborative model building as an mutual agreement on the mental models of a process which
can be consequently measured by the similarity of articulations (the process model artifacts)
expressed in natural or some kind of formal language. In addition to the roles suggested by
Hoppenbrouwers et al. [2006] – domain expert, modeling expert – Rittgen [2012] identified a
editor role that is mainly concerned with minor revisions and changes of existing models.
Modeling focus versus model focus
Rosemann [2006] argues that the sole focus on model artifacts as the outcomes of modeling will
most likely lead to disruptions and dissatisfaction. As he argues the The “very act of modeling
that triggers a change reaction and increases process awareness, even if only that those involved
in the modeling will think differently about the processes and related organizational issues”.
Rosemann postulates that the process of modeling is most even more important than the final
model artifacts. Similarly, Zagonel [2002] points to the dichotomy of models as “microworlds”
used to understand and describe a particular problem domain and models as “boundary objects”
to negotiate a social order. In line with Rosemann’s finding Zagonel stresses that “the process
we use to negotiate this model is as important, if not more important, than the accuracy of
the model as a representation of our reality”.
Breakdowns in collaborative modeling
Based on several experiments with groups Hahn et al. [2011] investigated conversational data
gathered from various modeling sessions. Their analysis revealed a common structure and
flow of activities that largely corresponds to the model of modeling proposed in [Frederiks and
Van der Weide, 2006]. Based on their findings two major phases in modeling sessions have
been identified: (1) agenda setting and elicitation, (2) model building. The first stage includes
activities that are targeted at determining the division of work among group members, the
identification of relevant concepts, the accustumization with the modeling tool but also the
way how to use modeling constructs and elements. In the second stage mainly the creation
of the model, the verification and validation of intermediate states of the model took place.
Although commonalities could be identified their seven experiments have revealed that the
process of modeling varies to a great extent with regard to the sequence of activities and the
number of iterations performed. Based on their studies Hahn et al. introduce the notion of
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breakdowns which are understood as unexpected disruptions of the modeling process. Ac-
cordingly, breakdowns have been categorized on the three levels of the semiotic ladder. On
the pragmatic level – which refers to communication, organization and tool handling, tool
deficiencies – almost two thirds of all disruptions occurred where most of the disruptions (36
out of 44) were related to the tool. Almost another third of all disruptions occurred on the
semantic level (process decomposition, concept mapping, rescoping, deletions) whereas on the
syntactic level only 4 out of 66 observed breakdowns occurred.
3.2.2 Findings from interviews
The interviews largely confirm the above findings. However, several aspects of collaboration
in process redesign could be identified that did not occur in literature or at least challenges
academic literature.
Motivational background of collaboration
From the interviews conducted it can be concluded that in practice the activity of process
redesign is strongly linked to strategic motives (e.g. increase market share, cost reduction) and
is embedded in high-level ongoing activities such as strategic management, business process
management and quality management. Interviews with with practitioners reveal that the
motive for a business process redesign and collaboration is mostly articulated and enforced
by top management but also to the existence of a problem or inconvenience in daily business
operation.
“Motivation [for process redesign and collaboration] emerges from the process itself. Where
he or she experiences problems in daily routine. For example, in a current project we will –
after process redesign – implement an automated workflow.There were so many problems
regarding the current process that he or she had so much extra work and troubles, that the
individual’s motivation was high to suggest to redesign of the process. Motivation emerges
as well when you show employees that a change leads to a real improvement and is not
only a piece of paper.” [E01]
A key finding of the interviews is that when asked about collaboration practice in process
modeling all interviewees referred to the context of process modeling – the process redesign
activity.
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Diverging ideas about process and process model
Interviews reveal that while the process is clearly identifiable as the primary object of the
redesign activity, the role of the process model in the activity system is not as easy identifiable
and needs more explanation. In practice, ideas about what exactly manifests a process model
are sometimes obscure and diverging and inevitably lead to misunderstandings and conflicts
with regard to the outcome of process modeling.
“There is one side that argues: ohh, please, colorful boxes ... and there is the other side
that expects a management tool where five lights flash up if a process is problematic.
Mostly, ideas of both sides are very much unrealistic ...” [E10]
Team composition and the notion of process community
In the interviews conducted some interviewees argued that through process redesign projects
a community has evolved around a process. One interviewee reported that such an informal
community includes as well external parties such as consultants that are repeatedly taken in for
process redesign tasks as they possess in-depth knowledge of the processes. Other interviewees
[E04, E01] state that only through process redesign projects and related interaction individuals
involved in a process got to know each other and established lines of communication which
were also used in the implementation and operation phase of a business process.
“When there was an idea, a small change, then this was accomplished immediately, e-mail
to the responsibles. Consequently, a process community emerged, where each individual
was aware of the persons to discuss changes.” [E04]
However, if a process redesign activity exceeds a certain level regarding the financial resources
required or the organizational impact expected often a temporal project team is built.
“. . . it is quite important that the right people sit together, that is an important matter,
because missing stakeholders in the discussion will lead to a re-opening of issues . . . ” [E02]
“and then, there is this third key factor, that you have the right people, that the team is
composed with good and diverse people. That you do not take 3 people from sales but
none from finance. Or you have technicians, but not even one from Marketing. It [the
team] should is well composed with persons that are able to contribute either because they
have relevant data or they are creative.” [E01]
Some interviewees [E01] stressed the fact that in general redesign teams are kept small
and that they had bad experiences with large groups actively involved in the redesign [E09].
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Several interviewees [E07, E08] have reported that in the course of a project individuals are also
spontaneously involved if additional expertise is needed which leads to a distinction between
the core project team and the extended team. Interviews additionally reveal that small-scale
changes to a process are performed by small teams which form and dissolve in an informal and
unplanned (ad-hoc) way to clarify a specific process related issue.
In practice, also the reverse case is experienced where the project manager role is transferred
to the process manager in case a project has been finished and a temporal project organization
dissolves into an institutionalized organization. In the series of interviews conducted several
interviewees [E01, E02, E04, E10] stated that they had a dedicated organizational unit which
is concerned with supporting other operational units in process change, improvement and
maintenance of process documentation activities. This unit usually is also occupied in main-
taining relations to the managerial and operational personnel around a process – the process
community.
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Figure 3.7: Social entities in process redesign
“... there is the core team, that is concerned with the process and within this team
communication lines have been established, people got to know each other, and if after
three or six months one of them has an idea, then they can realize this idea in a pragmatic
way ...” [E02]
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Interactions between domain expert and modeler
As our interviews revealed, interaction between modeler and stakeholders preferably takes
place both within meetings but also in-between meetings when results of meetings are sent
out/published for reviews or approval, discussed with colleagues or additional information is
collected.
“The creation and editing of process models is my task and the task of my colleagues,
handling the [modeling] tools is not within responsibility of the operational departments,
it is the responsibility of our process office, which consists of four people.” [E10]
Interviewees also mentioned the necessity to train stakeholders with regard to the method-
ology used for process redesign. For example, interviewees mention that they use simple
examples like “cooking a stew” [E09], “baking a cake” and “building a house” are trivial
examples to familiarize stakeholders and team members with a modeling notation or explain
methodological concepts. Two interviewees [E04, E09] reported that they conduct surveys to
collect customer or employee feedback and integrate this feedback into their process redesign
efforts.
“What we did was that we established ports where we organized workshops with employees
to involve them and ask them for improvements in general. What came up were topics of
all kind, from which we took those with us that were relevant for the process . . . These
issues were evaluated and fed back to our [process redesign] projects.” [E04]
Several interviewees [E02, E04] reported that they understand the provision of guidelines
or conventions as a service which is optionally offered to organizational units for conducting
process redesign projects. Other interviews [E01, E08] give evidence that large organizations
who originally intended to introduce strict and universal procedures for process redesign ac-
tivities shift to less rigid conventions which allow the flexible adaption of such procedures to
departmental necessities or prescribe conventions only for high level processes. Interviewees
[E09, E10] reported that the degree to which process redesign governance was introduced,
explicated and institutionalized depended on strategic objectives, top management decisions
but also to legal requirements, e.g. the Sarbanne Oxley Act.
3.2.3 Summary of findings
Process modeling can be seen as a sub-activity of process redesign. The objective of process
modeling is the business process to be modeled and the outcome of this activity is a set of
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process model artifacts that in contrast to the process redesign activities is described by a more
or less formal language (e.g. BPMN, EPC, UML). For the purpose of process modeling an
individual or group of individuals join together to build a model artifact. The group involved
in modeling is in most cases part of the redesign team. In general members of this group are
literate with modeling techniques and are closely connected with other members of the process
redesign team. A team that is concerned with creating models is not only consisting of people
with modeling skills and experience but usually involves as well people with process expertise.
Throughout the process of modeling these two distinct roles are in continuous interaction to
collaboratively build one or more model artifacts. Interactions between domain experts and
modeling experts are mainly targeted towards elicitation of process knowledge and process
model validation tasks (see figure 3.9). In addition to these inter-role interactions modeling
experts and process experts perform intra-role interactions. By interactions all those commu-
nicative actions are meant that have the goal to exchanges messages between participants:
reach a common understanding of the the target process (knowledge gathering, elicitation,
specification), the way how to jointly conduct the modeling activity (coordinationagenda set-
ting), and activities targeted towards evaluating/judging the validity of the model or parts
hereof with regards to the real-world process. Creative actions of individuals are performed
individually towards the creation of a process model artifact. As a modeling process is gener-
ally iterative the conceptual model may change which necessitates a reconceptualization and
reformulation of the model. The interactions between individuals both implicitly and explicitly
actually make process modeling a collaborative activity.
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Figure 3.8: Business process modeling as an activity system
Actions that manifest the process modeling activity are typically mediated by artifacts like a
modeling software, modeling languages, modeling conventions, some kind of software to sup-
port group processes and as well through a set of articulated roles that reflect the distribution
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Figure 3.9: Basic role interactions during process modeling (simplified)
of tasks, responsibilities and competencies within a group.
In essence the activity of collaborative process modeling can be understood as the set
of emergent (communicative and creative) and non-emergent (cognitive) actions that are
performed by a group of individuals with the goal of creating a set of process model artifacts.
It is assumed that knowledge about the process to be modeled already exists in some form
(tacit mental model or explicit process description) and serves as an input for the creation of
a process model. A collaborative process modeling activity involves both domain (process)
experts and modeling experts that jointly transform a conceptual model into a more or less
formal process model and produce a tangible process model artifact. The activity of process
modeling is performed in the context of a process redesign activity.
Software-supported collaborative process modeling refers to the activity of process modeling
and actions that are supported by a software environment to enable the spatially or timely
distributed collaboration among individual members of a modeling team.
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3.3.1 Findings from literature review
In this chapter the findings from the systematic literature review and interviews will be used to
formulate meta-requirements for software environments that support collaboration in process
modeling. The outlined requirements in this section can be interpreted as generic in the sense
that they need to be concretized regarding a specific situation, domain or application context.
For a designer or researcher of a respective modeling environment this chapter may serve as a
starting point for a domain specific formulation of requirements.
3.3.1.1 Support for idea generation and knowledge elicitation
Idea generation and knowledge elicitation are activities performed mainly in advance of model
building and are targeted at the capturing of main concepts in a business process. Several
studies refer to the requirement of having a shared space to jointly collect activities of a
process [Araujo et al., 1999; Rittgen, 2009]. Also roles, resources, people, suppliers, customers
or a process are mentioned to be collected in early phase of modeling [Kock and McQueen,
1995; Rittgen, 2009]. In [Herrmann, 2010] it is argued that a “neutral element” for concepts
which cannot be immediately assigned to a specific class (e.g. activity, role, event) would be
beneficial to keep the flow of ideas going. De Vreede [2009] and Herrmann [2010] argue that
such shared spaces should be large enough (have no boundaries) and should be interactable by
multiple actors at the same time as it encourages participation and parallel contributions. In
various studies interactive whiteboards are proposed to support idea generation and concept
collection in both distributed [Kock et al., 1999; Adamides and Karacapilidis, 2006; Dengler and
Vrandecˇic´, 2011] and co-located [De Vreede, 2009; Herrmann, 2010; Do¨weling and Nolte, 2011]
settings. Collected concepts must be organizable in some way. Literature mentions formats
like checklist, matrix, timeline, clusters [Herrmann, 2010] to converge and relate concepts. The
requirement to persist results of brainstormings and make them available (visible) throughout
subsequent activities in modeling is mentioned in [Smeds et al., 2000]. Also the ability to
resume brainstorming results, comment on them [Santoro et al., 2008; Herrmann, 2010] and
suggest changes even after their incorporation into models has been suggested a necessity
[De Vreede, 2009]. A fluent transformation from informal concepts to formal models and a
seamless of integration or linking of informal with formal process models is perceived useful in
[Herrmann, 2010].
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R1 Support for idea generation and knowledge elicitation
R1.1 Provide a shared space to collect ideas and concepts in an informal way
R1.2 Provide means to enable structuring and organization of concepts
R1.3
Ensure that ideas and concepts can be persisted and reused in later steps of
modeling
3.3.1.2 Support for different flavors of communication
Communication can be considered a cross-cutting concern in collaborative process modeling
activities. In the literature reviewed various flavors of communication support are discussed.
In general a distinction can be made between active communication support (e.g. negotiation,
discussion) and passive communication support (awareness). In [Rittgen, 2009; Do¨weling and
Nolte, 2011] the need to support negotiation between members of a modeling group has
been mentioned. In particular [Rittgen, 2009] suggests to provide features that allow a user
distinguish between the commonly agreed parts of a model, the individual proposals of other
modelers and one’s own proposal. Additionally, all arguments for and against a specific proposal
should be available that allows for decision support and recalling design rationales [Dengler
and Vrandecˇic´, 2011]. In [Araujo et al., 1999; Decker et al., 2005; Thomas and Scheer, 2006;
Riemer et al., 2011] discussion boards along with member lists are suggested as features that
allow for sharing ideas among team members in asynchronous way. Additionally Riemer et al.
[2011] mentions that targeted discussions on parts of a model must be possible. Chat features
[Lee et al., 2001; Hahn et al., 2011; Riemer et al., 2011] and voice support [Hahn et al., 2011]
are mentioned to be beneficial for quick coordination and agenda setting activities. In [Araujo
et al., 1999; Smeds et al., 2000; Decker et al., 2005; Rittgen, 2010; Dengler and Vrandecˇic´,
2011] the authors point to the need to store the content of communications persistently with
reference to the parts of a model or concept under discussion. The necessity of using different
target group specific representations (e.g. textual, diagrammatic, narratives, scenarios) of
process models is emphasized by [Nolte et al., 2011]. Features for adding comments to a
process model or parts hereof are necessary to support targeted validation of a process model
[Lee et al., 2001; Fritscher and Pigneur, 2010; Rittgen, 2009; Riemer et al., 2011; Santoro
et al., 2008].
Awareness support is a feature that is claimed to be important by a large part of the studies
reviewed. However, authors refer to different types of awareness. One of such is change
awareness – the awareness of other users’ changes/contributions to a shared space in general
or process model – which is claimed by [Grundy and Hosking, 1998; Decker et al., 2005;
Renger et al., 2008; Stoitsev et al., 2008; Riemer et al., 2011]. Mechanisms to achieve change
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awareness are for example notifications of change [Hahn et al., 2011; Riemer et al., 2011;
Nolte et al., 2011] which makes use of an asynchronous messaging system and broadcasting
[Grundy and Hosking, 1998; Hahn, 2010] which ensures the “real-time” exchange of change
events among group members. Context awareness is mentioned by [Grundy and Hosking, 1998;
Decker et al., 2005; Nolte et al., 2011]. Context awareness refers to being informed about
contextual aspects like the status of users currently working on a process model [Dori et al.,
2004] (also referred to as presence awareness), the status of tasks of the higher level redesign
activity that modeling is embedded in but also the physical environment of users participating.
In [Poppe et al., 2011] the virtualization of a process modeling context through an augmented
reality environment is suggested that enables a user to be aware of others’ positions, orientation
and gestures. Likewise, video-conferencing is suggested to support non-verbal communication
channels [Smeds et al., 2000].
R2 Support for different flavors of communication
R2.1
Provide support for initiation and resumption of communication throughout the
whole modeling process
R2.2
Provide a feature to support model artifact related communication facilities (e.g.
chat, discussion boards)
R2.3 Provide a feature to support different types of communicative acts
R2.4
Provide a feature to support persistence of communication protocols in relation
to the modeling artifact
R2.5
Provide a feature to support awareness on various levels (context, modeling
activities)
R2.6
Provide a feature to support target group specific different process model
representations
3.3.1.3 Support for concurrency and continuance in model building
Supporting modeling in parallel is a major concern in the literature reviewed. Seamless tran-
sition between phases or major activities in modeling is regarded of similar importance. In
general it is found to be necessary that participants may work within a private space that
enables them to work individually on a model. Subsequently submitting or committing of con-
tributions to shared space should be possible [Riemer et al., 2011; Dori et al., 2004; Stoitsev
et al., 2008]. In general a distinction between private space, group space (also referred to
as “group memory” [Araujo et al., 1999]) and public space can be found each referring to a
certain level of sharing. The “whiteboard” metaphor is mentioned by [Thomas and Scheer,
2006; De Vreede, 2009; Do¨weling and Nolte, 2011] to refer to a very tightly coupled mode of
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same-time collaboration which enables the concurrent contributions to a process model that
are immediately visible to all other members. For such immediacy of change synchronization a
respective modeling environment must either support the locking of model parts [Pendergast
et al., 1996; Lee et al., 2001] under work or employ some kind of conflict resolution [Grundy
and Hosking, 1998; Renger et al., 2008; Riemer et al., 2011]. This applies as well to loosely
coupled forms of parallel development in which local versions of a model must be merged with
the shared model version. Fluent transitions between these modes of collaboration (same-time
↔ different-time) must be possible Herrmann [2010]. Several studies claim that maintenance
of a consistent and integrated model is a major concern. To meet this requirement features like
version control are suggested. In particular, the ability to inspect and visualize prior versions
of a model [Dori et al., 2004], the ability to commit new versions [Dori et al., 2004; Riemer
et al., 2011], delete obsolete versions, restore versions [Lee et al., 2001], compare versions
[Riemer et al., 2011] and merge versions [Rittgen, 2009; Riemer et al., 2011] are frequently
mentioned by authors.
The requirement of reusability of process model artifacts is related to the need to support
fluent work continuation among participants in a collaborative modeling effort. Accordingly,
process models and parts hereof should be easily retrievable and reusable within the same
context of another context. Rittgen [2010] suggests that during collaborative modeling efforts
modelers should be able to extract parts of a model version and reuse them in a subsequent
version. Tomaz et al. [2009] propose that model reuse should be able on various levels –
whole model to activities – and that also knowledge related to process model components
should be available for reuse. In [Wang and Wu, 2009; Shahzad et al., 2010] collaborative
classification and tagging along with automated classification support of process model part(s)
are proposed to foster reuse. Similarly Rodrigues et al. [2006] suggest collaborative filtering.
Import/export functionality to exchange process models between modeling environments by
means of a standardized format is requested in [Pendergast et al., 1996; Rodrigues et al., 2006;
Tomaz et al., 2009; Riemer et al., 2011].
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R3 Support for concurrency and continuance in model building
R3.1 Enable switching between private spaces and shared spaces for modeling
R3.2 Enable transitions between same-time and different-time collaboration modes
R3.3
Provide support either for working in parallel on different parts of model and
prevent or resolve conflicts as result of concurrent changes to the same model
part
R3.4
Ensure fluent work resumption and reuse throughout the modeling process
through proper model retrieval, classification and version management
mechanisms
3.3.1.4 Support for guidance and governance
The need to incorporate process support in collaborative modeling environments is reported
in various studies. Lee et al. [2001]; Dori et al. [2004]; Rittgen [2010] explicitly outlines the
requirement that a collaborative modeling environment must reveal methodological guidance
for modelers and the support for standard development processes. Especially, support for
iterative modeling is mentioned in [Lee et al., 2001]. Kapos et al. [2004] so called collaboration
protocols are suggested that predefine the way of interactions between participants in the
modeling process. In Hahn et al. [2011] support for coordination, agenda setting, division of
work and work package management is identified as a requirement. The need to incorporate
guidelines, conventions, glossaries and model checking for modeling to ensure consistency of
process models is mentioned by [Hahn, 2010; Riemer et al., 2011]. Decker et al. [2005] argues
for text mining facilities for retrieval of lessons learned and best practices from discussion
protocols of similar projects and processes. Regarding decision support in modeling scoring of
model versions has been suggested in [Rittgen, 2009; Tomaz et al., 2009; Herrmann, 2010].
Peer evaluation of models or parts of a model guides other modelers as conclusions with
regard to model quality can be made. This may as well achieved through implicit usage
statistics (e.g. the frequency a model is reused in other models) [Wang and Wu, 2009].
Explicit recommendations are another mechanism that guides modelers with regard to reuse
and validation. Especially for negotiation activities voting and scoring features may support
decision making. Consequently also decision criteria and rules must be configurable [Rittgen,
2009].
A fundamental requirement with regard to governance in collaborative process modeling
is that participants are identifiable with regard to their contributions, changes to a process
model. Also the assignment of roles and respective multi-level access rights [Pendergast et al.,
1996; Decker et al., 2005] is recognized as a mandatory requirement in organizational settings
[Tomaz et al., 2009]. Particularly, for large models access control should be possible also
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on parts of the model [Pendergast et al., 1996]. Opposed to governance requirements also
the requirement to allow anonymous contributions or bogus names is frequently mentioned to
support creativity and participation of stakeholders[Dennis et al., 1995; Decker et al., 2005;
Rittgen, 2007].
R4 Support for governance and guidance
R4.1 Provide guidance for standard activities in process modeling
R4.2 Enable the implementation of guidelines, conventions, rules of modeling
R4.3
Ensure facilities for decision support through model scoring, voting features,
recommendations
R4.4
Ensure user authentication and access control along with mechanisms that
enable the anonymity of contributors
3.3.2 Findings from interviews
The interviews conducted again largely confirmed the above findings. Hence, regarding the
requirement of guidance and governance several complementary findings have been identified.
For example, E03 states that they use a workflow for managing changes in process models:
“They [process descriptions] are available in a process portal, where employees can initiate
a change, a change request, and this change request is forwarded to a certain person, there
is a little workflow. Requests are collected and are forwarded to process responsible before
an adaption to the process is enacted.” [E03, translated]
In the interviews conducted with practitioners software in general was found to be used both
for creative activities and coordinative activities in collaborative process design. For creative
activities, such as process modeling and simulation, organizations use specialized software that
fits their specific needs and preferences. As all interviews reveal use of specialized software
for process modeling is common practice in organizations. Also several interviewees [e.g. E04]
stated software is perceived as a guiding structure in collaborative modeling (see R3).
“That [the ARIS toolset] was the central tool. Software has a major role. That is what
one can build upon, where one can get a hold on and one gets a structure in conversations
because it happens quite often that you get distracted somehow and then [through the
modeling tool] the modeler knows what information, input and output is needed to capture
[the process] and to get back to the topic.” [E04, translated]
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Interestingly almost all interviewees signal also a certain distance regarding the tool to be
used when asked for the importance of software in modeling. Though, interviewees state that
a central repository is of benefit for continuance in modeling (see R3).
“It [the tool] had a minor role, in any case. We have centrally decided for ARIS ... that
isn’t a hurdle ... it has the advantage, that it has database support and if somebody drops
out and you have access to the project documentation and models ... that is not bad,
but I can live with any other solution. We want to use [ARIS] as well as publishing and
documentation service, that offers many possibilities, but if it is called ARIS or ADONIS
is completely of no relevance. [E01, translated]
For coordinative activities, such as communication, sharing and workflows, mainly standard
software (e.g. e-mail applications, groupware) is used that is also used for other types of
collaborative activity. As the interviews showed, sharing of process documentation is a common
practice in organizations. For this purpose, organizations use on the one hand process model
repositories and on the other hand document management systems or other software that
supports the publishing and sharing of documents (e.g. Microsoft Sharepoint, [Microsoft Corp.,
2011a]). Single centralized, consistent and complete repositories of process model descriptions
has been found to be non existent in the organizations the interviewees were selected from.
Two of the interviewees reported prior initiatives for such a single centralized repository to
have failed [E01, E08]. As a consequence only high level process descriptions were maintained
in a central repository while lower level process descriptions were maintained by departments
and organizational units themselves. For the purpose of sharing process descriptions with the
community two interviewees [E04, E07] reported that process models were exported in the
format of HTML pages and subsequently published on a publicly available server.
“For the people who work with it [the process model] it may as well be quite complex, but
for the people who are concerned with the results it has to be simple. That is why we said,
we do grant access to the tool for a feedback cycle but we export it [the process model]
as a HTML and people may use their browser and handling is easy.” [E10, translated]
One interviewee explained that they used a special add-on for Microsoft Office to be able
to model, document and maintain models in their familiar Microsoft Sharepoint environment
1. The latter finding indicates that for collaboration in process modeling activities to be effec-
tive it is necessary to built upon the “natural” collaboration environment that a community
has established as their best practice. This is even more important if process modeling in-
volves stakeholders who are not willing or are not able to adopt a new software system to
1www.microsoft.com
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accomplish process modeling activities. A respective modeling environment should therefore
provide interfaces that allow for the integration of modeling features in accustomed group-
ware or at least the interoperability of a modeling environment with groupware that allows
for a data interchange between accustomed collaboration environments and specific modeling
environments.
R5
Support integratability and interoperability with other collaboration
environments
R5.1
Provide an architecture of the modeling environment that allows for integration
into “natural” collaboration environments
R5.2
Provide interfaces that allow for the exchange of data with other collaboration
environments
3.3.3 Summary of findings
In the above sections five categories of requirements have been identified and have been de-
tailed into several sub requirements. The requirements comprise both functional requirements
(R1 - R4) that refer to functionality that directly supports an activity or non-functional require-
ments that refer to properties that are desirable although not fulfilling a user visible function
(R5). The requirements basically refer to the different main activities of collaborative process
modeling like knowledge elicitation (→ R1), model building (→ R3) and model validation. In
addition cross-cutting concerns like communication support (→ R2) and guidance have been
outlined (→ R4). A graphical account of the extraction of requirements is given in figure 3.10
which shows the results after the first coding of requirements and the structure of the final
requirements.
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Figure 3.10: Overview of identified requirements for software support
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In this chapter the meta requirements indentified in the previous chapter are partially ad-
dressed by providing a detailed outline of design decisions, rationale and concrete descriptions
of the features suggested. As the title of this chapter suggests a wiki framework has been
chosen to serve as the collaboration foundation for a respective modeling environment which
is explained in the follwoing section. The features that have been added to extend the wiki
towards appropriate modeling support are described in section 4.2 along with detailed design
considerations.
Feature Requirements
FO xoWiki Foundation
FO1 User authentication and authorization R4.4
FO2 Who’s online R2.5
FO3 Notifications R2.5
FO4 General comments R2.1, R2.4
FO5 xoWiki Pages R1.1, R1.3
FO6 xoWiki Markup R3.3,R3.4
FO7 xoWiki Tagging R3.4
FO8 xoWiki Revisions R2.5, R3.4
FE xoProcessWiki Extensions
FE1 Model Editor – Visual support for process model construction R2.6, R5.1
FE2 Concurrency Handler – Handling concurrency in process model editing R2.5, R3.2, R3.3
4.1 Foundation of xoProcessWiki
The choice of the Open Architecture Community System OpenACS (OpenACS) [Demetriou
et al., 2007; Herna´ndez et al., 2005; OpenACS Community, 2011b] as the basic development
framework is mainly grounded in the fact that it is actively developed at the Institute of Infor-
mations Systems and New Media which facilitated the knowledge exchange and collaboration
with key developers of the framework. Furthermore, OpenACS is an open source framework
that is used, developed and discussed in various application domains by a rather large commu-
nity of developers around the world. xoWiki is a wiki application package that was developed
to be deployed on top of the OpenACS community platform and therefore provides typical wiki
functionality along with non-typical functionality that is vital for wiki applications in business
domains, e.g. fine-grained user authorization adn workflow engine.
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4.1.1 Basic architecture
OpenACS is a application development framework to build and operate large scale web commu-
nity platforms. At the core OpenACS relies on a web server (AOLserver, recently also support
for NaviServer – a fork of AOL Server has been reported) and a relational database manage-
ment system (Postgres and Oracle are supported to date). AOLserver provides the interface
of for handling http requests from clients. Additionally, AOLServer offers access control that
allows to flexibly manage access to web resources like files, scripts and directories on a system
level. Most important for OpenACS, AOLserver provides a database interface that pools open
connections to databases. These pools let AOLserver efficiently handle simultaneous database
requests without the need to continuously open and close the current database, thus prevent-
ing overloading of the system by a large number of HTTP requests. AOLserver’s programming
Application Programming Interface (API) provides convenient access to database pools and
other core functionality of a web server. The Tool command language (Tcl) API is designed
to allow a programmer to use core features of the web server within a custom application
through Tcl. Tcl and xoTcl [Neumann and Zdun, 2000] (an object-oriented extension for Tcl)
are the programming techniques primarily used in the OpenACS application framework.
OpenACS can be considered a “collection of pre-built applications and services” [OpenACS
Community, 2011a] that may be used to build either a small web application or a large
community platform with thousands of users and dozens of web applications. Due to it’s
modular design OpenACS can be adapted to the needs of a specific application domain and with
regard to the size of the community, content and activity. OpenACS provides core packages
that serve functionality to application packages which form the user visible interface of specific
service. A distinction can be made as well between packages that provide administrative
features and packages that are applications to be used by end-users. One core package is for
example the built-in authentication service which can be used by applications to verify users
that log-in or register. An administration interface enables administrators to manage users,
groups and grant them permissions to content objects. The content repository is another
core package that provides a uniform and consistent way to handle any type content object
and related data like meta-data, revisions, categorization and annotations independently of
the database technology behind. Another core package is the templating system which largely
allows for the separation of user interface layout and application logic. Other examples for
fundamental core packages are full-text searching, notifications and mail service. On the
system administration side it provides features for user management, content management,
package management, upgrading and bug tracking. The forum application, chat, blog and
wiki (which will be discussed in detail below) are examples for application packages that make
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«database server» 
Postgres Server 
«application server» 
OpenACS
Core Packages
Service Packages Application Packages
xoTcl
content repository authentication
«web server» 
AOL/Navi Server 
Tcl API
xoWikixoWf ..
..
.. xoProcessWiki
«device» 
Web Server
«device» 
Personal Computer
«http client» 
Web Browser
«protocol» 
HTTP
«smtp server» 
Sendmail Servermail lite
DB APIhttp service
Figure 4.1: OpenACS architecture
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use of the above discussed core functionality and provide features for user interaction.
From a application developer perspective OpenACS facilitates the creation of custom ap-
plications which can be built upon the core packages of OpenACS. As mentioned above
OpenACS is modularized into a set of packages that can be found in the OpenACS /pack-
ages subdirectory. In figure 4.2 the basic structure of the OpenACS home directory can be
seen. Especially relevant for developing applications is the /packages directory where all core
packages of OpenACS are kept and non-core application packages can be placed. Any newly
developed package needs to reveal a certain directory structure and has to contain a minimum
set of files that are needed to register an application to be visible and usable in the context
of the community platform. A package has to contain a specification file that describes the
dependencies with other packages and holds a set configuration parameters. Furthermore, in
a separated catalog file language specific messages needed by the application may be stored to
be extendable for other localizations. The application logic itself may be implemented through
Tcl files holding the source code that represents the application logic and AOLserver Dynamic
Pages (ADP) pages that represent the visible user interface of the application. Through the
OpenACS package manager application a user interface is provided to install new packages
and to manage minor and major upgrades to packages.
/packages
 /acs-admin
 /acs-api-browser
 /acs-authentication
 /acs-content-repository
 /acs-datetime
 /acs-developer-support
 /acs-events
 /acs-kernel
 /acs-lang
 ...
 /forums
 /general-comments
 /new-portal
 /notifications
 /search
 /xowf
 /xopwiki
 /xowiki        
/openacs
 /apm-workspace  
 /bin
 /content-repository-content-files
 /etc
 /log
 /packages
 /tcl
 /www      
/xowiki
 /catalog
 /lib
 /tcl
 /www
 xowiki.info  
Figure 4.2: OpenACS folder structure
Each package installed and registered in the context of OpenACS can be instantiated to
form an user visible application. This feature allows to use a package source for arbitrary
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applications that can be individually configured to suit a specific purpose. E.g. the forum
package can be multiply instantiated to offer forums on various topics. Instances of a pack-
age can be assigned a unique Uniform Resource Locator (URL) and consequently can be
integrated into a website via a simple link. Packages can have their own document root for
serving different file types. For example, the document root for the forums package is lo-
cated at .../packages/forums/www, as can be seen in the directory listing above. A
detailed documentation of the OpenACS framework is provided on the OpenACS community
website (see www.openacs.org, [OpenACS Community, 2011b]) and in selected publications
(see [Lerner, 2002; Herna´ndez et al., 2005; Demetriou et al., 2007].
xoWiki as a collaboration platform together with it’s proven and scalable community plat-
form is considered a reliable starting point to develop a collaborative process modeling environ-
ment. In the following the basic components and artifacts of the framework will be described.
Both OpenACS platform and xoWiki application are freely available under the GNU General
Public License [Free Software Foundation, 2011]. The xoWiki application package is an im-
plementation of the wiki concept which strongly relies on the core features of OpenACS (e.g.
content repository, revision control, user authentication, general comments, notifications..).
Though, xoWiki provides unique features that ease the development of extensions for domain
specific applications like collaborative process modeling support. As xoWiki is almost entirely
implemented in Extended Object Tcl (xoTcl) [Neumann and Zdun, 2000] developers can make
use of a consistent object oriented programming interface.
As xoProcessWiki extends xoWiki (see figure 4.3, 91) it has inherited several fundamental
features for collaboration support. In the following section the basic features inherited from
xoWiki and lower-level core packages of OpenACS will be described in brief. The outline
of basic features for collaboration support is followed by a detailed description of extensions
that have been added to support the collaborative modeling of business processes. Figure 4.4
(92) illustrates the visible features implemented in xoProcessWiki. (1) refers to the form that
is used to let users interact with page content including a form-field that is rendered as a
model (diagram) editor widget. The model editor widget has been developed as an extension
to existing mainly text based user interface components and is described in detail in section
4.2. Apart from the model editor widget also an awareness indicator (4) component has been
developed that records recent changes to a model and propagates this changes to all other
users currently viewing or editing a process model. The annotation feature (5) allows for the
addition of inline annotations to enable element specific comments and discussions. (2), (3),
(6), (7) are collaboration features that are provided by xoWiki and are described in detail in
the next section.
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«package»
xowiki
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«package»
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«package»
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«package»
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«package»
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«package»
acs-authentication
«require»
«require» «require» «require»
«require»
«require»
«use» «use»«use»
Figure 4.3: Package dependencies of xoProcessWiki
4.1.2 Features
User authentication and authorization
In OpenACS authentication – verification that someone is who he claims to be – and user
authorization – the permission to access and act upon a resource can be considered a funda-
mental feature to support a community in collaboration. In xoProcessWiki user authentication
is provided by the OpenACS core package acsauthentication. From a developer and
administrator perspective user authentication and authorization can be tailored to the spe-
cific needs of an application context. For example, user authentication can be configured to
validate user data provided via a login against an external user database (e.g. Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) or any external system). This especially is important in
an enterprise context where a variety of information systems may exist and users should not
be forced to maintain multiple user profiles. User registration can be customized with regard
to the approval process, the persistence of a user session and the flow of the registration
process. The OpenACS authorization feature enables developers and administrators to set
access control policies at the object level. The permissions system provides a data model that
allows for checking permissions of a party in relation to the object acted upon. Configuration
of access permissions on a user and object level is not easily manageable in an environment
with a large community and numerous content objects, therefore OpenACS provides a facility
for grouping of users along with the notion of object context, which allows applications to
group objects together into larger security domains. Any application package registered to the
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1
Figure 4.4: xoProcessWiki features: (1) page content form editor and
model editor* component, (2) who’s online, (3) notifications, (4) activity
indicator of model editor component*, (5) inline annotations*, (6) page
tagging, (7) page comments; *..extensions of basic collaboration support
provided by xoWiki
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OpenACS environment can make use of these authentication and authorization mechanisms,
can inherit settings from the superordinate site and can adjust these settings on a local level.
Details on the respective packages are out of scope in this work and can be found in the
official OpenACS documentation (see [OpenACS Community, 2011c]). From a user perspec-
tive OpenACS provides an authentication service that – in it’s most basic form allows for the
provision of personal data like real name, screen name, e-mail. During the log in process user
name and password must be provided to belong to the group of registered users other wise
the user remains in the “the public” group. In it’s default configuration OpenACS provides
also mechanisms that allow users once registered to reset their passwords in case they have
forgotten it. This is beneficial as it allows for recovering identity after a long period of time
which prevents the registration of a new user in the system and a possible inconsistency of
data. In OpenACS user data is linked to meta-data of content objects (e.g. process models)
that have been created or modified by a user. This allows to reveal information about who
created/changed what and when in a collaborative scenario.
Who’s online
A simple yet useful mechanism to create awareness of other parties currently present on a
collaboration platform is the “who’s online” feature. It reveals the group of people that is
currently logged in at the OpenACS platform. This feature is implemented by means of a
global array variable that is updated every time a user requests a page object. The variable
holds minimal information about the user and his last activity (user id, time of last request).
Through a configuration parameter administrators can set the interval after which inactive
users should disappear from the “who’s online” list.
Figure 4.5: Sceenshot of presence awareness in OpenACS
Figure 4.5 shows the list of users currently online by user name and time since first request
which can be accessed through the link in the top right corner “3 Members Online” which
reveals the number of users (see highlighted areas).
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The information about presence may facilitate coordination and spontaneous communication
between users. For example, users who are aware of each others presence on the platform can
initiate a chat or forum discussion or a concurrent session. However, the plain information
of presence is only of limited use when information about concrete actions towards a content
object are needed for coordination.
Notifications
Another feature that supports awareness of activities is represented by the notifications
core package. Notifications are a way to get passively informed about changes to content
objects any content objects one is subscribed to. Technically the notifications feature can be
integrated into any application that uses the OpenACS object system. Through registration
of a application specific notification type the deliver method (e.g. e-mail) can be defined.
Integration of a dynamic link with URL a parameter that indicates the content object enables
the user to subscribe for an application instance. Any changes made to a content object
(e.g. a process model) subsequently will be propagated by e-mail to the user. To avoid e-mail
flooding in an environment with frequent activity and a large number of users the user may
change the interval notifications will be sent, e.g. weekly, daily, hourly, instant (see figure 4.6).
Figure 4.6: Screenshot of notification management in OpenACS
The notifications service is a way to stay informed about activities, namely changes to a
content object, taking place in a subscribed content object. By receiving detailed information
about the who, what and when of a change by means of a preferred media (e-mail, sms,
..) a community can stay in contact event if individuals are not actively participating in a
collaborative effort.
General comments
The general-comments core package provides a feature that enables content object re-
lated communication and annotations. Similar to the notifications package application de-
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velopers can make use of the feature in various ways. In it’s simplest form a link can can
be integrated into a web page that redirects the user to a respective entry form to write a
comment or resume previously created comments. The object a comment refers to is passed
through the URL of the link and therefore enables keeping track of an object related comment
stream. Comments are objects in the sense of the OpenACS object model and therefore are
as well revisioned.
Figure 4.7: Screenshot of a process model page with comments
User who follow the comments link on a page will find themselves on a form where they
may submit a plain/rich text message along with a file attachment. In xoWiki ’s default
configuration the commentary of all users is subsequently displayed on the bottom of the
page. A user – as long is he is assigned the adequate permissions – may resume a comment
and alter the text. Switching forth and back between revisions is possible.
Comments are a way to invite users to participate in a collaborative effort without the need to
actively get involved in the creation and editing of a content object. By simply leaving message
like annotations to a content object users can propose improvements and may effectively point
to deficiencies.
xoWiki Pages
The major object class in xoWiki is the page class which is a sub class of the most general
class ::xo::db::CrItem. All other classes of objects are subclasses of ::xowiki:Page
class. These classes or page types [Neumann and Sobernig, 2008] are used to define a
content type specific behavior (e.g. ::xowiki::File) for rendering, validation, stor-
ing page content. Page types can also be used to define the behavior of a user interface
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(e.g. ::xowiki::Form). In figure 4.9 class relationships are depicted that represent
the most basic page types for rendering pages and respective user interface logic. Pro-
grammers may derive application specific page types with additional features. For example
::xowiki::plainpage is most simple form of a page that has properties such as name,
title and content. The latter property is used to hold text like content which can be
enriched with formatting, links and embedded images. The :xowiki::file page type
instead uses the content property to provide a mechanism for handling file uploads.
acs_objects
- object_id [PK]
- object_type
- title
- package_id
- context_id
- creation_date
- creation_user
- last_modified
- modifying_user
- modifying_ip
- ...
cr_revisions
- revision_id [PK]
- item_id [PK]
- title
- description
- publish_date
- content
cr_items
- item_id [PK]
- parent_id
- name
- live_revision
- latest_revision
- publish_status
- content_type
xowiki_page_instance
- page_instance_id [PK]
- page_template
- instance_attributes
xowiki_tags
- item_id
- package_id
- user_id
- tag
- time
xowiki_page
- page_id [PK]
- page_order
- creator
xowiki_form_page
- form_page_id [PK]
- assignee
- state
Figure 4.8: Selected entity types from OpenACS and xoWiki data model
xoWiki pages of any type are stored as a content item in the OpenACS provided content
repository. Therefore also meta data such as the system wide unique id of the user that
created the page, the date and time of creation and last modification are stored with the
content object (see figure 4.8, table: acs objects).
xoWiki Forms are designed to let users create custom user interfaces for form based data
input. Basically, a xoWiki form is composed by defining form fields, form constraints that are
used to define properties regarding the input and output behavior of fields, and general output
template to arrange form fields according to user needs. xoWiki offers a rather large set of
predefined form field types (see figure 4.10) that can be as well extended by custom types. At
the core of a form field class a method for rendering the output and a method for rendering
the input are provided which lets developers deal with special content types. In xoProcessWiki
this mechanism is used to deal with process model content (see section 4.2). Figure 4.10
shows exemplary form fields that are commonly used in web applications. For instance, the
form fields text or textarea are used for in-/output of text. The sub-class xinha is
used to provide a richtext editor for textarea form fields which produces HTML output. The
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::xo::db::CrItem
::xowiki::Page
::xowiki::File ::xowiki::PageInstance ::xowiki::PageTemplate ::xowiki::PlainPage
::xowiki::PodcastItem ::xowiki::FormPage ::xowiki::Form ::xowiki::Object
Figure 4.9: xoWiki page types (adapted from [Neumann and Sobernig,
2008])
radio field can be used as a boolean field that is limited to true and false values or a wider
range of values – a scale – commonly used in questionnaires or votings.
Figure 4.11 shows the form constraint editor of xoWiki. Several form-fields are specified
that are required for a page. For example, a form-field text is specified that holds the
main text content of a page. Through specifiying it as as a required field it will be validated
positively only in case the form-field is not empty. The form-field title is for example used
to hold the page title, it is specified by a size property which refers to the horizontal length of
the respective input-field in characters.
xoWiki Markup
To edit text content in xoWiki a plain text field or a rich-text editor can be used (e.g. xinha
[Xinha Community, 2011]). The rich-text editor offers various possibilities for an author to
format and enrich text with tables, images and lists. Though, xoWiki as well provides simple
markups for creating links, and embedding of media types like image, audio and video. In it’s
most simple form a link is created by enclosing a word or phrase in double square brackets.
As a consequence the enclosed text will be rendered as a HTML link where the target URL
equals the enclosed text. In most cases the URL is different to the text that represents the
link, thus it is possible to add a label. xoWiki Markup additionally provides the possibility to
add other information such as a title and target that can be used to render a link according
to HTML specifications. xoWiki markup can be used to reference to internal resources like
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::xo::tdom::Object
::xowiki::FormField
hidden inform label radio select text textarea
numeric richtextboolean scale xinha
Figure 4.10: xoWiki form field types (adapted from [Neumann and
Sobernig, 2008])
Figure 4.11: Screenshot of xoWiki form editor, showing specification of
form fields
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other pages in the wiki instance or external resources like other wiki instances or web resources
identifieable by a URL.
Text content in xoWiki can be enriched with information like formatting style, images and
links and limited semantic information like the information about a portion of text to be a
heading or a paragraph. Editing of text takes place via a text editor that can be implemented
as a plain text editor or as a “What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get (WYSIWYG)” rich text editor
that hides HTML specific markup from the user and let’s a user intuitively insert, delete, move
portions of text but also supports formatting of text, insertion of links and visual artifacts like
images and videos. Apart from way to extend enrich text content with semantic information
are xoWiki forms where labeled form-fields can be used to enforce a user to govern user input
towards predefined input fields that incorporate information about the meaning of the data
and the type of data expected, e.g. numeric or string data.
Figure 4.12: Screenshot of xoWiki richtext editor, showing use of xoWiki
Markup to specify an internal link and an external link
Links to other pages in the same wiki instance as the calling page (internal links) are
recognized when saving a wiki page to the content repository. Subsequently, for each link
target in the page a reference entry is created which is displayed on the bottom of each page
that has been linked elsewhere (see figure 4.13). These references support the navigation
between interlinked pages.
xoWiki Tagging
xoWiki pages can be individually tagged by a user. Thus enabling a user to define his personal
taxonomy of wiki pages. The possibility to view tags used by other members of the commu-
nity the reuse of tags is facilitated which leads to a consistent classification of pages. Tags
furthermore foster effective searching as they allow for finding pages that have been tagged
equally.
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Figure 4.13: Screenshot of xoWiki References, Tagging and Comments
xoWiki Revisions
Content objects are uniformly dealt within OpenACS’s native object system. Changes to an
object can be tracked by a revisioning mechanism. Developers of an application package may
use this mechanism according to their specific needs. In the context of collaboration revisions
are a means to avoid disruptions of work caused by unintentional or unreflected changes to an
object. Revisions help users to resume prior work without the fear of data loss. Furthermore,
revisions help to keep track of who changed or contributed what in the course of a collaboration.
A detailed description of the revision control mechanism is discussed in section 4.2
4.2 Extensions for collaborative process modeling support
When evaluating xoWiki for support of process modeling a major design issue arose from the
question whether the existing features of xoWiki are sufficient to handle process models as
a special type of content and which adaptions are possibly needed to support process model
presentation, creation, editing, storage, retrieval and usage in xoWiki.
The first extension comprises a user interface component that supports a modeler in the
creation and edition of a process models through diagrammatic representations in the context
of a wiki page. The second extension addresses the scenario when multiple modelers encounter
a concurrent situation and need support in merging their changes.
4.2.1 Visual support for process model construction in the context
of a wiki page
4.2.1.1 Problem description
Process models can be defined in a general sense as a set of model elements that describe the
potential flow of activities in a real world process (see also section 3). Model elements are
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instances of predefined model element types which are specified through a meta-model, often
called a modeling language. Examples of modeling languages for process modeling are BPMN
or EPC. In practice, process models are described through some kind of markup language or
any other text format that is suitable for capturing the semantics of the model. For reusability
reasons, standardized formats that are independent of a specific software tool are usually
preferred. Examples of such formats are BPMN XML, BPEL, XPDL or EPML. Each of them
designed for a specific purpose. In general a distinction can be made between the internal data
format used to persist a process model within an application and an external format that is
used to make process models exchangeable between applications. For example, ARIS Business
Architect uses an application specific data format for persisting models (ARIS XML) but offers
as well features to export and exchange models in standardized formst like BPMN XML, BPEL,
etc. All these Extended Markup Language (XML) based markup languages have in common
that they are a pure textual format. Furthermore, these languages are designed to be human
readable and at the same time allow for machine processing and validation. Although designed
for human readability XML representations of process models usually contain large portions
of text that have a technical background (e.g. namespace references, schema references)
and strongly deteriorates readability and understandability. The textual overhead stemming
from the XML innate “¡tag¿..¡/tag¿” notation quickly leads to documents that are difficult
to navigate and comprehend [Lawrence, 2004] by a human reader. In general a respective
process model description can be edited through a simple text editor. However, this solution
is not practicable in scenarios where author and users of a model are not knowledgable of the
exact syntax of the language used.
As a consequence process models are usually constructed through a user interface that
supports a more intuitive way of model interaction. One concept that is prevalent in state-
of-the-art modeling software are vector oriented drawing environments to diagrammatically
construct a process model. In contrast to textual languages diagrammatic languages are
assumed to increase readability and understandability of process models. As diagrammatic
languages and their respective user interface are not designed to express all aspects of a
process model complementary user interface concepts (e.g. forms) are used as an interface to
the hidden semantics of model elements.
Essentially, xoWiki is designed to allow for input, display, storage and retrieval of any textual
data format (also XML) therefore it may also deal with textual process descriptions through it’s
built-in page editing interface and content management mechanisms. However, xoWiki has not
been designed neither for the validation of process model specific content nor does it feature
a user interface to interact with process models through their diagrammatic representations.
In view of the above, the motivation to extend xoWiki with adequate user interface com-
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ponents for process model construction becomes evident. As a basis for later design decisions
key requirements for a respective user interface are derived from a thorough analysis of state-
of-the-art modeling environments.
Requirements
Analyzing state-of-the-art modeling software tools like for example ARIS Business Architect
1 and ADONIS 2 the most elementary steps in software supported model creation can be
identified as follows: create new model, open model, add model element, edit model element
attributes, delete model element, check model and save model. These steps are depicted in
figure 4.14 in the form of a simple use-case digram. The use-cases are rather abstract as they
do not reveal details about the implementation of the user interface of a process model. In
this sense the use-case model is to be understood as depicting the most general services that
are required to build a process model. The assignment of actors in the use-case models is not
meant to be conclusive but is derived from the practical insights investigated in chapter 3.
delete 
model element
add 
model element
modeling expert
change 
model element
check 
process model
annotate
model process expert
create new 
process model
open 
process model
save 
process model
choose model type
choose element type
«include»
«requires»
Figure 4.14: Requirements for process model creation on the semantic level
Create new model is an operation that stands for the initialization of a blank model work
space where in subsequent steps a model is constructed. This operation includes as well
the choice of a modeling language, model type or notation to be used for the model to be
created. As mentioned earlier process models can be conceptualized as a set of model elements.
Following this concept the act of model creation in it’s most basic form can be modeled through
three primitive operations that are required: add model element, delete model element and
1www.aris.com
2www.boc-group.com
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edit or change model element. In the course of model building these operations are performed
in an iterative manner (see activity diagram in figure 4.15) until the model is perceived to be
complete. During model editing a modeler may check whether the model under construction
conforms to the underlying modeling language. From a stakeholder perspective, the addition
of annotations or comments is the minimum requirement for participation in the modeling
process. Saving a model is a necessary step to persist a process model. In this step the
runtime of a process model object is serialized into a persistable data format that is for
example stored in a model repository.
add model element m˙ delete model element m˙ edit model element m˙(attributes)
number of model elements nm˙  = 0
[model m not complete]
Figure 4.15: Primitive operation flow in model creation
Depending on the modeling language chosen the primitive operations outlined above need
to be concretized with regard to the types of model elements to be used. For example, a
simple BPMN process model would require operations like “add start event”, “add sequence
flow”, “add activity”, , “add sequence flow”, “add end event” followed by one edit operation
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that changes the name attribute of the activity element.
Introducing a diagram editor as the primary interface for process model construction implies
that a corresponding canvas or drawing area is provided. Model elements are added to this
canvas through their corresponding graphical representations that serve both as visualizations
and user interface to interact with the model elements. Diagram editors typically offered a
toolbar or shape palette to choose a model element type through it’s iconic representation. A
modeler then selects a model element from the palette, drags it over the canvas and drops it
at the desired position on the canvas. Once these elements are placed on the canvas they can
be selected and modified with regard to their spatial and their aesthetic properties. Through
selecting a model element (or it’s graphical representation) also type specific properties (the
semantics) of the model element can be edited. Graph-based diagrammatic visualization of
process models implies that model elements can be classified into node and edge like element
types. Edges (often called arcs or connectors) of a process model usually express relations
between node elements. In contrast, nodes represent the main concepts of the model, e.g. an
activity or event. In process diagrams edges are visualized through lines, curves and arrows
whereas nodes are usually visualized though primitive geometric figures like ellipses, rectangles
and other polygons. For example, a sequence flow in BPMN is modeled through two rounded
rectangles to represent the activities and a solid arc that represents the sequence relation
between the two activities. The arc starts at the border of one rectangle and ends at the
border of the other rectangle. Edge like model elements may have decorations to depict the
direction of a relation (arrow head) or other visual distinctions (dashed, dotted style). Through
so called control or edit points the geometric path of a connector shape can be altered. The
degree to which a path can be altered may be limited to predefined styles and geometric
models, e.g. rectilinear, oblique, bezier style.
To facilitate diagram construction a modeler is usually offered several drawing aids. A com-
mon feature is that multiple model elements may be selected at once and can be transformed
as a whole, e.g. moving a diagram as a whole from one position to another or scaling a dia-
gram as a whole. Also automatic alignment and distribution of shapes is supported in several
modeling environments. A feature that can be found prevalent in state-of-the-art modeling
software is the indication of guiding lines and the automatic positioning of shapes and lines
according to a visible or invisible grid. Model element type suggestions depending on the
model element currently selected are as well frequently found in process modeling tools.
Elements of a diagram are drawn on a canvas which can be compared to a blank sheet
of paper that forms the drawing space of a diagram. As the size of a diagram can not be
predicted in advance it is necessary to be able to adjust the size of a canvas. Scrolling (moving
the canvas relatively to the user interface) is needed when the visible work space is smaller
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Figure 4.16: Requirements for process model creation on the aesthetic level
than the diagram size. Also zooming or navigation aids to gain back an overview of the whole
process diagram as it gets larger is an indispensable feature.
In general, one can distinguish between services that are offered on the model element
level and operations that are offered for a group of model elements or the whole diagram. For
example, a process diagram as a whole is moved or scaled, style properties like colors are applied
or a certain layout is chosen. On element level a context sensitive menu is offered to perform
element specific operations. Through dedicated visual handles or grips that are attached to
the currently selected element also operations like shape resizing, path modification, moving
and inline label editing is supported in an intuitive way.
Summarizing the above one can distinguish between features that are required for the model
creation process on a semantic level (see figure 4.14) and features on an aesthetic level (see
figure 4.16) – features that are required for the creation of their diagrammatic representations.
An implementation of a respective user interface would have to meet requirements on both
levels.
4.2.1.2 Basic architecture
The design of a user interface to support process modeling in the context of xoWiki was mainly
inspired by two concepts. Namely, the Mode-View-Controller (MVC) concept [Reenskaug,
1979] and the widget concept [Yu et al., 2008].
The MVC concept is an early architectural pattern for User Interface (UI) development.
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At the heart of the MVC concept is the idea of separating domain logic from presentation
logic [Fowler, 2003]. Domain logic is a model of our real world perception. Presentation logic
comprises the visible counterparts of the domain objects. Domain objects are meant to be
completely independent of their visual representation in a user interface. The MVC concept
refers to three basic constituents of a respective architecture. Accordingly, the model rep-
resents the domain object layer whilst the view and controller incorporate the user interface
components. The view element is solely responsible for providing visual representations of
the domain objects. The controller is responsible for validating user interactions and syn-
chronizing presentation objects with domain objects. In practice, applications involve multiple
user interface components each realized through a view-controller pair [Fowler, 2006]. A
main advantage of this pattern, which actually is implemented in many state-of-the-art UI
frameworks, is the separation of presentation logic from domain logic. This concept makes a
concrete user interface implementation substitutable – at least theoretically – by other user
interface implementations.
The widget concept in the context of user interface design originates from the idea that a user
interface may be flexibly composed from self contained UI components each serving a specific
purpose and each being potentially exchangeable. User interface widgets are self contained in
the sense that they provide a well defined functionality and have a well defined interface to be
easily integrable with their environment. Examples of such widgets are buttons, menu bars,
scroll bars, text fields or data grids. A rich text editor is an example of a widget that extend
the functionality of a generic text field widget towards a fully fledged text editing application.
UI widgets in the context of web applications are realized by means of web standards like
Document Object Model (DOM), HTML, JavaScript and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). In
practice, several toolkits exist that provide widget developers with a core functionality that can
be used to built upon (see for example jQuery Widget Factory [jQuery Foundation, 2012]).
The concepts outlined above offer solutions for the architectural requirements outlined
above. In particular, the requirement for separation of the domain level view on a process
model from it’s presentation level view along with the requirement of integrability is addressed
by the concepts. In the following, at first the implementation of a process diagramming widget
is delineated, at second it’s integration into xoWiki’s user interface is described in detail. The
basic idea that was followed for extending xoWiki with a process modeling user interface was
that components especially designed for process model interaction should be embeddable in
the existing form-based xoWiki user interface to edit page content.
The basic structure of the process modeling interface can be seen in figure 4.17. Accordingly,
the model editor consists of three main packages containing the implementation of the meta-
model model, the user interface components and the serializer component which is responsible
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for transforming the runtime representation into a persistable and reusable representation. The
figure 4.17 is meant to depict the main structural parts of the implementation in allusion to
the architectural concepts mentioned above rather than distinguishing the actual namespaces
employed in the sense of UML.
diagram editor
toolbars
meta model
property
editor
shapes
serializer
canvas
user interface
model editor
«import» «import»
«import»
Figure 4.17: Structural concept of model editor
At the heart of the model editor a meta-model was implemented (see figure 4.18). The meta-
model implementation is a set of classes specifying various types of model elements to be used
for capturing the semantics of a process model. The meta-model consists of a set of abstract
classes that provide basic features required for a meta-model implementation. These abstract
classes can be sub-typed to fit the requirements of a specific modeling language and it’s features
(e.g. the bpmn model implements a serializing operation or model checking operation). On
a model element level modeling language specific extensions can be as well implemented
by sub-classing the abstract model element class. For example, the bpmn element class
has been implemented compliant to the BPMN baseElement specified in [OMG, 2011].
Consequently, the bpmn element was extended with sub classes needed to model a process
flow according to BPMN (see figure 4.18). In a first approach the BPMN meta-model was
only partially implemented. More precisely, the basic modeling element types to model the
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flow aspects of a process where implemented.
model element
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+ render(...)
+ ...
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+ render(...)
+ ...
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1..*
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+ serializeBPEL()
+ serializeEPML()
+ directed + ... + ...
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graph_model
+ serializeGRAPHML()
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Figure 4.18: Class concept of meta-model package
The serializer package comprises a class that is responsible for transforming a run-time
model object into a text data format and vice versa. Supported formats to date are according
to the meta-models implemented Graph Markup Language (GraphML), BPMN and EPML.
GraphML is a XML format that is designed to describe simple graphs (also directed graphs)
but provides an extension mechanism to introduce arbitrary attributes on nodes, edge and
graph level. Furthermore it supports nested graphs and hyper graph structures [Brandes et al.,
2002]. For internal purposes also JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [Crockford, 2006] is
supported as it is a light weight format that in comparison to XML needs less memory. The
reason for implementing the serializer as a class of it’s own is that it encapsulates a XML parser
to unserialize XML content. The purpose of the serializer package is to provide an interface
for integration with the surrounding wiki application (for integration details see below 4.2.1.3).
The serializer is aware of the meta-model and the model instance as a whole including the
elements. All elements are referenced through the elements property of a model object. For
serialization each element of a model instance is subsequently transformed and concatenated
to a text representation of the whole model.
The user interface package contains all components that function as interaction points with
the model (see figure 4.19). The central component is the diagram editor that is used to
edit the structural properties of the model. The property editor is used to edit the semantic
properties of individual model elements. The diagram editor basically employs three compo-
nents. The toolbar component is a generic class that serves as a container for a collection of
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Figure 4.19: Class concept of user interface package
clickable buttons to trigger the execution of model related operations like model checking and
diagram layouting. The canvas element serves as a drawing area to place visual representations
(shapes) of model elements and modify them. The shapes package comprises classes of prim-
itive geometric figures and notation specific extensions that serve as primary user interaction
points to edit the properties of a model element and manipulate the structural properties of
the whole model. All user interface components may employ event handlers that are used to
capture user related events like mouse actions and key strokes.
4.2.1.3 Implementation
The model editor as a whole was entirely implemented by using techniques that are commonly
used for building rich Internet applications, namely DOM, HTML, XML, Scaleable Vector
Graphics (SVG), CSS and ECMAScript/JavaScript [Paulson, 2005]. As different browsers do
not equally interpret the above standards a focus was given to the Mozilla implementation
of these standards which claims to be compliant with World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
specifications [World Wide Web Consortium, 2011c]. The model editor source code is largely
organized in separate files that correspond with the package architecture as described above.
The source code files may be imported to a HTML based user interface through a simple
script tag.
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The class structure of the model editor packages presented above have been realized through
JavaScript’s prototype concept. JavaScript and it’s underlying standard ECMAScript is based
on an object-oriented paradigm called “prototyping”. Unlike in class-based programming con-
cepts in JavaScript each object refers to a prototype object that can be defined at design-time
but can be altered with regard to it’s properties as well at run-time through a particular ob-
jects prototype property. Objects are not instantiated in the sense of the class concept but are
“cloned” from a prototype object. Through this concept inheritance relations specified in the
class models can be emulated. For example, the box shape class has been implemented as
an object with properties x, y, width, height, fillStyle which serves as a prototype
for objects like ellipse that extends additional properties specific to the geometry of an
ellipse. An exemplary implementation detail of the shape class hierarchy through prototyp-
ing is given in listing 4.1. The main difference to the class concept is that that the ellipse
object actually does only hold the additional properties and their assigned values while other
properties are looked up “on demand” through a mechanism called prototype chaining. Ac-
cordingly the object ancestry is inspected in a bottom-up manner until the property required
is found.
//constructor definition of object type UIelement
function UIElement() {
this.id = ’123’;
//...
}
//constructor definition of object type Shape
function Shape() {
this.strokeColor = ’black’;
//...
}
//assignment of prototype object
Shape.prototype = new UIElement();
//constructor definition of object type BoxShape
function BoxShape() {
this.x = 0;
this.y = 0;
this.width = 0;
this.height = 0;
this.fillColor = ’white’;
//...
}
//assignment of prototype object
BoxShape.prototype = new Shape();
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Listing 4.1: An example of prototype chaining used in model editor
Regarding the implementation of the user interface components required for diagram editing
and property editing several existing open-source frameworks where evaluated to serve as a
starting point. For the diagram editor, OpenJacob and Walter Zorn’s Vector Graphics library
– the only available frameworks for web based vector graphics support at that time (March
2008) were investigated. Though, the frameworks proved to be not suitable as they both
lacked an efficient memory management in the case of large process diagrams. Similarly, the
Dojo Toolkit was evaluated. Dojo and it’s extension Dojox provide a JavaScript vector graphics
library which turned out to be as well inefficient in handling large diagrams with a large number
of shapes3. Consequently, an approach was pursued that builds on the application programming
interface offered by Mozilla’s native SVG implementation. The Mozilla SVG implementation
makes SVG content accessible through it’s SVG DOM interface and thus can be manipulated
through it’s built-in JavaScript engine. In detail, rendering of a shape generates an SVG
element and it’s insertion in the browser’s DOM which leads to the graphical representation
on a screen. Although the actual rendering and interaction mechanisms for shape objects were
implemented according to the Mozilla SVG API a layer of abstract shape classes (or prototypes)
was implemented on top of the API. The abstract shape classes enables a developer to port
the Mozilla based implementation to other browser engines like Microsofts Internet Explorer
by extending the abstract classes with adequate methods or subtypes of shapes. In a first
development step the primary focus was given to the implementation of the diagram editor as
for the property editor several existing open-source UI factories are planned to be integrated
at a later point in development.
As depicted in figure 4.17 the diagram editor component consists mainly of three sub-
components: a toolbar that is used as a container for clickable buttons to trigger operations
like picking a model element type (and it’s associated shape element) and other operations like
layouting and model checking, a canvas that is used as a drawing area and shapes that can be
placed on the canvas. All three components are realized by a generic UIelement prototype
and sub-types hereof. The instantiation of a diagram editor object implicitly creates a HTML
DIV element that serves as a parent for the toolbar, canvas and shape elements. The toolbar
object is as well realized through a HTML DIV element that has a variable number of child
DIVs (buttons). For the diagram editor actually two toolbars objects were used. One toolbar
3The claims regarding the inefficiency of these frameworks refer to the year 2008 when basic design decisions
had to be made. In the meantime some other web based modeling frameworks have emerged, e.g. ORYX
Editor [Decker et al., 2008], SVG Editor or the commercial yFiles 4 which were not available at the time
the basic design decisions had to be made
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Figure 4.20: Screenshot of diagram editor
serves as a model element (or shape) palette where a modeler can pick a shape through a
click (mouse down event), subsequently may drag (move event) the shape and drops (mouse
up event) the shape at the desired position on the canvas. The other toolbar serves as a
container for buttons that trigger operations targeted at the whole diagram or model. For
example, several buttons are used to trigger geometric transformations on the whole diagram.
E.g. moving the whole diagram relatively (up, down, right, left) to the canvas. Another button
is used to trigger a model checking operation, e.g. checking the structural integrity of the
diagram. Also buttons for diagram layouting and styling are contained in this toolbar, e.g.
application of color schemes. The DIV elements used as buttons are assigned several event
handlers that capture events originating from user interaction with an input device such as a
mouse and key board. For example, picking and placing a model element shape implies that at
first a mouse down event is fired over a shape button followed by a mouse move event which
is followed by a mouse up event. Important to note is that the event handler classes are used
as the primary interface for connecting the UI logic with the domain logic. Concretely, the
sequence of events above creates an invisible model element object which holds the meta-model
specific semantic properties of the model element and a visible shape object that holds the
aesthetic properties. Both objects are connected through the modelElementRef property
of the shape object which refers to the corresponding model element object. This approach
enabled a consistent decoupling of the model itself and it’s visual representation on a user
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interface level.
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Figure 4.21: Interactions between user, user interface components, model
element, abstract shape elements and concrete svg elements
The canvas object mainly serves both as a visual background and boundary for the diagram.
Furthermore it serves as the geometric origin for shape positions and dimensions. In other words
the absolute position coordinates of the canvas object define the geometric origin of shape
coordinates. The visible representation of the canvas object is realized through rendering of an
SVG element that spans a rectangular plane specified through it’s width and height property.
The absolute position of the canvas is inherited from the diagram editor position properties
but can be adjusted relatively. The canvas’ background color can be adjusted according to
specific requirements. The canvas object offers as well as a drawing aid or grid consisting
of horizontal and vertical lines distributed equally across the canvas. An algorithm has been
developed that determines the grid node (intersections of horizontal and vertical lines) nearest
to the geometric center of a shape element and automatically positions the element on the
canvas. Starting with the top-left grid point r1 another three distances of the enclosing grid
cell have to be computed to find the nearest grid point to snap the shape center. The minimum
distance rmin qualifies the target point the shape is snapped to.
The geometric dimensions of the canvas can be adapted according to the size of a diagram.
For this purpose respective buttons are placed at each corner of the canvas and in the toolbar.
A canvas object is instantiated through instantiation of it’s corresponding model object. As
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r1
center of shape
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Figure 4.22: Illustration of algorithm to find snap targets
/*
*/
function snapToGrid(){
//compute dist between shape center and top-left grid point
var g = new coords();
g.x = center.x - (center.x % g_dist);
g.y = center.y - (center.y % g_dist);
//assume minumum distance
var r_min = computeDistance(center, g);
var r_i = 0;
//compute dist between shape center and top-right grid point
g.x = g.x + g_dist;
g.y = g.y;
r_i = computeDistance(center, g);
//new minimum found ? -> reset r_min to r_2
if (r_i < r_min) r_min = r_i;
//compute dist between shape center and top-right grid point
g.x = g.x;
g.y = g.y + g_dist;
r_i = computeDistance(center, g);
//new minimum found ? -> reset r_min to r_3
if (r_i < r_min) r_min = r_i;
//computation of other distances
...
}
function computeDistance(p_1,p_2) {
return Math.sqrt(Math.pow(p_1.x - p_2.x, 2) + Math.pow(p_1.y - p_2.y, 2));
}
Listing 4.2: Computation of snap target
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a model object is instantiated also a SVG container element is created that holds the canvas
and shape elements as child elements.
Shapes are the visual representations of model elements and at the same time serve as
interaction points to construct a model (adding and deleting model elements) and edit model
element properties. Abstract shape objects as described in the class model above are rendered
as SVG elements which can be interpreted by the browser engine and are subsequently trans-
formed to graphical output on screen. Primitive shapes like rectangles, ellipses and lines are
realized through SVG’s basic shapes (rect, circle, ellipse, line, polyline, path).
More complex shapes that may not rendered through the SVG basic shapes are realized through
combinations of basic shapes. A container element is used to group such combinations of SVG
graphics elements. For example, in BPMN sub- types of an activity are rendered as rounded
rectangles with a type specific decoration. This decoration can be realized through other shape
elements that are grouped together with the rounded rectangle shape. Positioning of such
a group of shapes on the canvas can be accomplished by simply setting the coordinates of
the superordinate SVG container element which subsequently leads to a re-positioning of all
elements in the group. As mentioned above abstract classes for shapes have been introduced
that encapsulate most of the rendering logic independently of the browser epengine. A general
distinction has been made between shapes used to represent nodes in a diagram, shapes to
connect nodes (edges) and shapes used to group nodes. According ot the usage or function in
the diagram a shape can be flagged respectively through it’s isConnector and isGroup
property. A shape object flagged as an edge is subsequently extended with a sourceShape
and targetShape property to be able to adjust a edges’s path to the spatial properties of
the node shapes it connects. Another distinction has been made according to the geomet-
ric characteristics of shapes. Box shapes are characterized through a predefined geometric
function and x, y, width and height properties. Consequently, a box shape’s principal
geometry may altered only according to predefined transformation rules, e.g. resizing with
a fixed aspect ratio. but In contrast, path shapes do not reveal a predetermined geometric
function but are specified through a set of x,y coordinate pairs – a path – where a minimum
of two pairs is needed to render a straight line.
For path-like shapes two sub types have been implemented that vary only regarding the way
a path is rendered. One sub-type renders a set of x, y coordinate pairs as a polyline where a line
connects each coordinate pair until the end point is reached. The other edge sub-type renders
a path according to the Bezie´r function [Yamaguchi, 1988; World Wide Web Consortium,
2011b] where the x,y coordinate pairs are used as control points and lines are rendered as
smooth curves in between control points. Diagram edges connect nodes of diagram which
are mainly rendered through box shapes. Therefore, edges and their associated path shapes
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a) b)
c) d)
e) f)
Figure 4.23: Various implementations of edge path geometries: a) oblique,
direct line between nodes, b) rectilinear line with one bend, c) rectilinear
line with two bends, d) curved line with two bends, e) curved line with four
bends, f) curved line with two bends with identical source and target node.
All edges are shown with their handles for altering control points.
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need to be adjusted to the geometric properties of corresponding node shapes. An edge path
starts at the visible border of a node shape and in an analogous manner ends at the border of
another node shape. For maximum flexibility in the implementation and minimum user effort
an approach was chosen that assumes a virtual start/end point in the geometric center of a box
shape. To avoid edges to overlap with node shapes and to be able to place start/end markers
on edges a function needed to be implemented that computes the intercept points of an edge
path with it’s source and target shapes (see figure for a depiction of geometric variables 4.24
and an abbreviated listing 4.3 of the JavaScript source). For complex shapes the algorithm
assumes a simplified contour of a shape – a bounding box – to compute intercept points in
an efficient way. The intercept points were computed by equating geometric function of the
node’s contour (bounding box) with the geometric function of the edge. Polygonal shapes
were treated partially by equating each line segment’s linear equation y = d + k ∗ x with
the edge segment. In the case of the rectangle in figure 4.24 the first line segment’s linear
equation is x = b and the outgoing edges linear equation is y = tan(α) ∗ x. Equation leads
to the intercept point i = i(x, y) = i(b, tan(alpha) ∗ b). In figure 4.23 examples of diagram
edges are illustrated, figures a) - e) show edges with a varying number of control points and
geometric functions, figure f) shows an Bezie´r edge with an identical source and target node
which is used for example in state-transition-diagrams.
α a
b
b
α
a
center of node / start point of edge 
intersection with source shape 
= visible start point of edge
bounding box
intersection with target shape 
= visible end point
Figure 4.24: Illustration of main variables used for computation of inter-
ception (start and end) points of edge paths depending on geometry of node
contours. See also listing 4.3.
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/*
compute intersections of edge path with node shape border
parameters:
bb: bounding box shape (contour)
center: coordinates of node center
width,
height: dimensions of node shape
alpha: angle of incoming or outgoing edge line
*/
function computeIntersection(bb,center,width,height,alpha){
var b = width / 2;
var a = height / 2;
switch (bb) {
//bounding box is ellipse
case ’ellipse’:
//eccentricity of ellipse
var epsilon = Math.sqrt(Math.pow(b, 2) - Math.pow(a, 2)) / b;
//denominator for calculation of vector length r for given angle alpha
var d = Math.sqrt(1 - Math.pow(epsilon * Math.cos(alpha), 2));
//length of vector
var r = a / d;
//absolute intersection points
intersection.x = center.x - r * Math.cos(alpha);
intersection.y = center.y - r * Math.sin(alpha);
break;
//bounding box is diamond
case ’diamond’:
....
break;
//other bounding box shapes
....
//bounding box is rectangle
default:
//first line segment
if (alpha >= 0 && alpha < Math.atan(height/width)) {
//absolute intersection points
intersection.x = center.x - b;
intersection.y = center.y - b * Math.tan(alpha);
}
//second line segment
if (alpha >= Math.atan(height/width) && alpha < Math.PI/2) {
intersection.x = center.x - height/(2*Math.tan(alpha));
intersection.y = center.y - height/2;
}
//other line segments of rectangle
....
}
return intersection;
}
Listing 4.3: Computation of start and end points of edge paths
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Interaction with shapes
Handles attached to each shape element enable alteration of shape properties in a “WYSI-
WYG” manner. For example, the width and height of node shapes may be altered through
dragging the resize handler in horizontal or vertical direction. Paths may be altered through
respective handlers which are placed on so called control points of a curve or line which can
be dragged in any direction (see figure 4.25). Edge paths and their intercept points (visible
start/end points) with node shapes are adjusted while node shapes are resized or moved across
the canvas. Similarly, edges are adjusted when the outermost control point of an edge path is
altered. Additional control points for a path can be added by a double-click event or may be
as well removed by a pressing <CTRL> key and a mouse click on the respective control point.
Shape positions on the canvas can be altered by selecting a shape and moving it across the
canvas. Multiple shapes can be selected by holding the <SHIFT> key and selecting (mouse
clicking) individual shapes. Another method of shape selection is offered through a selection
area that can be spanned by holding the <CTRL> or <META> key (see figure 4.26). Shapes
selected through a multiple select are memorized in a stack variable. Subsequent actions like
moving and deletion affect all shapes equally.
control point handle
deletion handle
resize handle
Figure 4.25: Shape manipulation, before (blurred) and after shape manip-
ulation
For adding text information to a shape element a special shape type is used that renders a
given text into a corresponding SVG text element. In the diagram editor implementation any
shape type by default includes a child element that may contain a text information (a label).
These label elements can be edited through double-clicking on the element which opens a
respective dialogue window (see figure 4.27). The visible text attached to a shape element
is used to populate a respective property of a corresponding model element as far as it is
specified by the meta-model.
Any text attached to model element can be used to insert links to internal or external
resources. The markup syntax to be used has been described above and is provided by the
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tooltip
selection area
Figure 4.26: Selecting multiple shapes with a selection area
text element (label)
prompt to edit text
Figure 4.27: Editing label of model element
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underlying xowiki package. For a modeler linking provides a way to partition a process model
both vertically and horizontally.
Structure and syntax checking
To assist users in creating meta-model compliant models a simple model checking mechanism
has been implemented that is based on checking connection rules between node elements of
a diagram. As soon as a user relates two nodes with each other by insertion of an edge
element it is checked against the connection rules. The implementation of connection rules
is based on a two dimensional array that holds the possible connection types for each pair
of element types. The function implemented checks for a given pair of node types, the edge
type and for the direction to be valid. An excerpt of the implemented connection rules for
flow elements can be found in table 4.29. Connection rule matrices have been implemented
for generic directed graphs, BPMN and EPC notation as far as their elements are supported.
The feature was implemented as a method checkConnection of the model and is called
whenever a user connects node like model elements with an edge. The function loops through
a multidimensional array to search for a given combination of node type, edge type, and edge
direction. In case the connection is not conforming to the meta-model the user gets notified
by an alert (see screenshot in figure 4.28).
wrong edge type (message flow) added! 
Figure 4.28: User feedback in case a wrong edge element is used to connect
model elements
Another feature implemented as a method checkStructuralIntegrity of the model
class checks the structural integrity of the process model, which means that a verification takes
place whether orphaned nodes, orphaned edges or redundant edges between nodes exist. In
detail, each model element is checked whether it has a referrer (nodes) or refers to (edges) any
other element. Also each edge element is checked for a redundant edge that connects the same
nodes. Errors of this type are sometimes intentional as a modeler preliminarily places shapes
on the canvas without relating them. On the other hand such errors may result unintentionally
from imprecise drawing or in the case of large diagrams where a modeler may loose track of all
elements on the canvas. Invoked through clicking a respective toolbar button pop-up window
informs the user about the number and types of structural errors in the model (see figure 4.30)
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Plain Start Event
Plain End Event
Plain Intermediate 
Event
Activity
Exclusive OR Gateway
Parallel Gateway
IInclusive OR Gateway
Plain Start Event Plain End Event Plain Intermediate Event Activity
Exclusive OR 
Gateway Parallel Gateway IInclusive OR Gateway
Figure 4.29: Matrix (abbreviated) used for the implementation of connec-
tion rule checking, according to the BPMN specification for flow connec-
tions. The matrix shows valid connections for sequence flow elements and
possible directions.
and marks the affected element in the diagram with a visible error marker. An experimential
feature was as well implemented to check for the validity of the XML serialization of a process
model. This feature is described in section 4.2.1.3.
Diagram layouting and application of styles
To support users in the creation of aesthetically pleasing diagrams several features have been
implemented that partly automate the application of styles and layouts to a diagram. Rather
than allowing for manipulation of individual shape styles an approach was followed that al-
lows only for the application of styles and layouts to the whole diagram which is expected a
consistent “look and feel” of a diagram and thus is expected to increase the readability of a
diagram.
Figure 4.31 shows the application of predefined filter effects on a given diagram. Sub-figure
a) shows a simple process model of a mortgage application with no filter effects applied, b)
shows the application of a shadow effect that creates a displaced and blurred drop shadow
around the shapes. This effect gives the impression that the object is raised above the canvas
which is often used to add special emphasis on a graphical element or make it better distin-
guishable from surrounding elements. Figure c) shows the application of a sketch effect that
distorted lines of the diagram in figure a) and gives the impression of a hand-drawn sketch.
The effect might be used to indicate a draft version of a process model. All effects were
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button - check structural integrity
error marker
alert box
Figure 4.30: Example of structural integrity check alert: showing an or-
phaned edge not connected to nodes
implemented by using SVG’s filter primitives [World Wide Web Consortium, 2011a] which
offer several functions to apply graphical transformations to a given figure. The filters are
implemented in the method used to render a SVG container element for the whole model.
Another feature implemented supports users to choose and apply a coloring scheme on a
diagram as a whole. A color scheme is a set of colors where each color is applied to all model
elements of the same type. The color scheme picker function implemented is based on a Hue,
Saturation and Lightness (HSL) color selection model [Joblove and Greenberg, 1978] where
both hue values are varied to obtain an equally distributed set of colors among model element
types and the relative lightness is varied to obtain a monochromatic variation of colors. In
addition, a special attention is given to an adequate contrast between the fill color and the
font color used for text labels. Therefore, an algorithm was implemented that computes so
called hue and brightness difference [World Wide Web Consortium, 2000] between font color
and background color to decide whether a color combination is readable or not. The color
scheme picker function is to date only implemented as a generic feature that allows for the
choice of three different color schemes but can be easily extended with other schemes.
To aid users in applying an aesthetic layout to a diagram – the arrangement of model element
shapes on the canvas – an auto-layout feature was implemented. A respective function was
implemented as a method of the model class. The function makes use of the serializer
class to produce a serialization of the model. Subsequently, the serialization string is send
to a server component. The server component consists of a class that transforms the string
into a format that can be interpreted by dot [Koutsofios and North, 1991] interface which
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a)
b)
c)
Figure 4.31: Examples of application of filter effects on diagram: a) no
filter effect, b) drop shadows, c) sketchy lines
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a) b) c)
d) e) f)
Figure 4.32: Examples of color schemes computed by variation of hue h
values a), b), c) and variation of lightness l d), e),f) values for given hue
values h = 79, 122, 182. All color schemes shown are font/background color
contrast optimized.
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returns the original string annotated with coordinates for nodes and edges of the input graph.
dot is a subpackage of the GraphViz [Gansner et al., 1993; Gansner, 2011] program library
that provides an interface for the computation of layouts for directed graphs. dot transforms
graphs in four main steps. In a first step dot performs syntactical checks on the input graph.
For example, dot checks for any cyclic constructs within a directed graph as it’s internal model
can deal with loops. The next step assigns nodes to a discrete ranks which determine the y
coordinates for a vertically arranged diagram. The third step arranges nodes within a rank to
avoid crossing of edges. In a fourth step edge lengths are optimized by computing optimal x
coordinates for nodes to keep edges as short as possible. In the final step edge coordinates
are computed by assuming a Bezie´r spline. The computeLayout method of class model
encapsulates the serialization step, an asynchronous call to the server-side script on the web
server and the reception of the server’s response which includes a modified serialization of
the process model diagram. In the current implementation a user is offered the possibility
for auto-layouting a process diagram either in horizontal or vertical direction. Other options
offered by the dot interface like vertical and horizontal node distances are not yet configurable
by the user. Also other useful features, like the auto-positioning of labels, are not implemented
yet. As the auto-layouting feature implemented is based on dot as a layout engine it is not
capable to distinguish between different node/edge types and their peculiar semantics. For
example, dot would neither be able to distinguish a BPMN data object from a task object nor
a data flow from a activity flow edge, thus aligning all model elements as if they were part of
the flow logic. Figure 4.33 (p. 127) illustrates an exemplary EPC process digram before and
after auto-layouting.
Inline annotations
As described above xoWiki provides a means for viewers or editors of a page to comment
on the content contained. Hence, this feature was not perceived sufficient in the context of
process model content as it does not allow to precisely point to a specific part of a model
(e.g. a model element). Thus, for a reader of a comment it is often hard to find the part of
a mode that a comment refers to.
For this reason, a feature was introduced that allows for inline annotations – annotations
that can be placed right within the drawing canvas (see figure 4.34, p. 127). Basically, this
feature has been realized by means of special shapes that can be added to the diagram in
the same way as notational elements are used. In th current state of the implementation
these annotations have a special attribute that marks them to be not part of the model.
Consequently, annotations can be easily separated from all other model elements. Inline
annotations have been implemented as a colored text field and a pointer line that indicates to
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a) b)
Figure 4.33: Example of EPC process diagram before a) and after b) ap-
plying auto-layout
which model part the text refers to. Through three different colors (red, yellow, green) the
importance of a specific annotation can be flagged. For example, syntactical or semantical
errors can be flagged red whereas elements to be discussed can flagged yellow. This allows
actually to add information to a model without the need to provide a detailed text.
Figure 4.34: Example of inline annotations applied to a process model
Integration with xoWiki
As mentioned above the model editor widget provides a feature for serializing and unserializing
process model content. The serializer component was designed to serve as an interface for
integration into the surrounding wiki application. In xoWiki (and xoProcessWiki) users primar-
ily interacted with content through a form based interface. xoWiki forms are a special page
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type that can be customized regarding the type of form-fields to be included and the in- and
output behavior of a form-field. Customization of xoWiki forms is accomplished via a generic
form editor that is described in section 4.2. Regarding form-fields xoWiki provides a powerful
mechanism that allows for the extension of existing form field classes with regard to the output
and input behavior. These form field classes can be extended in an object-oriented manner
by sub-classing existing form-field classes or mixing-in behavior of other classes [Zdun et al.,
2007]. Once implemented form-field extension classes can be reused as well in other xoWiki
forms. This technique allows for the separation of user-interface components from content and
facilitates the flexible reuse of these components in various form based applications. In figure
4.35 the major form field classes of xoWiki are shown. Also the form field classes additionally
introduced for XML content in general and process model specific specializations in particular
can be seen (dark lines). The process model notation specific form fields encapsulate notation
specific rendering methods regarding the user interface.
xml
graphml bpmn-xml epml
Figure 4.35: xoProcessWiki form field classes
The reason for using a textarea form-field as a super-class for XML based form-fields is
that in case no content specific in-/output method exists a fall-back mechansim (e.g. through
method chaining) could be used to delegate the rendering of content to the next level in the
class hierarchy. An excerpt of the implementation of the bpmn xml class can be seen in listing
4.4. Basically, bpmn xml class extends the the FormField class by overriding two methods
responsible for in- and output behavior. Namely, the procedure pretty value which can be
used to define the final output behavior for a piece of content in view mode of a xoWiki page
and the render input which incorporates the process model specific user interface logic
to allow a user to interact with the page content. From listing 4.4 one can see that the user
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interface components are integrated by referring to the respective JavaScript source files. By
instantiating the modeleditor component three parameters are passed to the constructor
of the modeleditor class. The first parameter specifies the meta-model to be used, the second
parameter specifies whether the model editor should allow for editing and the third parameter
references to the identifier of the form-field that holds the content. The bpmn xml form-field
is updated as soon as the model object is altered in the user interface.
Class bpmn_xml -superclass xml -parameter {
{width 800}
{height 500}
}
bpmn_xml instproc initialize {} {
...
}
# this method affects the output behavior of the form-field
# (view mode of a page)
bpmn_xml instproc pretty_value {v} {
::xo::Page requireJS "/resources/xopwiki/modeleditor/modeleditor_metamodel.js"
::xo::Page requireJS "/resources/xopwiki/modeleditor/modeleditor_serializer.js"
::xo::Page requireJS "/resources/xopwiki/modeleditor/modeleditor_canvas.js"
::xo::Page requireJS "/resources/xopwiki/modeleditor/modeleditor_shape.js"
::xo::Page requireJS "/resources/xopwiki/modeleditor/modeleditor_svg_stencils.js"
.....
set html "<script type=\"text/javascript\">"
append html "var m = new modeleditor(’bpmn’, ’view’, ’$form_field_id’);"
...
append html "m.unserialize(’$v’);"
...
return html
}
# this method affects the output behavior
# (edit mode of a page)
bpmn_xml instproc render_input {} {
::xo::Page requireJS "/resources/xopwiki/modeleditor/modeleditor_metamodel.js"
::xo::Page requireJS "/resources/xopwiki/modeleditor/modeleditor_serializer.js"
::xo::Page requireJS "/resources/xopwiki/modeleditor/modeleditor_canvas.js"
::xo::Page requireJS "/resources/xopwiki/modeleditor/modeleditor_shape.js"
::xo::Page requireJS "/resources/xopwiki/modeleditor/modeleditor_svg_stencils.js"
.....
set html "<script type=\"text/javascript\">"
append html "var m = new modeleditor(’bpmn’, ’edit’, ’$form_field_id’);"
...
append html "m.unserialize(’[my set value]’);"
...
return html
}
Listing 4.4: Source code excerpt of modeleditor form-field class
The xoWiki FormField class provides as well a mechanism to extend validation of form-
field input values according to a specific content type. To date this mechanism has been used
to implement basic XML schema validation. The extended method takes the XML serialization
of the model object as input and checks whether it complies to a meta-model specific XSD. The
XSD validator implementation is based on a Tcl API for the libxml2 package [Veillard, 2012].
Validation of the process model XML content is performed as soon as the page containing
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the form-field and it’s content is saved. Any errors occurring are presented to the user who
subsequently is able to change the model. However, as an iterative development of models
might be required that allows for incomplete models to be saved to the content repository the
feature is not yet implemented by default in the form-field validation method.
Having integrated the model editor in the way described above facilitated the integration into
other page content related services of xoWiki. For example the model editor was integrated in
the search results page to be able to preview the process model content included in a xoWiki
page. Similarly, the revision history feature was extended with the model editor widget to be
able to visually inspect and compare model revisions (see figure 4.36).
Figure 4.36: Integration of model editor in revisions page, showing two
semi-transparent layers holding two subsequent revisions that can be visually
inspected for differences.
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4.2.2 Handling concurrency in process model editing
4.2.2.1 Problem description
xoProcessWiki and xoWiki as the underlying package are based on an architecture where
both the web application and the content is residing on a web server. Users of a the wiki
application access the content through a web browser, thus loading the user interface parts
of the xoProcessWiki application and the content requested into the browser’s memory. In
xoProcessWiki a page serves as a container for different types of content (text, images,
videos, pod-casts, process models). Such pages are rendered as HTML documents which are
represented within the web browser. xoWiki pages and the related content can be addressed
through so called Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)s and are retrieved through sending a
request to the server (e.g. http GET, POST methods). The web server answers such a
request by sending either the content referred to by the URI or in the case of an exception
an error message. In the case of a user editing a document the content is then modified
within the local browser application and respective memory and at some point in time send
back (saved) to the remote server. An example of such a scenario is depicted in figure 4.37
where the interactions of a single user with a wiki page can be seen. pA represents the local
copy of a wiki page requested by a user through his browser. The life-line of pA starts with
the response from the server returning the requested wiki page as a HTML document. The
user then repeatedly modifies pA and saves the modifications which leads to an update of p.
Through closing the browser or requesting another page the current page object pA might get
destroyed (life-line ends).
In a scenario where multiple users access a content object multiple such interactions take
place and might overlap concerning the time-frames of individual changes to a document (see
figure 4.38). Only from an optimistic point of view, changes can be assumed to happen in a
strict sequential way, meaning that each change targeted on a specific wiki object (usually a
page) is considered to be successfully completed before any other user starts editing a page
object. In more realistic scenarios a partial or full overlap might occur that results in a situation
where users modify their local copies pA, pB of a page p in parallel as can be seen in figure
4.38. Subsequently, users submit their modified versions pA, pB to update p. As can be seen,
modifications stemming from user uB are unconsciously overwritten by uA assuming that both
users are unaware of each other. As a result contributions from user uB are not reflected in
the resulting version of p.
xoWiki (and xoProcessWiki) meets the above described problem by preserving a revision
history of each page. Revisions can be restored at any time to form a new live revision.
This approach ensures that changes to a page do not get lost in the course of concurrently
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Figure 4.37: User–page interactions in xoWiki
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Figure 4.38: User–page interactions in xoWiki, with multiple users
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collaborating users. However, xoWiki does not address the problem that users in concurrent
situation are unaware of each other and that modifications of one user might get unreflected in
the current version of a page. Thus, the continuous evolution of a content object is interrupted
and users might get afraid of engaging in collaborative development of a content object.
Considering the above a brief review of concurrency handling mechanisms employed in state-
of-the-art wikis and modeling environments is presented. Together with insights gained form
a survey of model merging techniques key concepts and requirements for an implementation
in xoProcessWiki will be derived.
4.2.2.2 Key concepts and requirements
A recent survey [Kogelbauer et al., 2009] that is based on an analysis of wiki engines listed
in a publicly available wiki index reveals that concurrency control mechanisms used in wikis
can be distinguished in three categories. No control, Locking based schemes and Merge based
schemes. While the first approach is also referred to as optimistic approach the latter are
subsumed under the term pessimistic approaches [Borghoff and Schlichter, 2000].
The advantage of optimistic concurrency control is that it does not constrain the activities
of users. A user is able to modify and save changes to a wiki page at any time whether other
users simultaneously interfere or not. This simple technique is also referred to as the “Thomas
Write Rule” or “Last-Writer Wins” in replicated file systems [Ignat et al., 2007]. Contributions
of one or multiple other users might get lost in favor of the last change. To forestall such
situations some wiki engines provide some kind of concurrency awareness [Dourish and Bellotti,
1992] where a user attempting to edit a page is informed of the presence of other users on
the requested page. Thus, the handling of the situation and it’s consequences is completely
delegated to the users themselves.
A second approach that is also prevalent in wikis are locking schemes. A locking scheme can
be considered a rather pessimistic approach in the sense that it assumes concurrent situations
to be highly probable. Whether a lock is triggered implicitly by opening a page or explicitly by
the user, this mode of collaborative editing has proved to be inefficient in most applications
[Borghoff and Schlichter, 2000]. This is mainly due to waiting times which in turn let users
loose their interest in contributing. Enhancements of this approach suggest finer granularity
of the object (e.g. locking on paragraph level) or automatic time-outs of a lock to prevent
unintentional locking.
A third category of concurrency handling mechanism that can be found in many wiki ap-
plications (e.g. MediaWiki) is based on the insight that concurrent changes originating from
multiple users are valuable contributions to a content object and should be preserved as best
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as possible in a single resulting version. Most wikis therefore incorporate a revision history
feature that keeps track of all changes to a wiki page. Successive versions of a content object
are timestamped or numbered. The version with the highest number is considered the version
currently valid, and other versions are deferred. The drawback is that in a concurrent scenario
as depicted in 4.38 part of the changes are preserved but at the same time are not incorporated
into the current version. Therefore several wiki applications employ a feature for recognizing
a concurrent situation and supporting the merging of concurrent changes either manually or
with system support. Regarding merging of concurrent changes most wikis use an approach
where unproblematic changes to a page will be merged automatically whereas problematic
(conflicting) changes will have to be manually merged by the users involved.
While the first step – recognition of a concurrent situation – is independent of the type
of content the detection of differences and merging of changes to a content object is largely
depending on the type of content object. Most concurrency handling approaches implemented
in wikis are based on text-based merging techniques [Mens, 2002] that in most cases assume
a line of text as the smallest unit of comparison and merging [Ignat et al., 2007]. Though,
pure text based approaches do not hold for HTML content types as respective documents
reveal a tree-like structure and have markup elements mixed with text elements. In research
and practice, several approaches have been suggested that address problems resulting from
the peculiarities of HTML documents on a technical level. For example, the identification of
corresponding chunks of text in two versions of a document or the recognition of primitive
operations like moving, deleting or adding text. On a user interface level for example Daisy
Diff [van den Broek, 2007] or it’s PHP counterpart HTMLDiff [Dauth, 2011] address the
problem of visualizing differences between HTML documents in a user oriented way. A brief
survey of current approaches in HTML difference detection and merging [Nussbaumer and
Teufelhart, 2010] led to the fundamental insight that one of the major issues in meaningful
handling of concurrent changes is the distinction between problems arising from a pure technical
perspective on the content object and problems arising from a user-oriented perspective.
Concerning the merging of model versions in general a comprehensive survey of merging
principles and techniques is given in [Altmanninger et al., 2009; Mens, 2002]. Accordingly, the
major features needed for concurrency handling in the context of a process modeling wiki will
be described below in more detail and precision (see figure 4.39).
Recognition of concurrency
Considering a concurrent scenario (see figure 4.41) where a revision ri is checked out (opened
for editing) by a user uA at point in time tS,A from a repository (e.g. a centralized database).
Shortly after the same revision ri is checked out by user uB at point in time tB,s. Both users
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Figure 4.39: Use-case for concurrency handling in process modeling
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Figure 4.40: Sequences of interactions with process model revisions
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start to modify revision ri in their local workspace (e.g. a browser memory). Thus, both users
hold local revisions rA,i and rB,i. Now (at time tA,e > tA,s) user uA checks in (saves) his
temporary revision to the central repository which will be assigned a revision number i+1 > i.
Next (at time tB,e > tA,e) user uB tries to check in his local revision rB,i and will realize that
an intermediate revision ri+1 exists. A situation occurs where the changes of user uB would
overwrite the changes of user uA. This situation can be considered a concurrent situation as
the time frames of two change operations targeted at the same object and performed by two
different users have a temporal overlap.
From the above a concurrent change situation can be defined as follows: Given two users
uA, uB performing two independent change operations oA, oB on a shared object m. Both
change operations are assigned a time frame characterized by a starting point t.,s and an end
point t.,e. A concurrent situation is defined as a situation where the end point t.,e of one change
operation lies within the time frame of the other change operation. The concurrency condition
for two concurrent change operations oA, oB therefore can be formalized as: tA,s ≤ tB,e ≤ tA,e.
Illustrations of several concurrent scenarios are depicted in figure 4.41. The illustrations
show a sequence diagram including users interacting with a content object. The vertical lines
depict time lines of the involved users and the content object. The latter time line shows as
well the life span of the revisions. Although the definition of concurrency above refers to a
scenario where only two users are involved it will hold also for an arbitrary number of users.
Such scenarios can always be reduced to multiple two-user scenarios. For example, the scenario
depicted in figure 4.40 reveals two succeeding concurrent situations: The first situation occurs
between user uA and uB, the second situation occurs between user uB and uC . Hence in the
latter case user uA refers to ri as the original revision whereas uC refers to revision ri+1.
Figures 4.41 a) and b) depict two different concurrency scenarios. The first scenario can
be described as a deferred scenario where both starting points and end points of two different
change operations are displaced in the same temporal direction. The second interfering scenario
describes a situation where a change operation oB is completely nested in oA. Furthermore,
at least theoretically, a scenario can occur where either the start time or end times of two
operations are equal t,B = t,A . The probability of such a scenario occurring increases with
the number of involved users and their related activity. From a technical point of view the
probability of such situations is also determined by the resolution/granularity of time-stamps
to be used for checking the concurrency condition formulated above.
So far a definition for concurrency in the context of a shared process model was given. From
the above explanations it becomes clear that in a concurrent scenario an undesirable situation
occurs where changes that have been made unaware of each other lead to a revision ri+2 that
does not incorporate the intermediate changes of revision ri+1 (user uA). Although, changes
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Figure 4.41: Scenarios of concurrent process model change
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do not get lost, the smooth evolution of the content object is unwittingly disturbed.
Model version comparison
Given a concurrent situation as described above then it is necessary to compare concurrent
model versions for their integrability. Model version comparison can be considered the prerequi-
site for automated model merging and at the same time the minimum requirement for manual
model merging. From a user perspective comparing of concurrent model versions means that
commonalities and differences between two models are identified and as well presented to the
user via an adequate user interface. A modeler may want to compare only the two concurring
revisions rA,i and rB,i but as well may want to compare the concurrent revisions in relation to
their antecedent revision ri (see figure 4.40). Thus being able to reconstruct the concurrent
sets of changes being applied to the original revisions.
State-based comparison In the case where only the two revisions rA,i and rB,i are available
a comparison would at least require that common parts of the two revisions are distinguished
from those parts that are unique to each revision. Determination of equal parts of a model can
be accomplished by a pairwise comparison of model elements, their properties and references
to other model elements. Having identified the equal parts of two model versions also the
differing parts can be identified. From a modeler’s perspective a minimum requirement would
be to have a list of model elements that are equal in both versions rAB,equal := rA,i ∩ rB,i and
a list of model elements that are unique in the two concurrent versions rA,i,unique, rB,i,unique.
rA,i and rB,i then can be expressed as r.,i := rAB,equal∪r.,i,unique where . is a placeholder for A
and B. A modeler uA who runs into a concurrent situation will then get presented rB,i,unique
as the set of model elements that are unique to rB,i and vice versa for user uB.
Change-based comparison In the case an antecedent model revision ri exists a comparison
would require that a modeler can analyze differences between model revisions in relation to a
common antecedent revision. In other words a modeler would like to identify those parts of a
model that have been removed, those parts that have been added, those model parts that still
exist in the new revision but have been altered and those which have not been altered at all. For
this purpose an identity criterion is needed that defines conditions under which two elements
of different revisions may be considered identical in terms of their genesis. A concept that is
widely used in modeling tools (also in the modeling editor component developed for xoProcess-
Wiki is the assignment of Unique Universal Identifiers (UUIDs) at the time of model element
instantiation [Mens, 2002]. This concept allows for a convenient distinction between identi-
cal model elements that have remained unchanged, identical model elements that have been
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changed in the newer revision, deleted model elements and added elements. As a result a revi-
sion r.,i can be represented as r.,i := r.,i,identical∧equal∪r.,i,added∪r.,i,deleted∩r.,i,identical∧modified
where r.,i,added, r.,i,deleted, r.,i,identical∧modified, r.,i,identical∧equal represent subsets of model ele-
ments that are classified according to the above distinction. A modeler that is confronted
with a concurrent situation can make use of the above distinction as it relates a revision to
it’s antecedent revision. Thus, it is possible to infer primitive change operations having been
applied to the antecedent revision and subsequently allows for a change-based comparison
of two concurrent edit scripts rather than a pure state-based comparison (see also [Mens,
2002]) where model elements are compared with each other. An edit script is an ordered
set of change operations that has to be applied to one model version to arrive at the other
version. The edit script si→A,i := (O,A) is defined as a tuple consisting of a unordered set
of atomic change operations Oi→A,i := {oi→A,i,0, oi→A,i,1, ..., oi→A,i,n} and a set of relations
Ai→A,i := {ai→A,i,0, ai→A,i,1, ..., ai→A,i,m} that determine the order change operations need
to be executed. Each atomic change operation oi→A,i := oi→A,i(m˙, type, args) is defined
through it’s target model element m˙, the type of operation (“add”, “delete”, “modify”) and
optional arguments.
Having reconstructed changes (expressed as edit scripts si→A,i, si→B,i) as the basis for model
version comparison it is necessary to have a feature that reconstructs structurally dependent
change operations (e.g. deletion of a BPMN pool with nested elements or the deletion of a
node together with it’s referencing edges) and also recognizes the semantics of a change, e.g.
the sequential refinement of an activity sequence by first deleting a sequence flow edge and than
inserting an activity with two sequence flow edges. This requirement has been addressed partly
by Ku¨ster et al. [2008]. The authors introduced so called compound changes which represent
minimal meaningful sets of atomic change operations. Additionally, so called sequences of
compound changes are introduced that represent sets of dependent change operations where
for each change operation at least one dependency exists. Change operations may not belong
to more than one sequence and may not have any dependency with change operations from
other sequences. However, the authors limited their approach to a specific meta-model and a
predefined set of compound changes that only partly reflects the rationale of change patterns
applied by modelers. The recognition of change patterns as groupings of atomic change
operations would reduce the number of differences to analyze and therefore potentially reduces
as well the cognitive load [Ku¨ster et al., 2008] of a modeler inspecting two revisions of model.
Hence, the detection of change patterns in set of atomic change operations needs a clear
definition of the characteristics of change patterns and an algorithm that is able to detect
such patterns. A starting point for the specification of primitive change patterns which might
be relevant for control flow changes is provided by Weber et al. [2007]. A selection of change
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patterns potentially relevant for comparing model revisions is given in figure 4.42.
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Figure 4.42: Selection of change patterns frequently found in process model
change (partly adopted from Weber et al. [2007]): a) serial post-extension
of activity flow sequence, b) serial pre-extension of activity flow, c) serial
insert/intermediate extension, d) parallel extension, e) alternative extension,
f) branch addition; The dark gray vertical arrow refers to the model state
before and after the change. Light gray shaded elements are those elements
affected by the change
Recognition of change patterns requires that each change pattern can be distinguished from
others by a unique sequence of change operations. Naturally, these unique sequences need to
reflect the specificities of the underlying process meta-model. For example, the serial insert
change pattern c) in figure 4.42 which reflects a serial insert pattern can be characterized by
a sequence of atomic change operations 〈delete(−→AB), add(X), add(−−→AX), add(−−→XB)〉. As a
serial insert can include more than one activity an algorithm needs to abstract from the actual
number of activities inserted. A special challenge in detection of change patterns arises when
a change is incomplete in the sense that the resulting model revision is not valid. For example,
a serial insert change pattern may miss a concluding add(
−−→
XB).
Visualization of differences and commonalities Regarding the user interface represen-
tation of differences and commonalities between model revisions it would be desirable to have
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visual support for comparing structural differences between models, e.g. the display of revi-
sions side-by-side or on different (transparent) layers. For differences in hidden properties also
adequate comparable lists of values or colorings of differing values are beneficial. Addition-
ally, a modeler needs visual support for recognizing and analyzing change operations that are
logically connected and thus form a higher-level change. When analyzing differences between
model revisions a modeler needs as well to distinguish between different classes of differences.
One such classification may refer to the impact/size of the change/difference to be able to dis-
tinguish between minor and major changes/differences. Another classification may distinguish
between behavioral changes/differences (e.g. based on changes/differences in the reachability
graph), structural changes/differences and textual changes/differences.
Merging concurrent changes
Based on the differences and commonalities of model versions or respective change operations
a modeler will have to evaluate how to integrate his own changes with those of a concurrent
modeler. Consequently, given two edit scripts si→A,i, si→B,i as described above a modeler
uA has to decide for a strategy on how to deal with the concurrent set of change operations
si→B,i from user uB. Generally three possible strategies may be followed: One way (“in-favor-
of-last-save”, see figure 4.43a) is to apply changes from user A (sA,i) to user B’s revision
rB,i as far as possible. A second way (“in-favor-of-first-save”, see figure 4.43b) favors user
A’s changes over user B’s. This implies that changes si,B from user B are applied to rj as
far as possible. These two strategies can be summarized as merging “in-favor-of-one” where
changes operations that lead to conflict would be ignored in favor of the user prioritized.
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Figure 4.43: Comparison of merge strategies: “in-favor-of-first” versus “in-
favor-of-last”
A third approach (“in-favor-of-none”, see figure 4.44) is based on the assumption that in a
concurrent scenario both users are unaware of each other’s changes and that these changes to
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a common antecedent revision have to be treated equivalently to enable a smooth evolution
of the model. This implies that individual change operations of both users are checked against
each other and are evaluated whether and how they can be integrated. Depending on the
arguments of the two concurrent changes different categories of concurrent changes can be
identified:
• Identical concurrent changes have an identical impact on the model and therefore one
of the two edit operations can be ignored.
• Inclusive concurrent changes include each other. Therefore both changes can be re-
placed by the one that includes the other. E.g. a label suggested by one user may
include the label string of another user. Or a sequence of activities suggested by one
modeler might contain a sequence suggested by the other modeler.
• Exclusive concurrent changes (conflicts) are mutually exclusive. That is either edit
operation from user A or edit operation form user B can be applied only. Edit opera-
tions are not identical and inclusive. They cannot sequentially be applied as this would
disregard/overwrite one user’s input or lead to an invalid state of the model or model el-
ement. E.g. a value suggestion for an integer value. In this case a resolution mechanism
has to be applied to decide among the two edit operations or to compute an alternative.
• Independent concurrent changes do not interfere with each other. Sequential appli-
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cation of both edit operations would not lead to a conflict. As a consequence both
edit operations can be applied without violating a constraint or overwriting one edit
operations.
According to the categories above conditions for identity, inclusiveness, exclusiveness and
independence need to be defined. The first three classes of concurrent changes need a special
treatment (need to be merged) where the third category “exclusive concurrent changes” needs
further attention as in this case concurrent changes are mutually exclusive due to constraints
that do not allow for two changes to be applied side by side. This class constitutes “true”
conflicts whereas the other two classes can be called “false” conflicts as they need a special
treatment but are not conflicting per se. In the case of true conflicts (or simply conflicts) a
compromise has to be found that satisfies both change suggestions or an exclusive decision has
to be made that favors one of the suggestions and ignores the other. In case a compromise is
searched both concurrent changes will be transformed to form a new change that represents
the compromise. Assuming each concurrent change to lead to a consistent revision, a merged
change is supposed to lead to a consistent revision as well.
Conflict detection and resolution As mentioned above a pair of concurrent changes that
constitutes a conflict is caused by constraints that restricts concurrent changes to be applied
side by side. Constraints that lead to conflict can be defined both on model level and on
model element level. On model level constraints are determined by syntactic (e.g. an activity
may only be connected to another activity by a single flow arc), semantic (e.g. conditions
in an exclusive split must be exclusive) but also aesthetic (e.g. shapes must not overlap, an
activity must be represented by a rectangle box with rounded corners, layout direction) rules.
On model element level attributes are specified by their data types. Primitive data types may
allow only single values whereas complex types may allow for multiple values. Also attributes
that hold a reference to other elements might be constrained as they expect the referred model
element to be existent. According to Conradi and Westfechtel [1998] a conflict can be defined
as “a set of contradicting changes where at least one operation applied by the first developer
does not commute with at least one operation applied by the second developer”. Conflicts
vary according to the type of operations involved, their target element and their impact on
conflict resolution. A basic classification of conflicts is provided in [Mens, 2002; Altmanninger
et al., 2009]. Based on this classification the following categories of conflicts can be identified:
• Atomic conflicts originate from concurrent edit operations targeted at model elements
on the lowest semantic level, e.g. an activity, a gateway or an attribute of a model
element. For example, different value suggestions (from different users) for a scalar
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attribute variable of data type string will lead to conflict because only a single value
may be assigned to the variable and a merged string might be limited to a maximum
length. Another example of elementary conflict occurs when an element is suggested
for deletion by one modeler whereas another modeler suggests to change an attribute
which implies a claim for preserving the element.
• Structural conflicts will arise when model elements rely on other elements and con-
current changes to a construct that is interrelated will lead to a corrupted state of this
model fragment. E.g. in a process model based on a graph formalism an edge refers to
a source and target node. A combination of deleting a node and adding an edge that
refers to the node would inevitably lead to a violation of a constraint.
• Syntactic conflicts occur when concurrent changes to a model violate rules that specify
the syntactic correctness of modeling constructs. For example, in some modeling nota-
tions an activity node may have only one outgoing sequence flow arc (e.g. EPC). Two
concurrent but different suggestions for an extension of the sequence flow with additional
activities will consequently lead to a conflict. Also in some notations a rule exists that
only a single start and a single end event might exist in a model (e.g. workflow nets).
Two modelers concurrently modifying a model can easily run into a situation where both
suggest an end event in a different model context.
• Semantic conflicts are likely to emerge when two modelers actually have a different
perception of how to model a real-world process. For example, given a set of activities
two modelers can differently arrange them in a sequential order or arrange some of them
in parallel order. A naive application of all changes may lead to a syntactic error but also
to a semantic ambiguity or invalidity (e.g. an infinite loop). Another example of semantic
conflict is a situation where two modelers suggest different outgoing branches for a
conditional gateway. A naive merge would add both branches as alternative branches.
Although syntactically correct, from a semantic perspective the conditions under which
a branch is supposed to be executed have to be checked for their orthogonality before
being applied.
• Aesthetic conflicts result from diverging attitudes towards the visual appearance of a
process model or its constituting model elements. Process modeling notations typically
offer a rich set of graphical symbols and diagramming techniques to describe a process
model. Therefore the visual appearance of a process model is determined mostly by the
shapes and layout options a modeling notation prescribes to use. A conflict might occur
when for example two modelers opt for different modeling directions (horizontal versus
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vertical) for an identical model fragment. As each modeler has a wide variety of options
to arrange model elements on a model canvas conflicts are very likely to emerge.
Detection of conflicting pairs of change operations requires that constraints are known and
formulated in advance. For example, the detection of a naming conflict of model element
presumes that a model element may not have two names or labels. The formulation of
constraints in advance is not trivial as constraints often exist implicitly and are not explicitly
described. An approach that is suggested by Munson and Dewan [1994] is based on a merge
matrix that is used to juxtapose types of change operations in the form of a matrix for deciding
which of the combinations constitutes a conflict or not. Similarly, Mens et al. [2005] suggest
critical pair analysis [Heckel et al., 2002] for comparing refactorings of structural models. The
merge matrix is used to identify and classify (regarding identity, inclusiveness, independence
and exclusiveness) combinations of change operations. It has columns representing change
operations of one modeler and row representing edit operations of the other modeler. The
items of the matrix represent all possible combinations of edit operations for which a merge
procedure is defined. To identify exclusive combinations (conflicts) each combination has to be
evaluated against the constraints of the affected model element(s). Based on the evaluation
of constraint violations conditions under which a conflict occurs can be defined. To simplify
the merge matrix edit operations are classified into basic operation types (often referred to as
change primitives) where each type reflects a typical change pattern occurring during modeling.
A merge matrix needs to be refined according to the underlying specification of model elements
(the meta-model). E.g. the simple primitives used in table 4.1 can be refined regarding the
semantics of modeling elements (e.g. activity, gateway, sequence flow). The detection of
conficts between pairs of aggregate changes (e.g. a serial insert, a parallelization) is more
complex but can be accomplished by using a merge matrix as discussed above.
Table 4.1 shows an exemplary merge matrix for the simplified BPMN meta-model illustrated
in figure 4.45. The table shows rows and columns with headers that indicate the type of
operation and sub-headers that indicate the type of model element. The rows represent
operations performed by user uA and columns represents change operations by user uB. The
cells of the table represent all possible combinations of change operations for the opertion
types and element types specified. Stepping through each of the cells conditions for a conflict
can be defined. For example, on the level of BPMN FlowElements (or even on higher level)
a conflict will occur when both modeler modify the same property of a model element. Here
a refinement of the merge matrix on the level of property types will make sense as properties
might as well have relations to each other. Another example of conflict is the concurrent
adding of two model elements. Even so each model element is assigned a UUID at the time of
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baseElement
+ id: String
FlowElement
+ name: String
FlowElement
+ name
SequenceFlow
+ isImmediate:Boolean
+sourceRef
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*
Figure 4.45: Part of the BPMN 2.0 meta-model
instantiation a conflict occurs as the BPMN meta-model prescribes for instance only a single
SequenceFlow element between two FlowNodes. Another conflict occurs when modeler
uA deletes a FlowNode that is referenced by a SequenceFlow element that is newly added
by modeler uB.
add F lowElement delete F lowElement modify F lowElement
F lowNode SequenceF low F lowNode SequenceF low F lowNode SequenceF low
add
F lowNode (X)
SequenceF low X X
delete
F lowNode X X X X X
SequenceF low X X X X
modify
F lowNode X X X
SequenceF low X X X
Table 4.1: Conflict analysis matrix showing possible critical pairs of atomic
change operations. The definition of columns and rows is based on the
excerpt of the BPMN meta-model shown in figure 4.45.
From the above it becomes clear that the actual detection of conflicts depends highly
on the specification of conditions for each possible combination of (atomic or aggregate)
change operations. The number of possible combinations and the detailedness of the merge
matrix is dependent of the meta-model of the process model under focus. For a model
under development also some kind of relaxed conflict detection is desirable which needs to
be incorporated in the specification of conditions that constitute a conflict. For example, the
scenario where modeler uA deletes a FlowNode that is referenced by a SequenceFlow
added by modeler uB might be tolerated.
Once detected both false and true conflicts need to be resolved or in case of automatically
unresolvable conflicts need to be delegated to the user. Identical and inclusive conflicts will
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be resolved by simply skipping or ignoring one of the two concurrent change operations.
Exclusive changes (true conflicts) need to be delegated to the user or a decision heuristic
based can be applied (see for example the recommendation based heuristic from [Brosch
et al., 2009]). The merge matrix as introduced above can be extended for defining possible
conflict resolution procedures on the various levels of the meta-model. A detailed specification
of an exemplary conflict is provided in table 4.2. For this purpose a structure is used that
describes the constraints violated, the conditions under which a conflict can be detected, the
possible resolution strategies and an illustrative example.
Conflict concurrent change of property name
Applicable to BPMN 2.0 FlowElement and subtypes
Change operations
oA(m˙A,modify, name = XXX),
oB(m˙B ,modify, name = Y Y Y )
Constraints violated
(1) property name is a scalar variable,
(2) of type string and accepts only a single value and
(3) has a maximum length of 100 characters.
Conditions for conflict id(m˙A) = id(m˙B) ∧ name(m˙A) 6= name(m˙B)
Resolution strategies
(1) compute similarity and in case strings are similar de-
cide for one
(2) merge strings
(3) delegate resolution to user
Illustrative example
name(m˙A) := confirm order,
name(m˙B) := approve order
=⇒ name(m˙) = approve order
The above example shows the result of a heuristic res-
olution that decides on the basis of synonym matching
whether the two strings are similar. In case the similarity
exceeds a predefined treshold one of the two suggestions
is selected randomly.
Table 4.2: Exemplary specification of atomic conflict
Conflict visualization and inspection As explicated above “true” conflicts need – in case
no resolution heuristic is available – to be delegated to the user. For this purpose the different
change operations need to be visually presented to the user. For example, in case two modelers
suggest different values for the completionQuantity property than those values must be
presented in a way that the user can decide which value to use. In addition a user inspecting
a conflict and striving for a resolution needs a possibility to simulate the impact of the two
suggestions and must be able to switch back and forth between the suggestions. In case a
modeler is not able to take a decision immediately (at the time of the recognition of the
concurrent situation) it should be possible to procrastinate the conflict resolution to a later
point in time or to another modeler.
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4.2.2.3 Basic architecture
The integration of concurrency handling in xoProcessWiki was realized through an ex-
tension of the xoWiki Page class as it is the basic class for handling all interactions with
xoWiki content. Additionally, new classes can be introduced as part of the xoWiki pack-
age that encapsulate meta-model specific requirements for conflict detection and resolution.
On the user interface level several extensions had to be implemented for visualization and
interaction with conflicts.
xopwiki
GraphML EPMLBPMNXML
xowiki
Page
FormFormPage
FormField
«use» «use» «use»
Figure 4.46: Main classes for concurrency handling and their interplay with
other classes
Though recognition of concurrency is independent of the nature of a content object, merging
of concurrent changes is generally specific to the meta-model of the process model. In other
words, the structure of the merge matrix to be implemented differs largely from meta-model
to meta-model and is generalizable only to a very limited extent. Therefore no general class
for concurrency handling was introduced ..
4.2.2.4 Implementation
Concurrency recognition
As described above the first step in concurrency handling is the recognition of a concurrent
situation. In the context of xoWiki such a situation occurs when two users edit a page and
the time spans of editing reveal a temporal overlap as defined in section 4.2.2.2.
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Generally, each local change to a xoWiki content object (e.g. a page or form page) that has
been saved to the content repository results in a new revision with a unique revision number ri
and a predecessor revision ri−1. For determining whether a concurrent situation has occurred
the revision number of the revision currently changed ri is compared with the latest revision
number available. If the current revision number and the latest revision number available
are not identical a concurrent situation can be assumed. Figure 4.47 illustrates the overall
workflow of page editing as implemented in xoWiki. The check whether a concurrent situation
is encountered is performed right after the user has saved the page contents (submitted the
form data) and form data have been validated. Detection whether a concurrent revision exists
is not performed until the form data submitted has been validated to true. This approach
has the advantage that a user is not bothered with revision merging until his own revision has
passed all basic validity checks. Furthermore, merging two revisions it is necessitates that a
revision is in a valid state that an algorithm can rely on. Given that a concurrent situation has
occurred an error is thrown and a respective error message is produced and integrated into
the resulting page to be presented to the user (see figure 4.49).
As the recognition of concurrency is independent of a particular content type the current
implementation of concurrency recognition has been integrated as an additional feature right
into the xowiki::FormPage edit procedure which is the main entry point for displaying
a xowiki::FormPage and submitting form data.
Merging concurrent changes
As the merging of concurrent page revisions is largely dependent on the data (string, number,
..) and content (xml, html, plain text, ..) type an approach was chosen that handles content
types selectively. In the actual implementation only for the newly introduced Formfield
classes (GraphML, BPMNXML, EPML) respective handlers for merging process models where
created. For each of the process model content types a class has been introduced that incor-
porates all methods needed for conflict detection and merging. Hence, only for GraphML and
BPMN XML flow elements respective algorithms have been realized. The current implemen-
tation is restricted to the detection, merge and visualization of atomic conflicts.
Merging concurrent revisions basically involves three steps. First, the concurrent revisions
are compared with their antecedent revision of the current user and two sets of atomic change
operations constituting the revisions are computed. Second, the two unordered sets of change
operations are transformed into two ordered sets of change operations (edit scripts). Third,
each combination of atomic change operations from edit scripts sA, sB is checked whether the
conditions for a conflict hold and in case changes are not independently applicable a respective
resolution strategy has to be chosen.
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Figure 4.47: Embedding of concurrency recognition and merging in page
editing workflow
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Figure 4.48: Basic steps in computing a merged revision
In listing 4.5 the Tcl implementation of the algorithm for reconstructing atomic change
operations from two revisions is illustrated. The listing shows the source contents of method
diff in class BPMNXML. Both revisions to be compared are passed as parameters where xml1
is to be used for the antecedent revision ri and xml2 should be used for the revision that
succeeded rA,i. Additionally, contextual information for each revision can be passed (e.g. user
names or timestamps). The revisions are passed as XML strings, are parsed and transformed
to list variables. Basically, two nested for loops are used to compare each model element
of revision rA,i with revision ri. Based on the unique identifier of a model element which is
assigned at the time of creation for each element in ri and identical element is searched within
ra,i. In case matching elements are found they are compared to reconstruct the exact semantics
of the change. By doing so all change operations of type “modify” can be reconstructed. For
each modification identified the model element identifier, the type of change operation, the
name of the property and the new value is stored in a list variable (change) which itself is
appended to a list variable (change operations) that stores all change operations reconstructed.
Model elements from ri that could not be matched to an element in rA,i are deleted model
elements. Thus, all change operations of type “delete” can be reconstructed. Looping through
both lists of model elements in a reverse order reveals all those model elements that have been
added in revision rA,i. Thus, the set of change operations is completed with all change
operations of type “add”. It is important to note that listing 4.5 depicts a simplified and
abbreviated version of the actual source code. The method is executed two times for each of
the two concurrent revisons.
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# method to compute change oeprations from comparing
# two BPMNXML files
BPMNXML instproc diff {xml1 xml2 userid ts} {
...
# get process defintions
set process1 [$xml1 selectNodes "/definitions/process"]
set process2 [$xml2 selectNodes "/definitions/process"]
...
# loop over antecedent revision (process1)
foreach flow_element1 $process1 {
#variable to memorize whether
set found 0
set id1 [$flow_element1 getAttribute id]
# loop over current revision (process2)
foreach flow_element2 $process2 {
set id2 [$flow_element2 getAttribute id]
# ..is flow_element1 existing in process2?
if {$id1 eq $id2} {
#yes..then check properties for differences
foreach property [$flow_element1 attributes] {
set value1 [$flow_element1 getAttribute $property]
set value2 [$flow_element2 getAttribute $property]
if {$value1 != $value2} {
lappend change_operations [list $id2 "modify" "$property=$value2"]
}
}
#memorize identical element was found
set found 1
#if found break loop and go to next flow element in process1
break
}
}
#in case identical elements were not found,
#assume element has been deleted in process2
if {$found == 0} {
lappend change_operations [list $id1 "delete"]
}
}
# proceed in reverse order to determine added elements
foreach flow_element2 $process2 {
...
foreach flow_element1 $process1 {
...
}
#in case identical elements were not found,
#assume element has been added in process2
if {$found == 0} {
lappend change_operations [list [$process1 getAttribute id] "add"]
}
}
return $change_operations
}
Listing 4.5: Source code (simplified) for method diff
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The computation of a merged revision is implemented in method merge of class BPMNXML.
In a first step FlowNode elements are separated from SequenceFlow elements. This is
necessary to cope with the dependency of SequenceFlow elements on FlowNode elements
which is represented by the sourceRef, targetRef properties. In a second step all possible
combinations of atomic change operations stored are looped through. Depending on the
category of concurrent changes (identical, inclusive, exclusive, independent) the two change
operations are dealt with. The resulting edit script subsequently is applied to the antecedent
revision. All those pairs of concurrent change operations where automated resolution is not
possible are transformed into a change operation that creates an annotation element (e.g.
for BPMN a docuementation element) which contains all relevant data to reconstruct the
conflicting changes though the change operations themselves are omitted. In listing 4.6 only a
simplified version of the algorrithm is shown that does not distinguish between different types
of flow nodes.
In addition to merging of change operations addressed at changing the structure and seman-
tic of model elements also conflicts regarding the diagrammatic representation of the process
model are implemented. Namely, concurrent changes regarding the position of model elements
and their geometric shape are resolved by computing mean values for x, y coordinates and
possible width and height properties (see figure 4.50).
Visualization of merged revision and possible conflicts
The result of revision merging is presented to the user through the model editor component.
Additionally, the antecedent revision, the concurrent revision and the user’s revision are pre-
sented on multiple transparent layers (instantiations of the canvas). The user confronted with
the merged revision may inspect all revisions and may hide or show revisions and overlay re-
visions as needed. Also revisions can be selected to serve as a basis for manually resolving
conflicts in case the computed revision is not satisfying.
The visualization of conflicts is based on the data provided in annotation elements. In case
a user encounters a conflict the relevant model elements are marked by a small icon that can
be clicked to open an information box. The information box which is placed near the model
element serves as a user interface for inspecting the conflicting changes and for simulating
possible resolutions. Each line in the information box represents one change suggestion. By
activating the small checkbox on the left side the change is immediately applied to the model
element. Deactivating the checkbox restores the original state of the model element. There-
fore, a user may repeatedly switch between changes until a satisfying state is reached. A user
may as well decide to set the conflict as resolved which disables the conflict box and resets the
annotation/documentation element attached to the the model element. Figure 4.49 shows
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# method to merge two sets of change operations set1, set2
# return merged edit script s
BPMNXML instproc merge {s1 s2} {
#initialize resulting edit script
set s [list]
...
# order change operations
foreach change1 $set1 {
set element1 [lindex change1 0]
set change1_type [lindex change1 1]
set change1_args [lindex change1 1]
set element1_type [$element1 nodeName]
set element1_id [$element1 getAttribute "id"]
foreach change2 $set2 {
set element2 [lindex change2 0]
set change2_type [lindex change2 1]
set change2_args [lindex change2 1]
set element2_type [$element2 nodeName]
set element2_id [$element2 getAttribute "id"]
#items of merge matrix
...
# item: delete-delete
if {$change1_type eq "delete" && $change2_type eq "delete" && \
$element1_id eq $element2_id} {
#append change1 to edit script and omit $change2
lappend s $change1
}
# item: modify-delete
if {$change1_type eq "modify" && $change2_type eq "delete" && \
$element1_id eq $element2_id} {
#create a documentation element and reference it
$doc createElement "documentation" $element3
$element3 setAttribute "id" "1234"
$element3 setAttribute "text" "conflict:delete,modify($change1_args)"
lappend s [list $element3 "add"]
lappend s [list $element1 "modify" "documentation=$element3_id"]
}
...
}
}
#order resulting edit script (simply puts nodes on top of edit script)
...
#return consolidated and ordered set of change operations
return $s
}
Listing 4.6: Source code (simplfied) for method merge
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Selim Erol, label=Incoming Application
Franz Mayer, label=Application arrived
Conflict: buttons for hiding revision layers
buttons for choosing a  revision  for merging
conflict box
Figure 4.49: Screenshot of model editor interface showing toolbars for
model merging support and a small conflict resolution box for manually
resolving atomic conflicts.
the model editor with additional tool bars in the top right corner of the canvas. The upper
toolbar contains buttons to raise a revision layer to top which enables the modeler to interact
with the diagram. The lower toolbar contains buttons to hide or show revision layers. Colors
of buttons correspond with colors of the model revisions.
Figure 4.49 shows as well an exemplary labeling conflict for a model element. In this sce-
nario one modeler suggests a label “Incoming application” while the other modeler suggested
“Application arrived”. Figure 4.50 shows an exemplary merge of two geometric changes to
model elements. While the green and red colored parts of the diagram show the concurrent
revisions the blue colored model elements represent the original revision. The black colored
diagram represents the merged revision.
Figure 4.51 illustrates two structurally independent changes applied to the model. For better
illustration the merged revision is not shown. In this scenario one modeler has extended the
lower branch with an additional flow node “reject offer” and consequently had to move the
“send rejection” activity to the right (red colored revision). The other modeler at the same
time extended the conditional gateway with an alternative branch. As changes do not interfere
both change operations are applied.
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Figure 4.50: Two sets of diagrammatic change operations merged into
one revision. In this scenario for each conficting x, y coordinate pair geo-
metric mean values are used to resolve the conflict. Green and red colored
shapes are concurrent revisions, blue colored diagram represents the original
(antecedent) revision. Black represents the merged revision.
Figure 4.51: Two sets of structural change operations merged into one re-
vision. In this merge scenario structurally independent changes to a process
model are merged side-by-side. Green and red colored shapes are concurrent
revisions, blue colored diagram represents the original (antecedent) revision.
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5.1 Methodological approach
Case studies as a research method in the field of information systems research are applied for
various purposes. One purpose of case-study is to study contemporary and complex social
phenomena in their natural context [Walsham, 1995]. Another purpose is the observational
study of an informations systems artifact in it’s real-world environment [Hevner et al., 2004].
The case studies presented in this chapter follow an interpretative approach which presumes
that “knowledge is gained, or at least filtered, through social constructions such as language,
consciousness, and shared meanings” [Walsham, 1995]. Interpretive research builds upon the
close relationship between the researcher and the research object and considers this relationship
as a valuable resource for gaining knowledge. In contrast to the positivist research paradigm
interpretative research does not attempt to test hypotheses, but is targeted at understanding
the social context of the phenomenon under study. In other words, theory in interpretive
research is “induced from the data collected, thus it is grounded in the data” [Rowlands,
2005].
The case studies presented in this chapter followed two goals. First, the wiki-based collab-
orative modeling environment (xoProcessWiki) described above is evaluated by studying it’s
adoption and use in the field. That is an environment where the features suggested can be
evaluated with regard to their utility, quality, and efficacy. Through studying the adoption and
use of xoProcessWiki in a real-world context valuable feedback and requirements for the fur-
ther development of xoProcessWiki have been gained. Second, the case-studies were intended
to investigate the qualitative aspects of software-supported collaborative process modeling in
general which in turn provides practical insights about the collaborative processes involved
in process modeling. The conceptual model of the process modeling activity suggested in
chapter 3 combined with the theoretical constructs of [Davis, 1989; M.Y., 2009] served as the
conceptual basis for the formulation of interview questions and data analysis. All in all, the
goal of the case-studies is to provide a reliable basis for inducing valid design heuristics for
building collaborative process modeling environments.
In the following sections two case-studies are described by a short outline of the organiza-
tional context and setting and a qualitative description of the collaborative process modeling
process. Finally, the data gathered through interviews and wiki data is analyzed and inter-
preted. One of the case-studies was conducted in an industrial company engaging a small
group of business people over a period of six months, the other case-study was conducted in
an university environment with multiple student groups totaling more than thirty individuals
over a period of two years. In both case-studies the author was actively involved as a facilitator
and in the case of the academic setting as well as a lecturer.
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For each case-study a separate xoProcessWiki instance was set up on a publicly available
web server. In addition to the case-study instances also two instances have been set up for pre-
testing and as a learning playground. pwiki-1, pwiki-3, pwiki-4 have been configured
to support BPMN whereas pwiki-2 was configured to support EPC notation. Table 5.1
gives an overview of the xoProcessWiki instances, the process modeling notation supported
and the purpose of the instance. Furthermore, basic data on the activity of each instance is
given. The number of contributing users, the total number of pages created and the total
number of revisions give evidence of how intensive xoProcessWiki was used.
Instance Notation Purpose #Users #Pages #Revisions #Comments #Views
pwiki-1 BPMN case-study 36 214 2716 181 21012
pwiki-2 EPC testing 20 33 250 3 427
pwiki-3 BPMN case-study 3 48 191 24 740
pwiki-4 BPMN testing, training 29 120 702 5 3572
Total 415 3859 213 25751
Table 5.1: Overview of activity in all xoProcessWiki instances
Figure 5.1 visualizes the relationships of users to wiki instances by means of a two-mode
network. Blue rectangular nodes in the network symbolize the wiki instances, green circular
nodes symbolize users contributing to the wiki. The size of the user nodes symbolize the
relative number of contributions of user. The size of the instance nodes indicate the relative
number of revisions contributed to the instance. Width of edges indicates the contributions
of a particular user to the wiki instance. It can be seen that pwiki-2 which was used for
an early pre-test with a rather large group of students has been used in isolation from the
other wiki instances. In other words, only a few users active in pwiki-2 can be found as
well contributing to other instances. pwiki-1 and pwiki-3 instances will be described in
detail in the following sections.
5.2 Case-study in industry
5.2.1 Organizational context
The case-study was conducted in the Hungarian subsidiary of a large European manufacturer
and distributor of office supplies which is located in Switzerland. The product portfolio of
the whole group can be divided into four product groups: standard office products, corporate
(customized) office products, school products and time management products. The Hungarian
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of user contributions to wiki instances as a two-
mode network: rectangular nodes represent wiki instances, circular nodes
represent users (user ids), edge widths represent frequency of user contri-
butions (revisions, comments) in a particular wiki instance.
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subsidiary is primarily concerned with production, the distribution of products is carried out by
other sister subsidiaries. The subsidiary produces more than 500 products and currently (year
2011) employs more than 200 employees.
Due to an organizational restructuring and expansion of production capacities in years 2010
and 2011 the subsidiary had to face an increased need of production and administration
personnel. The increased need in personnel required a re-organization of the recruitment
department. For this purpose the assistant to the chief executive officer was assigned with
the task of re-designing and standardizing the actual recruitment process. The recruitment
department comprised five employees. At the time of the assignment the assistant to the Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) was enrolled at the Vienna University of Economics and Business. As
part of her bachelor thesis which was supervised by the author she described her experiences
and findings using xoProcessWiki for the ask of re-designing recruitment processes.
5.2.2 Participants and Procedure
Participants in the process re-design effort were the assistant of the chief executive officer
(abbreviated as VV ), the head of the Human Resources (HR) department (OS), the supervisor
of the thesis (SE ), the CEO of the company and the head of production. However, only the
first three (VV, OS, SE) were actively involved in modeling. Participant VV was primarily
occupied with the assessment of the “as-is” process, and the design of the “to-be” process.
Participant OS is the head of the HR department and was responsible for the validation,
approval of the “to-be” process, but also contributed her knowledge of the actual recruitment
process. The head of the production department served as a process expert and provided
his process knowledge. The CEO of the company gave advice in the process re-design and
defined the goals for the “to-be process”. Participant SE (the author) acted as a consultant in
the creation of process models and helped with the formal validation of process models. The
above outlined outlined participants have been actively involved in the creation and validation
of process models. During the re-design of the process and especially after finalization process
models have been presented to a wider group of process participants not actively involved in
the deign but concerned with the operational aspects of the process.
The re-design process started with a learning phase where VV introduced herself into the
modeling notation BPMN. BPMN was chosen as it is widely used in industry [Harmon and
Wolf, 2011] and within the subsidiary no other process modeling technique has been employed
so far. Moreover VV studied and outlined reference personnel recruitment processes from
literature. With the knowledge acquired during the learning phase and her practical experience
VV set out to frame the “as-is” process by interviewing several colleagues and studying existing
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process documentation which existed in the form of simple textual descriptions. It is important
to note that management urged to lay a focus on the design of future process rather than
performing an in-depth analysis of the actual process and it’s deficiencies. In a next step, the
process to-be was designed. Starting with a high-level process model where the main activities
where outlined the process model was continually refined.
The modeling process was accompanied by SE in distance mode who checked preliminary
models at the beginning and before validation with regard to content. OS who was trained with
the use of xoProcessWiki validated the final version of the process models for content-related
issues.
xoProcessWiki as the modeling environment supporting the collaboration between the three
participants was made available through a dedicated web server. A “blank” instance of xoPro-
cessWiki was created that was used exclusively for this case-study. In a separate wiki instance a
large body of training resources have been made available including tutorials, example process
models, and links to external resources. The xoProcessWiki instance was configured in a way
that did not allow for participation without registration and authentication. This configuration
was necessary to meet confidentiality requirements of the process models and to enable the
analysis of individual activity in the wiki.
5.2.3 Data collection and analysis
Collection of data is mainly based on personal observation, a qualitative interview and data
collected from the respective wiki instance. As the group involved is relatively small (a sce-
nario that is quite often encountered in practice, see also chapter 3) only one interview was
conducted with VV who was mainly responsible for process re-design and the introduction of
the xoProcessWiki within the organization. The interview addressed questions with regard
to the qualities of collaboration in process modeling, the perceived usefulness and ease-of-use
(see [Davis, 1989]) of xoProcessWiki for collaboration and process modeling. As the author
was personally involved in the project also personal observations were used to evaluate and
qualify the insights from the interview.
The initial drafting, the final design of the “as-is” and “to-be” process models and the
validation of process models was accomplished entirely by using xoProcessWiki. Therefore, a
rather large set of data evolved. The data include the final process models, a complete revision
history hereof and commentary data stemming from the content-related and formal review of
the models. Furthermore, a complete record of page views was available.
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5.2.4 Findings
5.2.4.1 Interview data
The interview was conducted in an informal way by posing several questions regarding the
background of the re-design project and the perceived usefulness for achieving the goals of
the project and the perceived ease-of-use of xoProcessWiki was investigated by asking for the
personal experience with particular featuresand the modeling process as a whole. The findings
from the interview are summarized below:
• The re-design process was initiated by a so called “kick-off” meeting where the main
goals of the re-design project were defined and the “as-is” process was discussed and
analyzed. In the initial meeting all participants (as mentioned above) were present
providing their operational and managerial expertise. The output of the first meeting
was a common understanding of the actual recruiting process and an outline of the goals
of the re-design project. xoProcessWiki was not involved in this stage of the project.
• Before starting off with the modeling of the processes VV introduced herself to the
modeling notation to be used. Therefore she consulted a book, but mainly studied
the numerous example process models provided in the wiki instance. In a next step
she started with a preliminary model to make herself familiar with the xoProcessWiki
model editor. VV pointed out that the Search feature in xoProcessWiki was of particular
usefulness in the beginning of her modeling as it allowed for rediscovery of previously
created models and examples.
• In the next step VV summarized the findings of the “kick-off” meeting by developing
an “as-is” model of the process. This step was followed by the design of a preliminary
process model version. Both models were designed by using xoProcessWiki. The design
process was accompanied by several interviews and follow-up meetings with process
stakeholders to capture more detailed information on the future process. VV pointed
to the fact that in a first attempt she created one process model to capture all aspects
and sub-processes of the future process. The working on the model then turned out
to be very cumbersome as the model editor got very slow and it was hardly possible to
keep an overview of the process. In the following, she partitioned the original models
into sub-models by using the linking feature of xoProcessWiki. Hence, VV pointed to
the fact that the linking syntax was quite unusual to her in the beginning and although
she quickly get used to it she would recommend a simplification of the linking feature.
VV perceived this feature as a major benefit of xoProcessWiki which is especially useful
when the model size increases.
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• After the completion of the first version of the process models SE used the commentary
feature of xoProcessWiki to give feedback on the formal validity of the process models.
The formal validation process comprised two steps: first, the structural integrity of
the models was analyzed by using the structural integrity checking feature. It turned
out that quite a lot of elements appeared unconnected. As the interview with VV
revealed positioning and connecting elements was somehow cumbersome. Especially,
the geometric adjustment of edge shapes was perceived rather difficult. Later VV read
the comments and altered the models according to the comments.
• As soon as the process models reached a mature state the process model of the fu-
ture recruiting process was presented as a whole to the process participants to receive
feedback and possible suggestions for improvements. It is important to note that for
the presentation purpose the models from the wiki where copied into a document (a
Microsoft PowerPoint presentation). VV argued that this was perceived better suitable
for the people not concerned with modeling and allowed for the organization of models
according to the structure of the presentation. However, VV mentioned the usefulness
of the color scheme feature provided with the model editor which enabled her to color
the process model elements. Similarly the resizing (zoom in) feature was useful as it
helped her to extract the models from the wiki. However, VV points to the fact that
it would be desirable to have a printing feature to print out models only without any
surrounding page details.
• The feedback gathered from the presentation was incorporated in the process models
and finally was released to the overall process responsible (OS) for the final approval.
For this purpose the process responsible was informed via an e-mail including the link
to the wiki instance. She was asked to submit her final remarks via the commentary
function in xoProcessWiki. The final suggestions were included into the model and then
the model was considered complete.
• The process models and all model elements have been labeled in German language which
proved to be a disadvantage for communication of the models to process participants.
Therefore the process models will be translated into Hungarian language. Furthermore,
textual descriptions for the process models are expected to facilitate the instruction of
new process participants. Here, xoProcessWiki ’s feature for creating as well textual
descriptions of process models is considered a major benefit. Process model diagrams
from xoProcessWiki will be as well included into a process handbook which can be
circulated within the whole group.
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• As VV pointed out, the process model of the recruiting process is considered complete
for the introduction of the newly designed process. However, it is highly probable that
corrections to the models will be necessary in the future as a consequence of application
of the model in practice. The wiki may support the process model maintenance process
as models are easily accessible and may be adapted to organizational needs without
loosing control of former model versions. Asked whether she would recommend to
use xoProcessWiki for further projects the admitted that she would prefer to work
with Microsoft Visio, though she admitted that for complex process models with a
large number of sub-process models she would prefer xoProcessWiki. Asked for her
overall satisfaction with xoProcessWiki on a five point scale (1..completely dissatisfied,
2..moderately dissatisfied, 3..neutral, 4 satisfied, 5..very satisfied) she indicated to be
satisfied.
5.2.4.2 Wiki data
The data analyzed stems from the wiki instance’s log files and the database that stores the
page content, revision history of a page and user data. The data were analyzed regarding the
quantities and qualities of collaborative model creation. The analysis was performed from two
points of view: a cumulative view were contributions and activities to the wiki instance are
measured in total, and a time-line view where activity related data and their chracteristics are
investigated over time.
Basic analysis
As table 5.2a reveals only a small group of three users was actively involved in the wiki. The
number of users refers to users having either contributed a revision to a page or having added
a comment to a page. The number of users does not include those users that participated
passively by viewing pages of the wiki instance. Hence, xoWiki as the underlying wiki engine
of xoProcessWiki reveals that at least six visitors (257 visits) have viewed the index page
of the wiki instance, and that a minimum of four visitors (59 visits) have been counted for
the page containing the top level process model. A total of 3572 views of wiki pages have
been counted according to the log file. The visitor statistics rely on the identification of a
visitor by it’s unique user number. Anonymous users (those users that have not identified
themselves by providing their user name and password are summarized as one user. Therefore
the actual number of visitors cannot be determined. Table 5.2a reveals as well that the three
users involved in model contributions worked on the models over a timespan of more than four
months (132 days). In this period forty-eight (48) pages have been created of which twelve
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(12) pages have been found to contain no content. These empty pages are due to the fact
that in xoWiki for any newly created page a page stub is created even if it has never explicitly
been saved by the user. The creation of empty pages mainly have occurred in the starting
phase of the modeling effort. In the overall timespan of 132 days only on eleven (11) days
actual contributions were recorded.
Metric Value
Number of users 3
Users involved in page revisions 2
Users involved in page comments 3
Period in days 132
Days of activity 11
Pages created 48
Empty pages created 12
Comments added 24
Revisions of pages 191
Contributions (revisions+comments) 215
(a)
Metric Value
Comments/page 0.50
Comments/non-empty page 0.67
Revisions/page 3.98
Revisions/non-empty page 5.31
Contributions/page 4.48
Contributions/non-empty page 5.97
Pages/user 16.00
Non-empty pages/user 12.00
Comments/user 8.00
Revisions/user 63.67
Contributions/user 71.67
Pages/day 0.36
Non-empty pages/day 0.72
Comments/day 0.18
Revisions/day 1.45
Contributions/day 1.63
(b)
Table 5.2: Basic metrics for pwiki-3 instance
In table 5.2a absolute values are shown that are used to evaluate the intensity and effort of
the modeling process. However, absolute values may vary too a large extent depending on the
context of process modeling. For example, in the case-study presented here the modeler had
to wait quite a long period of time to receive feedback from her colleague. As the project was
not assigned a high priority several weeks passed until modeling activity was resumed. Relative
metrics are more adequate for assertions about the activity in a particular wiki instance as they
can be compared with measures from other wiki instances and other collaborative modeling
environments. Although, the above metrics give an idea of process modeling activity within
the wiki instance the metrics do not reveal any details about collaboration in the course of the
modeling process.
To gain insight into the collaboration of users with regard to process models the relations
between users and wiki pages (process models) were conceptualized as a two-mode network or
formally – a bipartite graph. Two-mode networks [Borgatti and Everett, 1997] are sets of data
that refer to two different classes of entities. The term “mode” refers to the classes of entities
which are represented as nodes or vertices within a graph. In the two-mode case two classes
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UserID
PageID 601 (SE) 7937 (VV) 12821 (OS) Total
8350 0 2 1 3
8314 0 3 1 4
8324 0 3 1 4
8346 0 5 1 6
8316 1 5 0 6
8344 1 5 0 6
8308 1 9 0 10
8318 1 11 0 12
8310 2 12 0 14
8412 4 2 1 7
8338 7 8 0 15
Table 5.3: Two-mode matrix showing the number of contributions to pages
by user. Acronyms in parantheses refer to the user names used in above
sections.
of entities exist that have a relation with each other. Typically, a two-mode network allows
only relations between nodes from different entity classes. In the case of the process modeling
wiki users are one class of entities and pages form the other class of entities. From the data
given it was only possible to derive relations between users and pages through their revisions
history and the comments added. Table 5.3 shows a matrix representation of the two-mode
network data retrieved from the pwiki-3 instance. Rows hold the page ID and the number
of contributions for each user in pwiki-3. Columns hold information on how much each user
contributed to each page listed. A row that reveals more than one non-zero value indicates
that two users have contributed to a page. In terms of a two-mode network the cells of the
matrix represent the weights of the edges. The matrix is reduced to those pages where at least
one collaboration has been detected, pages where only one user has contributed are omitted
in the matrix. A visualization of the two-mode matrix is shown in figure 5.4. The two classes
of entities are distinguished by rectangular blue shapes for pages and green circles for users.
Dark gray edges between the nodes symbolize the existence and intensity of a relation between
two entities. Edges with a a greater line-width indicate a larger number of contributions of a
user to a particular page. The overall activity of a user in terms of contributions is indicated
by the diameter of the circle (column sum of matrix above). The size of the squares indicates
the volatility of a page (row sum of matrix above).
As one can see only eleven (11) pages out of thirty-six (36) non-empty pages were collabo-
ratively edited. The matrix reveals a rather high activity of user “7937” whereas user “1281”
contributed only five (5) times to the pages listed. It can be seen from table 5.3 is that only
in one process model (pages) all three users contributed whereas in all other cases only two
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Figure 5.4: Visualization of user contributions to pwiki-3 instance as
a two- mode network: rectangular nodes represent process model pages,
circular nodes represent users (user ids), edge widths represent frequency of
user contri- butions (revisions, comments) to a particular page instance.
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users participated. This can be interpreted in two ways: (1) users might have consciously
divided work such that a maximum of two users co-author a process model, or (2) users have
avoided involvement in a model that is already in “in discussion”. Process model pages not
listed in table 5.3 may not lead to the conclusion that these model have not been validated
or at least sighted by other users. A closer look at the pages which do not have contributions
(revisions, comments) from multiple users shows that these process models are indeed very
small in terms of model elements contained. This might be interpreted in a way that users do
not feel obliged to contribute as the model is perceived complete or out of discussion. The
number of contributors (contributions) over the size of process models are depicted in figure
5.5. The largest process model “8412” with a size of 223 nodes and edges is a overall process
model which turned out to get too large to be easily understood and was later depreciated
and divided into smaller and interlinked process models.
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Figure 5.5: Number of contributions/contributors over size of process mod-
els
To gain insight in interactions between users in the course of modeling a common technique
in two-mode data analysis was applied. Namely, the two-mode network was converted into
one-mode data that reveal the ties between users via the pages they were involved together.
For conversion of the two-mode matrix into a one mode matrix the cross-product method
mentioned by Hanneman and Riddle [2005] was applied. Accordingly, the strength of ties
between two actors are determined by the sum of their individual contributions to a particular
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page. In other words, for each pair of users in table 5.3 the number of contributions to pages
where both users have contributed to are summarized column-wise and row-wise. In tables 5.4a
and 5.4b two resulting one-mode matrices are shown. In matrix (a) directions of contributions
(who contributed what to the relation) are included whereas in matrix (b) values of matrix (a)
have been summarized. A graph representation of the one-mode network retrieved from table
5.4b can be seen in figure 5.6. The one-mode view of relations between yields that a rather
strong relation between user “601” – the supervisor – and “7937” exists which may indicate
that collaboration was more intense than between other users. The one-mode view underlines
observations from the two-mode analysis where a weak tie between users “601” and “12821”
has been found.
↓ UserID → 601 7937 12821
601 0 52 1
7937 17 0 5
12821 4 15 0
(a)
↓ UserID → 601 7937 12821
601 0 69 5
7937 0 0 20
12821 0 0 0
(b)
Table 5.4: One-mode network matrices as a result from two-mode to one-
mode transformation
69
5
20
7937
601
12821
Figure 5.6: Visualization of user contributions to wiki instances as a one-
mode network circular nodes represent users (user ids), edge widths repre-
sent the number of collaborations via pages.
Table 5.5a shows contributions by type and user which reveals that user “7937” was mostly
concerned with page revisions (model revisions) whereas the other two users were primarily
concerned with commenting the process models user “7937” created. This distribution of
tasks is in line with the general setup of the project where one user was assigned the task of
modeling and the other two were responsible for validating models. An anylsis of the revision
history and reconstruction of atomic change operations tables 5.5b and 5.5c which reveal the
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distribution of atomic change operations among users (table 5.5b). An even more detailed
view is provided in table 5.5c where changes to model elements are detailed into changes per
attribute. The idea behind analyzing the distribution of change operations among users is that
a possible division of work or roles taken in the course of the modeling effort can be identified.
As can be seen from the tables user “7937” who was mainly concerned with model development
yields the strongest involvement in adding model elements. Hence it is notable that only 8
model elements where removed in the course of the whole modeling project. Changes to
model elements are frequent and are mainly due to adjustments of size and positions of model
elements. Changes to labels have been applied to almost 12% of added node elements. 15
edge elements out of 344 added edges have been reconnected which means that either the
source or the target of the edge has been changed. It is important to note that changes to node
positions and size lead to changes of edge paths as the model editor automatically adjusts edge
geometry. Thus, values for edge path alterations and node position/size alterations correlate
to a certain extent. Another aspect that relativizes the number of changes to node positions
and edge paths’ geometry is that bulk actions like moving the whole process diagram lead to
high numbers of individual position attribute changes although change operations are applied
to the model as a whole.
UserID Revisions Comments
601 7 11
7937 184 8
12821 0 5
(a)
UserID NAdded NDeleted NChanged EAdded EDeleted EChanged
601 103 0 116 122 0 121
7937 375 8 348 344 13 295
(b)
UserID NLabel NSize NPosition NFill ELabel ESrcTgt EPath
601 0 0 103 13 0 0 121
7937 44 175 252 157 0 15 277
(c)
Table 5.5: Distribution of changes by type and user in pwiki-3 instance
Time-line analysis
The temporal development of activity in the pwiki-3 instance is depicted in figure 5.7. The
above two plots refer to the number of revisions and comments per day over time. The lower
plot outlines the temporal distribution of page views per day over time. Page view logging
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has been started with October 2011, that is why no viewing activity can be seen earlier than
October 12th. Viewing activity relates strongly to the occurrence of revisions and comments
but has been observed as well in between phases of active modeling. The timeseries shown
in figure 5.7 revelas that an initial phase of modeling with a high number of revisions per
day is followed by a short phase of revisions to models and a second phase of commenting in
November. The second phase of comments turned out to be a response to the first comments
added by user “601”. Again this phase is followed by revisions to models. The third phase of
comments is due to the final validation of process models which was performed by a process
expert from the company. Again these comments led to further revisions of the process models.
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Figure 5.7: Frequency of activities in pwiki-3 instance over time, on a
logarithmic scale.
A more detailed analyis on model revisions is provided in figure 5.8. A distinction is made
between structural changes (sum of all atomic changes like node additions/deletions and
edge additions/deletions), geometric changes (position, size), aesthetic changes (fill of node
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shapes), label changes, and changes to links. As one can see strcutural changes are prevalent
in the inital phase of the modeling project whereas diagrammatic changes increase towards
the final phase. Aesthetic changes which are limited to the fill color of flow node elements
occur at the beginning and in the final phase. Link additions occur at the beginning and
more frequently at the end of the project. Label changes are relatively sparse compared with
structural changes and diagrammatic changes but show maximums as well at the beginning
and end of the modeling period. The time series values in figure 5.8 are displayed in the form
of line plot to decrease the number of diagrams and enhance comparability. Lines are only
added to be able to identify data rows of the same type, points indicate the actual frequency
of a change at a certain day.
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Figure 5.8: Frequency of atomic changes over time in pwiki-3 instance
The growth of contributions over time is depicted in figure 5.9. While the number of pages
stabilized as soon as in October the number of revisions developed steadily over time but
shows a significant increase in the initial and final phase of modeling. Compared with the
overall size of process models (measured by the number of model elements contained) one can
see that in the final phase of modeling actual additions to models did not increase as much
as the number of revisions.
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Figure 5.9: Growth of contributions over time
Link structure analysis
The final link structure of process models can be seen in figures 5.10a and 5.10b. From an
analysis of page references which are stored in a respective table structure in xoProcessWiki
five separate graph structures were extracted. Page tree (a) depicts the main pages and their
links where the target of directed edges corresponds to the link target. Page “8346” contains
the top-level process model (process map) which contains links to pages with more detailed
process models of the top-level activities. The page tree depicted in figure (b) should be
connected to the process map but is the result of an erroneously specified link. The other
link structures which are not illustrated here result from early model versions which were
depreciated at a later point in time. In total thirty-three (33) links exist in the wiki instance.
The final set of process models reveals 18 links where one has been found to be a broken link.
In sum, 36 non-empty process model pages have been sub-structured on three levels.
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8346
12836 8308 8314 8326 8344
8310 8316 8318 8348 8324
(a)
8338
8342 8350
(b)
Figure 5.10: Link structures within pwiki-3 instance
5.3 Case-study in academia
5.3.1 Organizational context
The case-study was conducted in the context of several university courses at the Vienna
University of Economics and Business. With an average of 26,800 registered students Vienna
University of Economics and Business is the EU’s largest educational institution for business
and economics, business law, and social sciences. The university offers two bachelor programs
which take six semesters to complete. Both programs share a common introductory phase with
basic courses in economics, social science and business administration. After the introductory
phase students may choose from four majors. The university offers as well several master
programs with majors in areas like socio-economics, finance, business education, management,
taxation, accounting and information systems.
Students of all programs have to complete a basic course in the area of management
information systems. Students of majors with a focus on business administration need to attend
another obligatory course in informations systems modeling. Within this course students learn
the basics of informations systems modeling which as well includes business process modeling.
Students choosing the master program in informations systems receive an additional education
in information systems modeling including the technical modeling with UML.
5.3.2 Participants and Procedure
For the actual case-study students on master level and bachelor have been chosen. A small
group of four master students were involved in an early phase to give feedback on the usability
of the modeling environment. Students of this group had completed their bachelor program
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in information systems and therefore had a solid education in modeling. Later the same wiki
instance was used for a bachelor course in information systems modeling with 24 participants.
The latter group can be characterized as novices in the field of business process modeling.
In both cases groups were assigned a modeling task. The task comprised the development of
a conceptual process model of university related processes. The first group of master students
were asked to model the core administrative processes for the university’s study programs. The
first group completed their modeling task in the context of a course in computer-mediated
collaborative work and were active over a period of three months. The second group was asked
to split into subgroups of maximum five individuals and choose among several administrative
processes in the context of university (e.g. alumni management, library management) to
model. The second group was also asked to built upon process models developed by the first
group if applicable. All groups worked within the same wiki instance (pwiki-1) over a period
of one and a half years. As the first group was quite firm with regard to modeling techniques
only a short introduction to the modeling notation was necessary. The second group received
an in-depth introduction into the theoretical concepts of process modeling and the modeling
notation (BPMN). Both groups underwent a practical training period were they were asked to
complete simple modeling tasks by using xoProcessWiki. The practical training period took
place within a computer equipped classroom were students were able to immediately ask the
teacher in case any problems occurred. A large body of training materials was made available
within the pwiki-1 instance in the form of tutorials, examples and links to external training
resources.
The internal organization of groups was left to the responsibility of group members them-
selves. However, all groups were asked to create at least one process model and act as
validators for process models of other group members. Subgroups of the second study group
were also encouraged to observe the modeling results of other groups within the wiki and add
their comments. The modeling tasks were intended to be accomplished outside the classroom
in a distributed manner. But groups were invited to present intermediate results to others
at a dedicated co-located session in the classroom. Through this co-located presentation of
“models-in-progress” groups were able to receive immediate feedback from their colleagues
and the teacher. Final process models were validated and evaluated by the course responsi-
ble with regard to formal, content related and aesthetic criteria and were part of the overall
assessment of student performance.
As students were personally involved in the processes to model they acted both as process
experts and method experts. Moreover, study processes and administrative processes are
very well documented on the university’s website. The course responsible acted both as a
facilitator, method expert that could be asked in case any methodology related questions
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occurred. The course responsible finally judged the validity of process models with regard to
their completeness, correctness and aesthetic appearance. Especially the fact that the quality
of models was formally evaluated and assigned a score was expected to drive participants
towards strong participation and commitment in the modeling process.
5.3.3 Data collection and analysis
Methods for data collection comprised collection of usability feedback through a “think-aloud”
protocol. Participants were encouraged to utter problems encountered during the co-located
training period. The feedback was collected in the form of a text document stating a de-
scription of the problem encountered, the problem context and the time of occurrence. The
protocol was extended as well with problems encountered at a later point of time when par-
ticipants have shifted to a distributed mode of collaboration and uttered their problems by
e-mail or during feedback sessions at the beginning of the classroom lectures.
In addition the members of both groups were asked to fill out a questionnaire that included a
set of questions with regard to their experience with xoProcessWiki. The questions addressed
the perceived usefulness and ease-of-use [Davis, 1989] of xoProcessWiki with regard to the
given task. The questionnaire was mainly developed by Prof. Jan Recker and Prof. Jan
Mendling as part of a larger research program. Therefore only the items most relevant for this
case-study will be discussed below.
The author was responsible for the two courses where the case-study was conducted. As
the author acted as a teacher in both courses he was strongly involved in the study and was
able to make in-depth observations of the group modeling behavior. However, throughout the
case-study period a large set of data evolved that included the final process models, a complete
revision history hereof and commentary data stemming from the content-related and formal
review of the models. Furthermore, a complete record of page views was available.
5.3.4 Findings
5.3.4.1 Interview data
The questionnaire was handed out to the users in the last co-located session of the course.
Overall twenty-two questionnaires were completed. The first set of questions presented here
addresses the perceived usefulness of xoProcessWiki for the task given. Perceived usefulness
refers to “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would enhance
his or her job performance” [Davis, 1989]. In this case-study a group of students were assigned
a collaborative modeling task. Therefore asking for usefulness with regard to the task given
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comprises not only the degree to which xoProcessWiki supports an individual in model creation
but also the degree to which it supports group processes like coordination, communication and
mutual validation of modeling results. As the sample of 22 participants is too small to apply
methods of inferential statistical analysis the results are presented in the form of descriptive
statistics – histograms, boxplots displaying the distribution of responses per question item.
As mentioned above all question items were provided by Prof. Jan Recker and Prof. Jan
Mendling. The questions have been formulated in a way that enhances the comprehensibility
and validity of results. Items have an obvious overlap in their meaning but are intended to
measure the same underlying theoretical construct (perceived usefulness, ease-of-use). Each
question could be answered by showing agreement or disagreement on a seven-point scale.
Figure 5.11 shows a summary of responses for the perceived usefulness of xoProcessWiki.
The responses in general show a positive attitude towards the usefulness of xoProcessWiki
for the task given. However, 5 to 6 out of 22 particpants disagree with the usefulness of
xoProcessWiki. One of the participants even strongly disagrees. Figures (a), (b) show 10 of
the 22 participants agree or somewhat agree with the usefulness of xoProcessWiki. Asked
whether xoProcessWiki helps in meeting the personal process modeling objectives only six
participants show their agreement. It is important to note that none of the participants had
strongly agreed with the usefulness of xoProcessWiki. Two of the items asked for the perceived
usefulness with regard to the purpose or objective of modeling. Answers received from an item
that asked for the purpose of modeling show that “learning process modeling” was perceived
by 21 participants as the purpose of this particular modeling task. 15 participants indicated
that “documentation of business processes” is as well a major purpose.
Figure 5.12 and 5.13 show responses with regard to the ease-of-use of xoProcessWiki.
[Davis, 1989] defines ease-of-use as “the degree to which a person believes that using a
particular system is free of effort” where “effort is a finite resource that a person may allocate”
to accomplish tasks assigned. As the histograms show in figure 5.12 13 participants find it
easy to model processes in the way they intended. 10 participants agree that it is easy to learn
the use of xoProcessWiki, 15 participants of 22 show their agreement that creating process
models with xoProcessWiki is easy. Only one participant showed a strong agreement with
the ease-of-use regarding learning of xoProcessWiki. At least no participant showed a strong
disagreement with the ease-of-use of xoProcessWiki.
As can be seen in figure 5.13 a more equally distributed attitude among participants towards
has been found regarding the ease-of-use for collaboration. Hence, as median values show
more participants show their agreement with the ease-of-use in collaboration than participants
showing disagreement. For each items one participant strongly disagrees with the ease-of-use
of xoProcessWiki for collaboration .
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Figure 5.11: Perceived usefulness of xoProcessWiki. 1..Strongly agree,
7..Strongly disagree
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Figure 5.12: Perceived ease-of-use of xoProcessWiki. 1..Strongly agree,
7..Strongly disagree
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Figure 5.13: Perceived ease-of-use of xoProcessWiki. 1..Strongly agree,
7..Strongly disagree
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Participants were confronted with an overall estimation of xoProcessWiki concerning effec-
tiveness and efficiency for process modeling at the end of the questionnaire. Their judgement
shows a strong agreement to the effectiveness (13 agreeing versus 4 disagreeing) and effi-
ciency (14 agreeing versus 3 disagreeing) of xoProcessWiki. 5 participants remain neutral
to the statements given. Asked whether they would recommend xoProcessWiki for process
modeling 16 participants voted for “yes” and 6 participants voted for “no”.
Comparing the findings from interviews with the observations and reactions from students
during the modeling sessions in the classroom several issues need to be discussed. The second
group of students, which can be regarded as novices in the field of process modeling, had
substantial problems in dealing with the model editor in the beginning. For example some of
the students did not realize that they had to press a “save” button to save their work and
therefore lost their initial work. This might be due to the fact that in many web applications an
mechanism can be found that automatically saves changes after a period of time and therefore
does not require manual saving. Another problem occurred due to a bug in the model editor
which led to an inconsistency in the generation of unique object ids for model elements and
subsequently led to a performance problem which hindered a small group of users to a great
extent. Also some problems concerning the selection of edge elements appeared which led
to unconnected parts of process models. Hence, these substantial problems could be solved
within the first days after the initial training phase. A problem that could not be solved to
date led to a large number of empty pages that did not contain any model elements. This is
due to the fact that in xoWiki for each newly created page a stub page is created that remains
in the system until the user explicitly deletes it. This shortcoming led to a confusing situation
were students could hardly keep track of models in-pogress and depreciated model pages.
Another problem that might be related to the usefulness of xoProcessWiki was that students
had to learn the basics of BPMN within a relative short time-span in addition to EPCs. Thus,
many problems that occurred are due to a lack in the understanding of the manifold notation
elements offered by BPMN and a general confusion with the concepts learned from EPCs.
5.3.4.2 Wiki data
Basic analysis
Metrics listed in table 5.6a reveals some quantitative evidence of activity in the pwiki-1
instance. Whereas the left column presents absolute measures of wiki wiki activity over the
whole period the right column lists several relative measures that could be used for benchmarks
with other case-studies. Noteworthy is the long period that the wiki instance was used for
process modeling though the actual days of active modeling are much less. This is mainly due
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Figure 5.14: Perceived effectiveness and efficiency of xoProcessWiki
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to the fact that between the first group and the second group that substantially contributed to
the wiki a rather large period of time passed without any activity. The number of users (36)
present in the wiki instance includes users from the two study groups (27) and a number of
several individual modelers who used the wiki for other purposes. From the 36 users of the wiki
instance 35 contributed a page revision and 21 users contributed comments. xoWiki ’s innate
statistics monitor reports 64 unique visitors and 5457 visits to the index page whereas the
“browse by tag” page reveals the second highest visit(or) frequency (36 visitors, 1095 visits).
The third highest number of visitors was counted for a page that contains an example process
model – “the pizza order process”. As already explained above the number of empty pages
is given as it indicates a possible of shortcoming of the page creation feature and relativizes
the overall activity within the wiki instance to those pages that actually contain data. This
number is high in relation (> 50%) to the overall number of pages created.
Metric Value
Number of users 35
Users involved in page revisions 34
Users involved in page comments 21
Period in days 548
Days of contributions 77
Pages created 214
Empty pages created 109
Comments added 181
Revisions of pages 2716
Contributions (revisions+comments) 2897
(a)
Metric Value
Comments/page 0.86
Comments/non-empty page 1.72
Revisions/page 12.69
Revisions/non-empty page 25.87
Contributions/page 13.54
Contributions/non-empty page 27.59
Pages/user 5.94
Non-empty pages/user 2.91
Comments/user 5.03
Revisions/user 75.44
Contributions/user 80.47
Pages/day 0.39
Non-empty pages/user 0.19
Comments/day 0.33
Revisions/day 4.96
Contributions/day 5.29
(b)
Table 5.6: Basic metrics for pwiki-1 instance
The two-mode visualization in figure 5.15 (see also table 7.1) shows the contributions of
users to pages. Users are depicted by green colored circular shapes, pages by blue colored
squares and the relations between users and pages by gray lines. Size of circular shapes
indicates the overall contributions of a user. The size of rectangular shapes indicates the total
number of contributions to the page. Finally, the width of edges indicates the number of
contributions of a particular user to a particular page. Analyzing the network data one can
see that the strongest contributor in terms of page revisions and comments is the user with
number “601” which is placed in the center of the two-mode network. As the user represented
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by number “601” is the course instructor the high number of contributions originates mainly
from a high number of comments to process models pages created by the students and from
the creation of example process models that supported students in learning. The visualization
of the network data reveals as well that user “601” maintains a high number of ties to process
model pages and therefore serves as the main hub between the groups. The phase 1 case-
study group can be identified in the top right corner (users “3263”, “3268”, “3287”), phase 2
case-study group is scattered around user “601” and is represented by those user nodes (green
circular shapes) with numbers higher than “9000”. All other users are users from a pre-study
or have used the wiki for other purposes. For example, one solitary user with a relation to
only one page and no relations to other users can be seen in the lower part of the graph.
The visualization of the two-mode data shows a large set of pages (blue rectangular nodes)
located in the marginal areas of the whole network. This set of pages are mainly the previously
discussed empty pages or pages that have only edited by a single user. The groups and their
members that were formed in advance of the modeling activities can be seen in table 5.7.
In tables 5.8 pages and users are listed and ranked with regard to the number of contribu-
tions. Due to space limitations only the top 10 pages and users are listed. A closer look at
the size of process models contained within pages reveals that large process models in terms
of model elements contained show as well a large number of contributions. The diagrams
in figure 5.16 display a scatterplot for model size and number of contributions/contributors.
Both Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients [Sureshkumar, 1998] are given which
reveal a rather high correlation between the two variables. However, an in-depth analysis is
needed to state a a factual correlation. A possible interpretation of this relation might be that
larger process models are more likely to lead to conflicting positions among stakeholders in the
model or that large models are more likely to contain errors which are subsequently revised and
discussed by other authors of a model. A third interpretation might be that a group divides
work according to the expected size of a process model, meaning that the creation of a large
process model is divided among multiple co-workers.
As evident from table 5.8a there is a rather strong drop in contributions from the most
active contributor to the second active and so on. For user “601” this is mainly grounded in
the fact that he acted as course instructor and was responsible for giving feedback on models
and for creating example models which results in a large number of contributions. For all
other users there is no such formal distinction that may account for the large differences in
contributions. A Pareto analysis [Stuckman and Purtilo, 2011] gives evidence that around
10% of users account for 35%, 20% of users account for 50% of all contributions, around 50%
account for 80% (see figure 5.17).
Transformation of two-mode data into one-mode data (for an explanation see description of
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Figure 5.15: Visualization of user contributions to pwiki-1 instance as
a two-mode network: rectangular nodes represent process model pages,
circular nodes represent users (user ids), edge widths represent frequency of
user contributions (revisions, comments) to a particular page instance.
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Figure 5.16: Number of contributions/contributors over size of process
models. Correlation coefficients are shown for n = 214 process models
(pages).
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Figure 5.17: Pareto analysis of users and their contributions compared to
overall contributions.
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GroupID SubgroupID Users (IDs)
C1 3263, 3268, 3287
C2 G1 9310, 9018, 9010, 9424
G2 9012, 9008, 9003, 9007, 9002
G3 9013, 9015, 9017, 9035, 9038
G4 9005, 9009, 9011, 9014, 9065
G5 9004, 9006, 9021, 9041, 9066
CA 7937
CB 7991
CC 1808, 1897, 1901
Table 5.7: Formal groups in pwiki-1 instance
Rank PageID Contributions
1 9341 107
2 9558 96
3 9338 94
4 10565 89
5 9506 83
6 9491 81
7 9332 78
8 9887 62
9 9571 55
10 1482 51
(a)
Rank PageID Contributors
1 9338 8
2 9470 8
3 9335 7
4 9341 7
5 9476 7
6 9558 7
7 9571 7
8 11374 7
9 9344 6
10 9420 6
(b)
Rank UserID Contributions
1 601 475
2 9018 205
3 9013 178
4 3263 166
5 9011 144
6 3287 140
7 9035 137
8 9015 116
9 9021 104
10 9310 104
(c)
Table 5.8: Top 10 pages (a, b) ranked by number of contributions, con-
tributors and users (c) ranked by number of their contributions
industry case-study above) led to tables 7.3 and 7.4 and it’s network visualization in figure 5.18.
The one-mode network shows again the central position of user “601”, the first case-study
group consisting of users “3263”, “3268’, “3287” and the second case-study group forming the
lower right part of the network. Removing user node “601” leads to a different network that
more clearly shows the case-study groups without the instructor and collaborations between
the different groups (see table 5.7). In concrete terms, only between users “9008” of case-
study group C2 and “3263”, “3268’, “3287” of case-study group C1 relations exist. In other
words, case-study group C2 built upon the process models provided by case-study group C1
to a very limited extent, although a rather large overlap in modeling tasks (which was actually
intended) existed. This might be due to the fact that students were not sure about the validity
of existing models and felt that they would better create a new one. In general an attitude
was experienced that students were afraid of getting involved in somebody else’s model, an
attitude that was as well experienced in an early pre-study with a small group of researchers.
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Only the explicit request from the instructor for mutual revisions of models and commenting
on models led to a change in this attitude.
The distribution of contributions among users in the two case-study groups (C1, C2) is shown
in table 5.9. It can be seen that case-study group C1 has a higher number of contributions
per user (mean) than sub-groups of case-study group C2. Sub-groups G1,G3 and G4 of case-
study group C2 have a high total number of contributions compared to G5 and G2. Standard
deviation values show that the distribution of work among group members is most even for
groups G2 and G4 and G5 whereas G1 and G3 show that a some members contributed up to 5
times more than others in terms of revisions. Regarding comments sub-group G1 is special as
only one member of the group has used the commentary feature, all other groups show that
at least three members have commented on others’ or their own models.
An analysis of the distribution of atomic changes among users is summarized in tables 7.5
and 7.6. The analysis on model element level computes changes to the process model from a
revision comparison and therefore reflects actual changes to the model rather than revisions
which do not necessarily lead to a factual contribution1. Therefore the result of this analysis is
more reliable when evaluating the contributions of users to a model. The distribution of actual
changes per process model and user for the top three process models reveals that typically
a major contributor exists per model who accounts for the largest part of changes whereas
others contribute only a minor part of changes.
A more detailed analysis of revisions is shown in figure 7.1a, it shows that changes (NChanged,
EChanged) are the most frequent type of change whereas deletions of model elements (NDeleted,
EDeleted) are not as frequent as additions (NAdded, EAdded). Figure 7.1b shows a more de-
tailed view of element changes referring o the types of attributes changed. It can be seen that
changes to geometric properties (NPosition, EPath) are the most frequent changes to process
models. It seems that resizing of node shapes (NSize) is not performed to a great extent
compared to other geometric properties but was performed by almost any user. The change of
labels and reconnecting of edges (ESrcTgt) is as well performed quite frequent. The relative
low number of changes to the fill color (NFill) of node shapes results from the limited availabil-
ity of the feature in this case-study. The feature was implemented in a very late phase of the
case-study. Surprisingly, no changes to edge labels appeared to have occurred (ELabel). An
analysis of models revealed that edge labels were very sparsely used in the models. Although
not empirically verified, this phenomenon might be due to users replacing edges instead of
changing a label text. It shows that a rather strong gap exists among users contributing over
thousand atomic changes (e.g. user with number “9310”) to a model element and others only
contributing not more than hundred changes (e.g. user with number“9038”). As mentioned
1a user may create a revision without adding, changing or deleting any model element
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Figure 5.18: Visualization of user interactions as a one- mode network:
circular nodes represent users (user ids), edge widths represent total number
of interactions via page instances.
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UserID Rev. Σ µ σ Comm. Σ µ σ
C
1
3263 155
374 124.67 35.25
11
22 7.33 3.513268 86 4
3287 133 7
C
2
/
G
1
9310 100
431 107.75 67.85
4
4 1.00 2.00
9018 205 0
9010 51 0
9424 75 0
C
2
/
G
2
9012 80
221 44.20 20.54
5
14 2.80 2.59
9008 41 5
9003 38 0
9007 29 4
9002 33 0
C
2
/
G
3
9013 172
499 99.80 59.84
6
11 2.20 2.28
9015 114 2
9017 45 2
9035 136 1
9038 32 0
C
2
/
G
4
9005 92
442 88.40 29.65
5
17 3.40 2.88
9009 59 0
9011 137 7
9014 74 4
9065 80 1
C
2
/
G
5
9004 57
271 54.20 30.06
1
5 1.00 1.22
9006 52 3
9021 103 1
9041 30 0
9066 29 0
o
th
er
s
601 374 102
1808 20 5
1897 2 0
1901 12 0
2326 34 1
7937 15 0
7991 21 0
12602 1 0
(a)
Table 5.9: Distribution of contributions among users and groups (µ ..
Mean, σ .. Standard deviation, Σ .. Sum)
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UserID: 601 2326 9008 9009 9011 9013 9014 9065
Revisions: 2 2 3 1 57 2 17 1
(a) PageID = 9338
UserID: 601 9013 9015 9017 9035 9038
Revisions: 1 12 1 22 6 1
(b) PageID = 9470
UserID: 9009 9011 9014 9065
Revisions: 2 4 38 1
(c) PageID = 9335
Table 5.10: Distribution of contributions among users for selected pages
as well in the industry case-study this large difference among contributions might be due to
bulk changes to diagrammatic properties such as moving the whole diagram which will be
counted as if each element was moved individually. The distribution of change types among
users gives evidence that in each category of change “champions” [Mader, 2007] can be found
that account for a large part of respective changes. For example user with number “9014”
accounts for a large part of geometric changes (NPosition, EPath) whereas the user did not
apply too many structural changes (NAdded, EAdded, NDeleted, EDeleted, ESrcTgt) com-
pared to others. Another example is user “9021” who is the “champion” in the category of
nodes added and deleted but is not among the top five for label changes. Although this only
an exemplary analysis it might be an indication that members of a group in modeling take
roles regarding the different aspects of model change (structural, diagrammatic, aesthetic, se-
mantic changes). For example, one user creates an initial version of a model thus accounting
for a high number of structural change operations. Another user is concerned with the correct
labeling according to some convention. The next user cares for an aesthetically pleasing layout
of the model and so on.
Time-line analysis
Temporal distribution of activity in the pwiki-1 instance is shown in figure 5.20. Periods of
strong activity are the periods where the case-study has beend conducted. During the period
between November 2010 and January 2011 the first case-study group C1 worked on their
tasks in the wiki. During te period from November to December 2011 the second case-study
group worked on the wiki. The timeline of views per day shows that between phases of active
contributions to the wiki a high frequency of views has been recorded. This can be explained
by the fact that since the first set of pages was created by the first case-study group several
research colleagues and students visited the wiki regularly for their research work. The timeline
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of comments shows that comments have been submitted at clearly delineated periods of time
which strongly related to the tasks and milestones given in advance.
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Figure 5.20: Temporal distribution of activity in pwiki-1 instance on a
logarithmic scale
The cumulative view of contributions in figure 5.21 illustrates a strong increase of pages
created in the initial phases of modeling. Later the number of pages stabilizes while the
number of revisions and model size increases over-proportionally. The analysis of change
frequency over time depicts how often frequent changes have been applied to models. It was
found that structural changes are most frequent in the initial phase of the modeling project, in
later phases geometric changes are more frequent (see figure 5.23). This finding is obviously
grounded in the fact that elements need to be added before they can be repositioned but might
be as well indicate that the layout of a model is adjusted in the final phase of model creation
when structure and semantics are agreed upon and changes are not expected anymore. In an
exemplary analysis of several process models this temporal distribution of change activities can
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Figure 5.21: Growth of contributions in pwiki-1 instance
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Figure 5.23: Frequency of atomic changes over time in pwiki-1 instance
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be seen for four individual process models (figures 7.3 and 7.4 in appendix).
Link analysis
The pages created during the case-study with the two groups are linked with each other to a
certain degree. Basically, pages are linked that contain complementary models on the same
level or process models are linked which are super- or sub-ordinate of each other. In figure 5.24
the largest connected link structure that could be extracted can be seen. Rectangular boxes
represent pages, arrows indicate the direction and target links within a particular page point
to. This large link structure has been created by the first case-study group which provided a
rather large and interlinked set of process model pages. It can be seen that process models
have been sub-structured on seven hierarchical levels. Arrows between process model pages on
the same level indicate horizontal splitting of models. As the bi-directional arrows indicate also
many backlinks from sub-models to their super-models are provided although xoWiki provides
a built-in mechanism for this purpose. One sub-group of case-study group C2 linked their
process models with the process model pages provided by case-study group C1 (see page ID
“8790”). Link structures for all other sub-groups of case-study group C2 are depicted in figure
5.25. The link structures actually correspond to the final output of each group.
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Figure 5.25: Additional link structures in pwiki-1 instance
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Software-support for collaboration in business process (re-)design activities is a growing
field of attention in the research area of business process management. In this work issues
of design and engineering adequate collaborative process modeling environments have been
addressed by an in-depth analysis of the problem domain, a suggestion and extension of a
particular collaboration technology (a wiki) for collaborative process modeling support and by
a field-study of collaborative process modeling using this collaboration technology.
6.1 Contributions
The research work presented here starts with an in-depth study of collaboration in process
modeling. The insights gained through a systematic literature review and interviews of a
broad range of domain experts were used to develop a set of meta-requirements that has
subsequently been used to suggest a wiki-based process modeling environment. However, the
meta-requirements are of possible value to practitioners and software designers as they can be
used as a starting point for deriving domain specific requirements.
Through the extension and adaption of a well-proven collaboration platform (a wiki en-
gine) for process modeling support several of the previously identified design issues have been
addressed. In particular, issues regarding the flexible integration of a process modeling inter-
face component into a collaboration environment and issues regarding concurrent scenarios in
process modeling have been discussed in detail and realized partly on a technical level. Two
major software artifacts have been developed for the support of collaborative process mod-
eling. First, a light-weight and easily integrable user-interface component for process model
creation has been developed and integrated into the collaboration environment (a wiki en-
gine). The model editor component has been adheres to web standards like HTML, XML,
CSS and JavaScript. It owns basic features to support diagrammatic model creation, supports
three graphical notations (BPMN, EPC and basic graphs), reveals built-in mechanisms to an-
notate process diagrams, and supports modelers in the recognition of concurrent situations
through an activity indicator component. A major driver behind the development of a respec-
tive model editor component was that at the beginning of the research no adequate web-based
user-interface components for process modeling were available. Through the development of
such a component it could be shown that process modeling facilities can be encapsulated in a
way that allows for the ubiquitous integration in collaboration and content management envi-
ronments commonly used in organizations. Features like intractable Be´zier curve geometries
for diagram edges, auto-layouting, filter effects and color-scheme computation have not yet
been extensively examined in the context of web-based process modeling and therefore can be
regarded as well a contribution. Second, the identification and handling of concurrent situa-
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tions when multiple modelers access and modify a process model page has been implemented
on an element level which allows for the interactive resolution and semi-automatic merging
of conflicting revisions of a process model. The computation of a merged revision and the
subsequent presentation of this revision along with the original revision a modeler may visually
inspect, resolve or delegate conflicts through an adequate user-interface.
Case-studies in an industrial and an academic setting provided valuable insights in the prac-
tice of collaborative process modeling and gave feedback on the applicability of a wiki-based
approach. The first case-study of a process re-design in the recruiting department of an
office supply manufacturing company in Hungary can be considered a typical scenario that
can be encountered in modern organizations. However, the use of a wiki-based environment
(xoProcessWiki)to collaboratively re-design new processes is not reported in literature so far.
Exposing the wiki-based process modeling environment to real-world conditions in an orga-
nizational context resulted in valuable stimuli for further enhancements and elimination of
malfunctions of features. The case-study conducted in the context of two bachelor and mas-
ter courses in information system design has lead to insights how the wiki environment can be
used for collaborative and technology enhanced learning. The insights obtained are not limited
to an academic context but can as well applied to organizational learning. Furthermore, as
the wiki-based process modeling environment was exposed to a rather large of group of users
(actually multiple groups) both the behavior of groups and the system could be studied re-
garding structure of evolving model artifacts and the interactions between group members. As
the wiki instance has been used by two subsequent group the xoProcessWiki could be studied
over a period of one and a half year which allowed inferences about the reuse and adaption of
process models over a rather large period of time.
6.2 Limitations
The research work presented here is characterized by a rather broad and holistic approach
on software-supported collaboration in process modeling. The domain analysis presented in
chapter 3 is an approach to qualitatively describe the basic constituents of a collaborative
process modeling activity. Although a high-level model of collaboration in process re-design
could be conceptualized from the interview data, it is mainly limited to interactions between
roles (process experts – method experts), rather than interactions between method experts
(e.g modelers).
The wiki-based modeling environment suggested in chapter 4 has been developed on the
basis of a particular wiki engine (xoWiki). Though a large set of features of xoWiki can be
found as well in many other wiki engines experiences collected during the evaluation of the
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modeling environment cannot simply be generalized and transferred to other wiki engines as
features may have interrelations. The model editor user-interface component as it is realized
to date is based on the Mozilla SVG DOM which is supported on several platform configura-
tions like Windows with Firefox, MacOS with Firefox and Safari, and Linux with Konqueror
and Firefox. The integration of the model editor component along with the mechanisms for
concurrency handling are implemented by means of xoTcl, Tcl and in the context of a specific
application development framework xoWiki. For being able to prove the general feasibility,
applicability and utility of the proposed features also other collaboration environments need to
be investigated.
The case-studies have been conducted in two different contexts (industry, academic learn-
ing). Although, the investigation and evaluation of the proposed wiki-based modeling environ-
ment provided valuable feedback for the further development it provided only limited insight
in the acceptance and use of particular features. Furthermore, the limited time-frame for the
studies prevented a thorough time-series analysis in the long term which would be of special
interest for evaluation of the suitability of the wiki approach to collaborative process modeling.
6.3 Implications for future research
Based on the research presented future research activities on collaboration in process modeling
can follow two directions. First, the applicability of wiki-based collaboration environments for
process modeling needs to be assessed in a more comprehensive way by studying the usage
and adoption of of wikis in different contexts. A sound empirical evaluation of wiki features
with regard to collaboration in large-scale process re-design projects and small-scale process
change activities would provide insights on the acceptance of wiki features under variable
conditions of use. Of particular interest in an organizational context is how a process wiki
can be integrated into an organizational knowledge management system. Also the technical
and managerial integration into the whole business process life-cycle and supporting business
process management systems would remain open questions that need further attention from
research.
A question that has not been addressed sufficiently in the research work presented are
short-term and long-term behavioral aspects in collaborative process modeling. As has been
shown in chapter 5 wiki environments may provide a valuable source of data for studying
behavioral patterns of collaboration in process modeling. Application of time-series analysis
techniques along with social network analysis methods are potential means to gain a better
understanding of creative and communicative interactions between participants in a process
modeling effort. The influence of participation and involvement in process modeling on model
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quality through using a particular collaboration technology would be of interest for future
research. Also, the evolution of process models and process communities in the long-term has
not been investigated so far. The wiki environment developed in the course of this research
along with the metrics and analytical approaches used could be a starting point for further
research on the before mentioned research questions.
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Figure 7.1: Atomic process model changes by type in pwiki-1 instance
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Figure 7.2: Atomic process model changes by type and user in pwiki-1
instance
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7 Appendix
UserID NAdded NDeleted NChanged EAdded EDeleted EChanged Total
601 216 97 753 263 108 962 2399
1808 23 8 11 30 14 0 86
1897 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1901 29 8 5 25 7 0 74
2326 7 2 114 8 0 167 298
3263 207 30 279 222 28 380 1146
3268 141 18 164 168 25 326 842
3287 218 26 251 252 49 377 1173
7937 122 20 124 144 23 182 615
7991 78 27 32 83 31 59 310
9002 38 7 43 39 4 60 191
9003 30 5 70 24 0 72 201
9004 55 11 115 50 6 166 403
9005 57 38 156 98 81 214 644
9006 54 20 118 56 21 133 402
9007 22 2 112 48 24 132 340
9008 49 16 231 66 30 304 696
9009 65 32 154 65 35 163 514
9010 29 11 135 24 7 155 361
9011 120 18 1264 153 65 672 2292
9012 78 11 268 73 8 371 809
9013 120 50 532 143 52 575 1472
9014 89 11 458 120 30 475 1183
9015 95 31 434 110 35 617 1322
9017 35 4 186 46 20 29 320
9018 111 17 417 131 30 454 1160
9021 237 163 338 229 150 432 1549
9035 100 23 324 111 31 380 969
9038 16 6 30 12 1 26 91
9041 54 18 76 48 8 166 370
9065 34 29 187 65 48 117 480
9066 56 19 48 58 17 63 261
9310 107 63 2194 142 93 350 2949
9424 118 16 244 81 15 191 665
12602 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 2810 857 9867 3187 1096 8770
Table 7.5: Number of atomic changes by user
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UserID NLabel NSize NPosition NFill ELabel ESrcTgt EPath Total
601 83 169 660 20 0 107 850 1039
1808 7 4 0 0 0 0 0 11
1897 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1901 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 5
2326 24 5 89 0 0 6 161 124
3263 55 22 239 0 0 112 261 405
3268 25 63 142 0 0 87 238 340
3287 49 16 213 0 0 107 264 385
7937 25 24 107 0 0 40 142 196
7991 12 2 19 0 0 19 40 52
9002 5 3 37 0 0 7 53 52
9003 22 6 54 0 0 6 61 88
9004 28 9 98 0 0 36 130 171
9005 38 6 126 0 0 29 175 199
9006 27 2 104 0 0 15 118 148
9007 36 3 89 0 0 2 130 130
9008 35 2 220 0 0 30 268 287
9009 45 23 115 0 0 19 140 202
9010 27 6 109 0 0 17 134 159
9011 616 14 1133 0 0 13 654 1776
9012 46 3 244 0 0 32 338 325
9013 92 25 469 0 0 47 527 633
9014 43 11 427 0 0 14 453 495
9015 250 1 212 0 0 233 384 696
9017 164 0 24 0 0 0 26 188
9018 94 11 332 0 0 22 430 459
9021 86 30 254 0 0 76 348 446
9035 67 12 274 0 0 20 358 373
9038 26 0 5 0 0 8 18 39
9041 11 6 70 0 0 36 130 123
9065 60 13 132 0 0 9 105 214
9066 30 5 29 0 0 19 44 83
9310 1158 28 1165 0 0 59 279 2410
9424 62 10 191 0 0 16 172 279
12602 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 3351 536 7382 20 0 1243 7431
Table 7.6: Number of attribute changes by user
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Figure 7.3: Distribution of changes over time for most active pages in
pwiki-1 instance, page ID 9558 (a) and 9338 (b)
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Figure 7.4: Distribution of changes over time for most active pages in
pwiki-1 instance, page ID 9341 (a) and 10565 (b)
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Comm.ID Users (IDs)
C0 1808, 1897, 1901
C1 3263, 3268, 3287
C2 2326, 9002, 9003, 9005, 9007, 9008,
9009, 9011, 9012, 9014, 9065
C3 9004, 9006, 9021, 9041, 9066
C4 9010, 9018, 9310, 9424
C5 9013, 9015, 9017, 9035, 9038
Table 7.7: Detected communities in pwiki-1 using la-
bel.propagation.community from igraph
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Figure 7.5: Example of BPMN process model from pwiki-1 instance
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Figure 7.6: Example of BPMN process model from pwiki-3 instance
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